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In this dissertation, both the determination of system response 
and the optimization of this response are invesigated from the pro­
cess control standpoint. All systems treated are of more interest 
to process engineers, and probably of less interest to electrical 
engineers. No experimental data was taken, and the entire study was 
done using digital computers (an IBM 7040 and an IBM 1620 with a 
periferal plotter).
First, generalized graphs are presented from which the dynamic 
response of both second and third order systems can easily be ob­
tained. The response for the open loop case is presented first, 
followed by generalized root locus graphs for transforming the closed 
loop system into its equivalent open loop system. Thus, both the 
open and closed loop response of a given system can be determined.
The method presented is at least four times faster than conventional 
pencil and paper calculations when the user is equally, familiar with 
both.
Second, a new technique is presented for tuning process control­
lers in an existing control loop. In this work, every effort is made 
to be as mathematically precise as possible, expressly stating what 
assumptions are made. Furthermore, what is meant by "good" control 
in this work is uniquely defined mathematically rather than qualita­
tively as in many previous techniques. Since fewer assumptions are
xiii
made in developing the method presented, it generally produces better 
results than the previous techniques.
Third, it is shown that charts for precisely determining tuning 
parameters for second and third order systems can be developed. A 
few graphs are presented from which it is obvious that a complete 
set could be drawn. Unfortunately, it is felt that these would be 
of too little practical use at the present to justify devoting 
enough time to obtain a complete set. However, if a need for such 
graphs ever arises, enough information along with the computer pro­
grams is presented so that the complete set can be developed.
Fourth, matrix differential equations are applied to four pro­
cess' industry operations: a liquid —  liquid heat exchanger, a
vapor —  liquid heat exchanger, a plate column, and a continuous 
contact column. The same matrix differential equation describes 
all four systems, with only the elements of the matrices being 
."different. Only one of the above operations —  the vapor-liquid 
heat exchanger -- is a realistic example of a linear control system. 
All the other systems are typically non-linear, which is a much more- 
difficult system to optimize than a linear control system. The 
responses of representative examples of each of the above systems 
are presented for various disturbances, thus illustrating several 
different methods for solving matrix differential equations.
Finally, the concepts of dynamic programming and the principle 
of the maximum are applied to the systems described previously by 
matrix differential equations. Although a solution could not be 
obtained using either of these techniques, the maximum principle
xiv
indicates that the control vector should be bang-bang. Using this 
result along with a few other realistic assumptions, it is possible 
to obtain a solution using a trial and error procedure. The calcu­
lations are lengthy, and a large and fast digital computer is re­
quired. However, the results of these calculations can often be 





In the process industries, the emphasis placed upon control has 
increased very rapidly in the past decade. This has not only caused 
control systems to become more sophisticated (even to the extent of 
direct digital control) but has also begun to change the design pro­
cedure for modern plants. A few years ago, the equipment for a plant 
was designed first, and the instrumentation for the process was con­
sidered in one of the final stages. Usually, modification of the 
equipment at this stage was discouraged, and the general attitude 
was that any process could be controlled with the right instruments. 
However, the trend in recent years is to design controllable processes, 
and it has become obvious that the dynamics of process equipment must 
be considered in order to obtain the most efficient operation.
In this respect, two questions often arise. First, what will be 
the response of a given system to some input that can be easily rep­
resented and visualized? Second, how can the response be optimized 
in some respect? These two questions have to be treated quite dif­
ferently, but are definitely related. Sometimes, only one question 
must be answered, sometimes both. For example, if the conditions that 
give the optimum response are known, it is often also desirable to 
know the shape of the response curve for these conditions. Further­
more, given a response curve, it is often desirable to make changes
in system characteristics to improve its response, although it may 
be impractical to apply optimization techniques. In this disserta-. 
tion, both the questions presented above are considered for several 
different systems, and using different techniques.
In the second chapter, the problem of determining the response 
of a system that may be described by a second or third order differ­
ential equation is considered. It is not difficult to solve these 
differential equations, but numerically evaluating the resulting ex­
pressions is tedious and time consuming. To alleviate this problem, 
a set of graphs are presented from which the response to a unit step 
input can be obtained quickly and easily. However, it Is often de­
sirable to determine the closed loop response of this system. In 
this case, the major obstacle is factoring a cubic equation, which 
can easily be accomplished if the appropriate root locus graph is 
available. Thus, a set of generalized root locus graphs are pre­
sented in order that the roots of the closed loop transfer function 
can be calculated. With these roots, the graphs developed for the 
open loop case are used to determine the response.
In Chapter III, the problem of obtaining optimum settings for 
process controllers in an existing control loop around a complex sys­
tem is investigated. The first difficulty is in approximating a 
general, high-order system by a simple system. Furthermore, it is 
desirable to use only one type of simple system to approximate every 
general system. If this can be done and if optimum settings for a 
controller for the simple system can be obtained in some manner, 
these settings should be good approximate settings for the actual 
system. In this work, the simple system chosen is an open loop system
with a pure time delay plus a first order lag. For this system, 
graphs are presented from which a controller can be tuned to the 
optimum settings. Care is exercised to define what is meant by op­
timum conditions in this work. The basic criterion is that the re­
sponse have a decay ratio of 1/A, but this is not sufficient to 
specify unique settings in many instances. For these cases, addi­
tional criteria are used to obtain one value for the optimum settings.
Although a system with a pure time delay plus a first order lag 
does give good results and has actually been used for several years(1), 
other simple systems are often better approximations in many cases.
In Chapter IV, control of a third order process, of which a second 
order process is a special case, is considered. Since the main dif­
ficulty is in obtaining the approximation, this system will not be 
treated in as much detail as for the system considered in the third 
chapter. The main point is that graphs analogous to those in Chapter 
III can be developed, and several such graphs are presented to illus­
trate this point.
In Chapter V, attention is focused upon numerically obtaining 
the response of complex process systems, such as heat exchangers, 
plate columns, and continuous contact columns. Previously, this has 
been done using relaxation techniques, and considerable success has 
resulted. However, modern control theory has made considerable use 
of matrices, and several "canned" computer programs are available 
for many matrix operations. Thus, the use of matrix differential 
equations for calculating the response is considered in some detail. 
Since the resulting equations are to be used in a subsequent chapter 
to determine optimum transitions, the calculated response must
approximate the response of an actual system. Thus, it is not usually
_ ̂
possible to simply add an accumulation term to the equations for 
steady state conditions. The actual column configuration and flow 
patterns must be considered in order to obtain a realistic response 
curve for an actual system.
With a matrix differential equation available that describes a 
system, it is possible, at least theoretically, to apply some of the 
optimization techniques developed in the past few. years. One of the 
most popular techniques is dynamic programming, which has received 
considerable attention for process optimization. It has several 
desirable features.but also has some disadvantages. For even a 
simple case, a large and fast computer is needed, and for systems 
with more than three or four state variables, the storage requirement 
for using dynamic programming is excessive. For systems considered 
here, the minimum number of state variables is usually about ten, 
and the procedure cannot be applied easily. Another technique de­
veloped recently is the maximum principle, which does not require 
excessive storage. However, the optimum is expressed in terms of a 
two-point boundary value problem, which is not easy to solve. In 
Chapter VI, both dynamic programming and the maximum principle are 
discussed as applied to the systems of interest.
Using the maximum principle, it can be concluded that the opti­
mum control vector is of the bang-bang type. Thus, the optimization 
problem is reduced to determining the time that the switches are to 
be made. In the last part of Chapter VI, a trial and error procedure 
is presented that can calculate the switching function to any desired 
accuracy. This technique requires a large and fast digital computer,
but it is shown that the results of these calculations can be pre­
sented in a form that is quite easy to use subsequently.
In summarizing, the subject of this dissertation seems at first 
to be two-fold, i.e., determination of response curves and determina­
tion of optimum parameters. However, these are definitely related, 
and can be separated only superficially. Optimization will receive 
more and more emphasis in the future, but the models used in the op­
timization techniques will be evaluated primarily upon how good the 
response calculated from the models approximates the response of the 
actual hardware.
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CHAPTER II
GENERALIZED RESPONSE CURVES FOR 
SECOND AND THIRD ORDER SYSTEMS
Introduction
In the analysis of a system it is necessary to determine its 
transient response. The most straightforward method of doing this 
is to solve the differential equation relating output to input, and 
then evaluate the solution at enough points to obtain the dynamic 
response. This is time consuming in its simplest applications, and 
the procedure is extremely cumbersome if the transfer function is 
not initially in a factored form, as would be the case in the calcu­
lation of the closed loop response of an open loop transfer function, 
G(s), illustrated in Figure (II-l). Several shorter methods (1) have 
been developed that inidcate the general form of the response, but 
these methods do not yield complete information. Items such as the 
Initial time to reach final value, the amount of overshoot, or the 
settling time are often of utmost importance but are not available 
from these shorter methods. Therefore, a generalized approximation 
method is needed for determining the actual response of a system 
rapidly and accurately. From the response, almost any other desired 
information can be calculated. The purpose of this chapter is to 
present an approximate method for determining the response of a 
second or third order system to a step input.
7
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Figure (II-l). Systems considered in Chapter II.
For a first order system, the response of an open loop transfer 
function G(s) to a unit step input is a function only of the time 
constant T. The response reaches 63.2% of the final value at t = t, 
86.4% at t ■ 2t, 95% at t » 3t, et cetera.(2) For a second order
system, the response of an open loop function G(s) can be shown by a
single generalized graph in which the response is plotted against the 
product of the time and the natural frequency with the damping ratio
as a parameter (3). A graph for this case is shown in Figure (II-2).
For a third order transfer function, the open loop response is similar 
to that of a second order transfer function, but the additional time 
constant introduces a time lag into the system. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to expect that graphs similar to those of a second order 
transfer function could be prepared for particular values of the 
third time constant. Graphs of this type are shown in Figures (II-3) 
thru (II-9). It should be noted that the second order system is a 
special case of the third order system in which this time lag is zero.
Graphs from which the open loop time response for third order 
systems can be determined are also available in reference (4), but 
the spacing parameter is more difficult to obtain and grasp and the 
response for a second order system is not included. In reference (4), 
graphs are also presented for a second order system with one zero, but 
these are seldom encountered in the process industries.
In finding the closed loop response of an open loop transfer 
function a major problem is to determine the roots of the closed 
loop transfer function. (The closed loop transfer function will be 
of the same order as the open loop transfer function for unity feed­
back systems, but it will, of course, have different roots). For a
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Figure (II-9). Time response curves for = 10.0.
first order open loop transfer function G(s), the method described 
above is used, but the time constant will be smaller in the closed 
loop case, resulting in a faster response. If G(s) is second order, 
it is necessary to calculate only the damping ratio and the natural 
frequency of the closed loop transfer function, which does not re­
quire factoring. Using these values, the graph in Figure (II-2) is 
used to determine the response.
For a third order equation, there is no simple.algebraic method 
for calculating the roots of the closed loop function from the open 
loop function G(s). One method of accomplishing this is to obtain 
the roots graphically from a root locus plot (5). For a third order 
system, generalized root locus graphs can be drawn for particular 
values of the damping ratio with the remaining time constant as a 
parameter. Graphs such as this are shown in Figures (11-10) thru 
(11-17) and are applicable when two of the roots of the closed loop 
transfer function are complex. When all three roots are real, three 
additional graphs are required and are shown in Figure (11-18).
Since any method for factoring a cubic equation can be used to 
obtain the roots of the closed loop function, several differentI
methods are already available (6,7). However, since root locus plots 
are more familiar to those in the control field, the plots in Figure 
(11-10) thru (11-17) can be used to obtain more information than the 
value of roots, e.g., stability, gain required to obtain a given 
damping ratio, et cetera.
From the combination of Figures (II-2) thru (11-18) both the 
open and closed loop response of a third order system to a step input 
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Figure (11-18). Graphs applicable when all three roots are real.
shape of the response is sufficient, and the graphs are drawn in such 
a manner that this can be accomplished with a very minimum of calcula­
tions. This will be illustrated later, but first it is desirable to 
consider the equations from which the graphs are calculated.
Derivation of Equations for Open Loop Case 
In general, a third order transfer function is obtained in one 
of these two forms:
G(S) “ <TlS + l)(Tas +l)(T0s +1) (II"1)
G(s) “ -77:---------- " — o  \- (H-2)
G r + 1) ( S  + F + 1 ) -n n n
Tliese two forms are equivalent and by the additional relationships
/
given in Figure (II-l), it is possible to obtain one from the other.
For a unit step input, the response C(s) for the open loop is G(s)/s. 
The inverse transform of this function requires that four cases be 
considered (8).
In the first case, two of the roots may be complex conjugates, 
and G(s) is given by Equation (II-2). Since the value of £ is less 
than one, the time response C(t) is given by:
C(t)“ K (1- '̂ ^ ^ C T + l '̂  + ) (II-3)\ T 2£T+1 V  (1-C8) (T*-2£T + 1)
where
§ = ARCTAN + ARCTAN ^  lm£ ^ (II-4)
’ - C f  - C
In the second case, all three of the roots are real and unequal.
If G(s) is expressed by Equation (II-2), the value of £ is greater
than one. If we let Ta aî  = C® and T3 ion = Ca , then the following 
equation gives the response to a step input:
/ TiCpCfl exp(-a> t/CA ^3̂ 3 exp (-co t/Ca) .
C<t) “ K I1 " (Tx - C3) (Tl-Ca)) + (Tr Ca) (Ca-C3) +
CaCg exp(-a) t/C3) \
(TX- ^ )  (Cg-Ca) (II"5)
By algebra, it can be shown that Ca and Ca are functions of £ only.
In the third case, all three roots are real and two of them are
equal. If the two equal time constants are used to define £ and 
Equation (II-l) is then expressed in the form of Equation (II-2), £ 
will be equal to one. The equation for the response is:
. Q?exp(-o) t/T) go texp(-a> t) (2T-l)exp(-u) t) *
C(t)-K(l--------------    + 'n- yT n  n ■ + -----;-------- —  ) (II-6)v (T _ '
Finally, all three roots may be real and equal. If G(s) is ex­
pressed in the form of Equation (II-2), then both £ and T are equal 
to one, and the time response is:
|- , t®U) 8 V ^
C(t) - K [l - ( + l) exp (-^t) j  (11_7)
In the equations for C(t) in these , four cases there are four 
variables: C(t)/K, u)nt, £ , and T. For preparing graphs, K can be
taken as unity if the values of C(t) subsequently read from the. 
graphs are multiplied by K to obtain the actual response. Graphs 
for a particular value of T are drawn for C(t) vs. a^t with £ as a 
parameter. Eight such graphs, shown in Figures (II-2) thru (II-9) 
are sufficient to cover the most important range of T. The computer 
program in Appendix A draws these graphs.
Derivation for the Closed Loop
Since the open and closed loop transfer functions are the same 
order for unity (or equivalent unity) feedback systems, the graphs 
previously described for the open loop response can also be used for 
•the closed loop response. Although the roots of the closed loop! 
transfer function are not usually known, they can be determined from 
root locus plots, which are most conveniently prepared when G(s) is 
expressed in the form of Equation (II-2). The shape of the root 
locus plot is dependent upon T and £ , and is independent of cô . 
Actually, both axes of the root locus plots are in units of natural 
frequency, .i.e., u>n, 2wn , 3u>n , etc. If root locus plots are drawn 
for o>n equal to unity, the new value of £ can be.read directly for 
any u>n. The damping ratio is the ratio of. the x-axis distance to 
the distance from the origin; and since appears in both, it 
cancels. However, the new value (uû ) of the natural frequency de­
pends upon u>n , since it is the distance from the origin to the point 
on the graph. If the value of obtained from the graphs of u>n 
equal to unity is multiplied by oun, then the correct value of 
is obtained. Plots of this type were prepared for constant values 
of £ with T and K as parameters, as shown in Figures (11-10) thru 
(11-17). The computer program for drawing these graphs is in 
Appendix B. These plots are useful for values of gain for which two 
of the roots of the closed loop response are complex conjugates.
When all three of the roots are real, there is no convenient way to. 
display the values on these plots. Since this condition only occurs 
for the plots of £ greater than one, three additional graphs are
drawn, using the computer program in Appendix C, to cover this case. 
These additional plots are shown in Figure (11-18) and their use will 
be illustrated later.
' From the plots of Figures (11-10) thru (11-18) it is possible to 
determine two of the three roots of the closed loop transfer function. 
For transfer functions that have two more poles than zeros, the sum 
of the real parts of the roots is the same for both the open and the 
closed loop transfer functions (9). Therefore, the remaining root 
can be calculated by subtracting the sum of the two known roots from 
the sum of the three original roots. Because imaginary roots always 
occur as complex conjugates, their imaginary parts cancel in the 
summation.
Since all the transients must die out as time increases, the • 
closed loop gain K' can be expressed in terms of the open loop gain 
K by
K ' ‘ k T T  . <K -8>
This can be shown by noting that the new steady state value of C(t) 
is equal to the new value of gain for a unit step input.
No root locus plots are presented for values of £ greater than 
two. By taking the two larger time constants to define £, one time 
constant is 13.9 times the other for £ equal to two. Hence, for 
larger values of £ , it is acceptable for most purposes to neglect 
the smallest of the three original time constants. This gives a 
second order equation whose roots can be obtained by using the quad­
ratic equation.
In these root locus plots stability 'is' indicated in the usual 
manner, i.e., if any root is in.the plane of positive values of x, 
the system is unstable. If the gain is decreased sufficiently, the 
system will become stable. For third order systems, increasing the 
gain usually tends to make them react faster; therefore, if the re­
sponse is not acceptable, the gain can often be adjusted to give the 
desired response. If the desired value of the damping ratio of the 
dominant roots is known, the value of gain can be determined from 
the root locus plots in the usual manner (10).
Procedure for Using Open Loop Charts
To obtain the open loop response, the values of K, T, cun , and £ 
for Equation (II-2) must be computed first. In the graphs, the quan­
tity is used, since this is defined as T. If the equation
originally had three real roots, any two of these may be used to
1calculate £ by the equations in Figure (II-l). However, if the two 
larger time constants are chosen, a wider range of time will be 
covered by the graphs. Likewise, the use of the two smaller time 
constants will give more points in the transient response region. 
Using the values of u>n, £ , and Txu>n , the value of C(t)/K can be read 
from the graphs in Figures (II-2) thru (II-9) for a particular value 
of time. Knowing K, C(t) is determined as illustrated in Example 1.
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Example 1
Calculate the open loop response for the following transfer function:
2
G(S) = (S + 1) (2s + 1) (4s + 1)





Using the two larger time constants to define £ and oĵ ,
%  = V  V ?  = 7  (2.) (4.) “ 0,353
C = cun (T3+T3)/2. = (0.353) (2. + 4.)/2. = 1.06
u)n Tx » (0.353) (1.) = 0.353
From the graphs in Figures (II-2) and (II-3), Table (II-I) is prepared. 
If numerical values are not desired, the general shape of the response 
can be determined immediately by inspection of the applicable graphs.
Alternate Solution to Example 1
To illustrate the different range of time covered, the two
sipaller time constants can be used to define cu and {*:n °
%  - T i S 7 - ■Jmruj - °-707
Q - 0)n (Tx + Ta)/2. - (0.707) (1. + 2.)/2. = 1.06
iunTa - (0.707) (4.) = 2.83
TABLE (II-I)
SOLUTION TO EXAMPLE 1
to t n C(t)/Kcu T. =0. n *
C(t)/K






























































As before, Table (II-II) is prepared from the graphs in Figures (II-5) 
and (II-6). The values are the same as in the above case, but a 
smaller range of time is covered.
Procedure for Using Closed Loop Charts
To obtain the closed loop response, the above procedure could 
be used if the roots of the closed loop transfer function are known.
To determine'these roots, the graphs in Figures (II-9) thru (11-17) 
are used, after which the equation is manipulated to the form of 
Equation (II-2).
In using these graphs, the following procedure is recommended:
STEP 1. If G(s) is of the form of Equation (II-l), it 
must be transformed into the form of Equation (II-2), 
and it is necessary to use the two larger time constants 
to define £ and Since the portion of the root locus
plot applicable in this case is fartherest from the 
origin, any error in reading the graphs is not as 
significant.
STEP 2. Knowing £, K, and 3̂ (0 , locate this point on 
one of the plots in Figures (11-10) thru (11-18), which­
ever is applicable. If one of the plots in Figures 
(11-10) thru (11-17) is used, define X and Y as follows:
X = x-coordinate value, which must be negative
for the system to be stable. (II-9)
Y = y-coordinate value, which is always positive (11-10) 
Using X and Y, £^ and for the closed loop transfer 
function are calculated by the following equations:
TABLE (II-II)






































































= <un 4xs + y3 <ii-ii)
c = Abs (X)
b 7  X3 +  Y3 (IX-12)
If the plots in Figure (11-18) apply, there are three 
real roots. From the appropriate graph, two values, 
denoted A and B, are read for one value of gain. From 
these, £b and are computed as follows:
= U!n V(C + A ) (C + B V  C" - 1 ) (XI-13)
Cb "  (c +  (A + e)2 v  c3—  )
STEP 3. Since the value of £b and cû  determine two roots, . 
only one remains unknown, and it is calculate by sub­
tracting the sum^ of the two known roots from the sum of 
the three original roots. Since is the reciprocal of 
this,
Tb ( ̂  + 2C“n ‘ 2<=ia)
STEP 4. After calculating K' by Equation (II-6), the 
factored form of the closed loop transfer function is 
C(s) ___________ K|_
R(s) / a 2r s
(Tbs+1) ( ^  + — 2—  + 1
(11-16)
Using Tb , £b, and uû  instead, of T1, Q , and u>n , the 
closed loop response is read from the graphs in Figures 
(II-2) thru (II-9) in the same manner as for the open 
loop response.
The procedure is illustrated in the following examples;
Example 2
Determine the unity feedback closed loop response of the 
transfer function in Example 1 to a unit step input.
Solution. As in Example 1,
Using the two larger time constants to define £ and u>n , the following
values were obtained in Example 1.
cu = 0.353n
C = 1.06
(i) T, = 0.353n 1
From the graph in Figure (11-14) for £ = 1.0, X = -0.58, and Y 3 1.43.
For £ = 1.2 (Figure (11-15)), X = -0.75, and Y * 1.33. Using linear
interpolation to evaluate X and Y for £ = 1.06, X = -0.69 and Y  » 1.40. 
Hence,
= (un X*+ Ya = 0.550
£b =“X/ fj X®+ Ya = 0.438
o^Th = (0.550) (0.790) = 0.434
K' - m - di - °-667
Using'the above values, Table (II-III) is prepared from graphs in 










1 1.82 .36 .14 .17
2 3.64 .91 .64 .68
3 5.46 1.21 1.05 1.07
4 7.28 1.2i 1.21 1.21
6 10.91 .97 1.02 1.01
8 14.56 .98 .95 .95
10 18.20 1.01 1.00 1.00
12 21.80 1.00 1.00 1.00
2




.715 .730 i 2.3
.808 .807 .2
.675 .675 .0






For unity feedback and a unit step input, calculate the closed 
loop response for the following transfer function.
Solution. As defined previously, •




The value of £ and are calculated from the two larger time constants.
£ = oun (T3 + Ta)/2 = 1.25
(i) Tj = (0.5) (0.5) = 0.25
Next, the value of oĵ , £^» and must be found using the root locus 
graphs. Upon examination of the.graph in Figure (11-15) for £ = 1.2, 
it is evident that the lowest value of gain for £ = 1.25 is larger 
than 0.2. Hence the graphs in Figure (11-18) must be used. For £ = 
1.2, A = -0.50, and B = +0.66. .For £ = 1,5, A ® -0.75, and B = +0.91. 
Using linear interpolation to obtain £ = 1.25, A = -0.54 and B ** 
+0.70. Now £^, and may be calculated.
G(s) . 2(.5s + 1 )  (s + 1) (4s + 1)
0)n
s 0.613
• ■ ■ £  (c+ = x-07cu n%
k-l
Tb “ %  +  '2<>n * 2k % ) = 1.31
= <0*515) (0*613) = 0-316 
K ' = kkl = 0.2+1 = °-1667
From Figures (II-2) and (II-3) Table (II-IV) is made for increments 
of time of 1.85.
I
Conclusions
In this chapter a graphical method is presented for obtaining 
both the open and closed loop time response for a second or third 
order system. This method is much faster than classical pencil and 
paper calculations. Hhen a person is equally familiar with this 
method and classical methods, this method is approximately four times 
faster for calculating numerical values for the response, and even 
faster when only the general shape of the response is required. For 
the open loop, classical calculations require taking the inverse 
transform which typically yields three exponential terms which must 
be evaluated numerically to obtain even the general shape of the 
time response. For the closed loop, the problem is similar, plus 
involving factoring a third order equation. Unless extreme care is 
taken, slide rule accuracy of the typical hand calculations is not 
any better than these graphs, which were obtained by using a digital 





1.85 1.13 .31 .14 .20
3.70 2.26 .64 .46 .53
5.55 3.40 .81 .71 .75
7.40 4.53 .90 .86 .88
11.10 6.80 .98 .96 .97
14.80 9.06 ..99 .99 .99






























drawing the graphs, and the only limitations on their accuracy is 
involved in reading and interpolation. With care, these graphs can 
be read to the nearest hundreth for values of C(t)/K. Although 
some accuracy is lost in linear interpolation between the graphs, 
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Nomenclature
Values read from graphs in Figure (11-18)
Controlled variable as a function of time
= Ta0)3 n
** n
Transfer function shown in Figure (II-l)
Gain of the open loop
Gain of the closed loop




Time constant for the closed lodp 
Time
Defined by Equation (II-9)
Defined by Equation. (11-10)
Damping ratio (open loop)
Damping ratio (closed loop)
Time constant for a first order system 
Defined by Equation (II-4)
Natural frequency (closed loop)
Natural frequency (open loop)
CHAPTER III 
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM CONTROLLER SETTINGS
Introduction
The determination of the settings or the "tuning" of controllers 
is often one of the major obstacles in the start-up of a control loop, 
and these settings are usually changed several times before the de­
sired response characteristics are obtained. Even so, often the con­
trollers are never tuned correctly. Anyone who has attempted to tune 
a controller can appreciate the many difficulties and uncertainties 
involved.
In this article, a new method is proposed which is an improvement 
over the present methods for tuning controllers. The solution empha­
sizes the optimization of the settings, although the optimum condi­
tions in practice vary from one situation to the next. In this chap­
ter, only two approximations are made that could introduce error into 
the results. First, the actual system is assumed to be adequately 
represented by a first order lag with a time delay, which, as ex­
plained later, is an easy approximation to obtain, while retaining 
sufficient accuracy for most processes. Second, the controller is 
assumed to be ideal, since using an interacting controller model 
would require the user of the method to have detailed information 
about the controller that is not normally available.
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Present Methods
Currently, the Ziegler-Nichols methods (1) are the most popular 
methods for determining controller settings, probably because of 
their simplicity. Two different methods were proposed by Ziegler 
and Nichols, one based on the process reaction curve and the other 
on the gain and frequency at continuous cycling, i.e., ultimate gain 
and ultimate frequency. Other methods have been proposed by various 
authors based on the process reaction curve, some of which are ex­
plained below. In addition, there are also several methods based on
\
frequency response concepts.
The Ziegler-Nichols method based on the process reaction curve 
is usually the easiest to use, since determination of this curve is 
relatively easy. To obtain this curve, seven steps are involved.
1. Let conditions come to steady state.
2. Place the controller on manual operation.
3. Manually set the output of the controller 
at the value at which is was operating ■ 
automatically.
4. Allow the system to reach steady state.
5. With the controller still'in manual opera­
tion, impose a step change on the output 
of the controller, e.g., air to valve.
6. Record the response of the controlled 
variable (often being recorded by the 
controller itself).
7. Return the controller output to its pre­
vious value, and- return the controller to 
automatic operation.
A typical curve resulting from the above procedure is shown in Figure 
(III-l). The main advantage of using the process reaction curve in­
stead of frequency response or continuous cycling methods is that it 
can be obtained quicker and easier.
From the process reaction curve, the parameters R^, Lr, and M 
are determined, as illustrated in Figure (III-l). Ziegler and Nichols 
proposed the following equations for tuning the various modes of con­
trol in the controller:
Proportional only:
Gain = l./R L (Illrl)r r
Proportional plus reset:
Gain = .9/RrLr (III-2)
Reset rate = . 3/Lr (III-3)
Three mode:
Gain = 1.2/RrLr (III-4)
Reset rate = .5/Lr (III-5)
Derivative time = ,5Lr (III-6)
Cohen and Coon (2) have also presented equations which apply to this 
curve.
Proportional only:
' Gain ■ (1 + (j,/3)/RrLr (III-7)
Proportional plus reset:
Gain - .9(1 + ji/ll)/RrLr (III-8)









From the above graph, the following parameters are determined 
directly:
Lr = 0.55 min
L R = 9°C/psi r r v
M = 20°C/psi
Using equations to be presented later, the following parameters 
can be calculated from those above:
T = M/Rr = 1.222 min
T = L =0.55 min r
t/T = 0.45
K' = M = 20°/psi
= L R /M = 0.45 r r
Figure (III-l). Process reaction curve for a step change of 1.0 psi 
in the output of the controller in a temperature control loop.
Proportional plus derivative:
Gain = 1.2(1 + jx/8)/R L (111-10)
Derivative time « .27Lr(l - |i/3)/(l + P-/8) (III-ll)
Three mode:
Gain * 1.35 (1 + |i/5)/RrLr (111-12)
Reset rate = £.*4(1 + 3(j,/5)J / £l r(1 + jjl/5)J (111-13)
Derivative time » ,37Lr/(l + (j,/5) (XIX-14)
where = RrLr/M (111-15)
Since these equations have an additional term, they should be some­
what more accurate than those originally proposed by Ziegler and 
Nichols.
In addition to the above equations, Cohen and Coon (3) have pre­
sented graphs from which many possible combinations.of settings to 
give a decay ratio of 1/4 may be obtained. However, the 1/4 decay 
ratio used in constructing these graphs was for the dominant part of 
the actual response, and it was assumed that the decay ratio of the
dominant mode was approximately equal to the decay ratio of the actual
;
response. Although this assumption is valid in most cases, there are 
numerous exceptions, and it is practically impossible to predict when 
this assumption is not valid.
The second method proposed by Ziegler and Nichols consists of 
approximating the controller settings from the controller gain and 
response frequency associated with continuous cycling of the con­
trolled variable. To determine the gain at continuous cycling, the 
steps below are often followed:
1. All of the reset and derivative action is tuned 
out of the controller, so that only the propor­
tional mode remains.
2. With the controller on automatic, the gain is 
adjusted until the process cycles continuously, 
as for curve B in Figure (III-2).
For some systems, the ultimate gain is rather difficult to deter­
mine, and for a few systems there is no value of gain at which con­
tinuous cycling is achieved, i.e., they are stable for all values of 
gain. In general, if the cycling is damped, as in curve C in Figure 
(III-2), the gain is below the ultimate gain. On the other hand, if 
the system is unstable, as in curve A, the gain is greater than the 
ultimate gain. However, these rules are not without exception, and 
the determination of the ultimate gain and ultimate period Py is 
a.trial and error procedure. After these are determined the follow­
ing equations can be used to obtain approximate controller settings:
Proportional only:
Gain «* .5Su (111-16)
Proportional plus reset:
Gain « .45Su  ̂ (111-17)
Reset rate = 1.2/Pu ' (111-18)
Proportional plus derivative:
Gain » .6Su (111-19)






Curve A —  unstable
Curve B —  continuous cycling
Curve C —  stable
Figure (III-2). Typical responses obtained when determining 
ultimate gain and ultimate period.
Three mode:
Gain a .6Su (111-21)
Reset rate = 2./Pu (111-22)
Derivative time = T?u/8 (111-23)
A slight modification of the above procedure has also been pro­
posed (4). Instead of adjusting the controller until continuous 
cycling occurs, it is adjusted (with proportional mode only) until a 
decay ratio of 1/4 is obtained in the response to a step change in 
the set point as in Figure (III-3). From the period (P) of oscilla­
tion, the reset rate and derivative time are determined:
Reset rate = 6/P 
Derivative time = P/1.5
With the reset and rate modes set at these values, the proportional 
band is again adjusted to obtain a 1/4 decay ratio.
If frequency response data are available, these provide several
methods to determine controller settings; however, these methods are
not commonly used, since obtaining the frequency response data for a 
process is much more difficult and time.consuming than obtaining the 
process reaction curve or the condition of continuous cycling. FromI
these data, probably the easiest procedure for obtaining controller 
settings is to determine the ultimate gain and ultimate period from 
the Bode plot, and use the equations proposed by Ziegler and Nichols 
to determine the controller settings. The ultimate frequency is the 
frequency at which the phase angle crosses the -180° line. The ulti­







Figure (III-3). Response curve for a 1/4 decay ratio.
frequency, and the ultimate period is the reciprocal of the ultimate 
frequency (5).
For the process control, a common requirement is to adjust the 
controller until a 30° phase margin is obtained (6). With propor­
tional control only, this is relatively simple, since adjusting the 
gain does not affect the phase angle. For 30° phase margin, the 
frequency at a phase angle of -150° is determined. The controller 
gain is simply the reciprocal of the process.gain at this frequency. 
However, if reset and/or rate action is added to the controller, the 
procedure becomes more complicated and time consuming. In this case, 
trial and error methods are used to determine a solution, the proce­
dure being essentially the same as that for the damped frequency re­
sponse, as explained below.
The concept of the damped frequency response can be used to de­
termine controller settings (7). For the undamped frequency response 
fcurves, the process cycles continuously when the gain is unity and 
phase angle equals -180°. It is possible to obtain curves, called 
damped frequency response curves, such that at a damped gain of unity 
and a damped phase angle of -180°, the fundamental component of the 
response has a specified decay ratio, and Caldwell, Coon and Zoss (8) ' 
present a graphical means of converting undamped frequency response 
curves to damped frequency response curves for a decay ratio of 1/4. 
For proportional controllers, the procedure is simple-, the gain being 
the reciprocal of the damped process gain at which the damped phase 
angle is -180°. For controllers with additional modes, the procedure 
becomes more complicated, and depends upon the modes of the controller. 
A complete discussion of these methods is given in Reference (7).
Of all the methods available for setting controllers those based 
on the process reaction curve have a tremendous advantage over the 
others because of the simplicity and ease with which the necessary 
experimental data can be obtained.
In order for a method of obtaining controller settings to be 
practical, there must be an easy means of determing the parameters 
which characterize the process being controlled. The typical pro­
cess is usually too complex to be analyzed directly, and approxima­
tions, preferably the simplest possible, are used to represent the 
process. As mentioned earlier, the process reaction curve is much 
easier to obtain than frequency response data, and procedures based 
on the process reaction curve are available for obtaining a mathema­
tical approximation of a process (9,10).
From experience in using the Ziegler-Nichols method, many con­
trol engineers are familiar with determining the process reaction 
curve and also the parameters in Figure (III-l). In so doing, the 
system is essentially approximated by a first order lag plus a time 
delay. From the parameters determined in Figure (III-l), the time 
constant T, the delay time t , and the process gain K' are determined:
Determination of an Analytic Expression
(111-26)
(111-27)
K' = Change in controlled variable 
Change in manipulated variable
(111-28)
The resulting approximation to the actual system is shown in 
block diagram form in Figure (III-4).
Since this approximation is relatively simple to obtain, is 
familiar to many, and is sufficiently correct for most cases, it was 
chosen as the basis for drawing the graphs, presented here. The 
quality of this approximation for a typical case is also shown in 
Figure (III-4).
To use the graphs presented in this article, the gain of the 
process must also be determined. Although it is not necessary to. 
know this when using the Ziegler-Nichols method, it can be determined 
from the process reaction curve; therefore, no additional experimental 
work needs to be done. In the control loop in Figure (III-5) there 
are two gains, the controller gain K and the process gain K'. The 
relationship between these two can best be illustrated by an example. 
Consider a temperature control system using a pneumatic controller.
In determining the process reaction curve, the value of the air output 
from the controller is changed-by a definite amount, say x psi. The 
resulting steady state change in the controlled variable will be a 
change in temperature of y degrees. Thus, the process gain is (y/x) 
degrees/psi. The dimensions of the controller gain is the reciprocal 
of the dimensions of the process gain; in this case, the controller 
gain will be in psi/degree. However, the usual proportional setting 
is the proportional band expressed in per cent, which can be found 
from the following equation:
Proportional a (100) (output range of controller)___________ (III-29)
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(a) The resulting approximation to the actual response using 
the procedures illustrated in Figure (III-l).
Input K' e “TS Output ̂
Ts + 1
(b) Block diagram for a process approximated by a first order 
lag with a time delay as above.
Figure (III-4). Results of using the approximation technique 











Figure (III-5). Block diagram for a general control loop.
In the above example, consider a controller whose span is 100°C, and 
assume that it has been determined that the controller gain is to be
0.2 psi/°C. For a controller whose air output varies from 3 to 15 
psi, the proportional band must be
Proportional Band - $ ° ° ?p»l/°e)(100-C) = 60%
In addition, the derivative adjustment (the derivative time) is 
the gain associated with the derivative mode divided by the gain 
K associated with the proportional mode. Similarly, the reset rate 
is the gain Kr associated with the reset mode divided by the propor­
tional gain K.
In developing a method for determing controller settings, one of 
the choices to be made is whether to use the actual response or the 
fundamental component (the dominant term in the equation for the actual 
response) to compute the decay ratio. When the fundamental component 
is used, only one or two terms of the equation for the actual response 
are considered, thus shortening the numerical calculations. However, 
approximating the actual response by using the dominant part is never 
completely valid, and it is not easy to predict when the approximation 
is satisfactory.
Although both these alternatives have disadvantages, the use of 
the actual response presents most of its difficulties to the person 
developing the tuning criteria but it does not affect the user of the 
criteria. On the other hand, when the method is based solely on the 
fundamental component, the user must decide if the approximation is 
valid. Since this decision is often difficult, use of the actual re­
sponse is preferable. In preparing the graphs presented in this
chapter a high-speed computer was available, thus minimizing the 
disadvantage of using the actual response. The graphs presented 
earlier by Cohen and Coon (3) are similar to those presented here, 
except Cohen and Coon computed the decay ratio from the fundamental 
component only. The parameters appear at first to be more different, 
but the difference is due to a matter of choice, with no particular 
advantage for either.
Elements of the Loop
The control loop shown, in Figure (III-5) has two major blocks, 
controller and process, and two inputs, a set point and a disturbance. 
In this block diagram, the controller does not contain the comparator 
(summer) and the set point adjustment, although this is contrary to 
what exists in industrial hardware where the "controller" term refers 
more to an instrument case than to a calculating element in a loop.
The reason for this inconsistency is a matter of convenience in draw­
ing the control loop, and the block diagram in Figure (III-5) repre­
sents the actual loop except for the location of the comparator and 
set point adjustment. In the block labeled "Controller" are the 
three modes -- proportional, reset, and derivative — ■ in the actual 
controller. It is these modes, not the set point adjustment and com­
parator, that determine how well the controller will function and is 
therefore a more important part of the block diagram.
In this chapter, the controller model used is the "ideal" con­
troller, i.e., a controller with perfect gain, perfect integral, and 







K + Kr /p  + Kdp (111-33)
(IXI-31)
(111-32)
Unfortunately, this does not exist in the industrial controller. For 
example, there is a time delay associated with the proportional mode, 
which is not included in the "ideal" controller. Furthermore, the
although those in the "ideal" controller are non-interacting. These 
and similar effects in actual controllers are not included'for two 
reasons. First, the model would become considerably more complicated, 
and second and more important, these "non-ideal" effects differ from 
controller to controller, and to include these effects would require 
that the person doing the tuning have information about his controller 
that he normally does not possess.
Furthermore, the decay ratios computed in this article are for a 
response to a step change in the disturbance signal, not for a change 
in the set point. MoSt controllers are used primarily to compensate 
for disturbances, and in most applications, the set point is seldom 
varied. Moreover, the process reaction curve was not obtained for a 
change in set point, but for a step change in the output of the con­
troller. From an examination of Figure (III-5) it is seen that this 
step change has the same effect on the process as a step change in a 
disturbance, since the controller is in manual mode. It is not 
apparent at first that there is a difference between the response 
from a change in set point and the response due to a change in a
modes in the actual controller are not independent of one another,
disturbance, and it is true that the denominator (characteristic 
function) of the transfer function is the same for both cases. How­
ever, the difference is due to the numerator of the transfer function. 
For example, consider a first order process with a three term control­
ler described by Equation (111-33). The response due to a change in 
the set point is
K pa + Kp + Kr 
c(t) (V  J .  T\n<i X  ^ 7  X  U n  X  1J r(t) (III-34)(Kd + T)pa + (K + l)p + K.
where T = time constant of the system, and the process gain is unity.
However, the response to a disturbance is
= (Kd + T)p3 + (K + l)p + Kr (111-35)
In the block diagrams and the equations in this article, the 
variables represent deviations from their initial steady state values, 
not their absolute magnitudes. Assume it is desired to determine the 
output c(t) of the system in Figure (III-5) to a step change in the 
disturbance g(t). As is the usual convention, the step change in 
g(t) occurs at time equal to zero. For time prior to this, the values 
of r(t), g(t), c(t), e(t) and m(t) are zero, i.e., no deviation from 
their steady state values. The response is then calculated in terms 
of deviations from these initial values, thus eliminating the actual 
magnitudes of the variables from the problem. Note that the final 
steady state values of the variables will not generally be equal to
their initial steady state values except in special cases.
Simple First Order System
Before attempting more complex situations, it is probably better 
to first consider the simplest possible case - a simple first order 
system, i.e., no significant time delay present. A control loop con­
taining a system of this type is shown in Figure (III-6). For systems 
without a time delay, the order of the transfer function must be at 
least second order if the response is to have a decay ratio of 1/4. 
Hence, it is necessary for the controller to contain the reset mode, 
although it may also have proportional and derivative modes if de­
sired. Considering r(t) = 0, the response equation for the control 
loop in Figure (III-6) with a three term controller is
= (T + KdK')pa +P (K'K + l)p + K.K' (111-36)
KK '+1Now if the substitution u = ^ p is made in Equation (111-36)
r
= K'K + 1 ’ T u8 + u + 1 (111-37)r
where T = (T + KjlOK.K'/CKK' +  1)3 (111-38)
and t* = KrK't/(KK' + 1) (111-39)
From Equation (111-37), it is obvious that the decay ratio is a func­
tion of Tr only. After having decided upon a decay ratio, the value 
of T can be determined from the graph in Figure (III-7), which was . 
calculated using Equation (111-37). When Equation (111-37) is solved, 
the solution is obtained in terms of t* instead of t, these being re­

















t i l l
Decay Ratio
1.0
Figure (III-7). Control parameters for a first order system. The 
computer program for calculating the lines on this graph is in 
Appendix D.
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Equation (111-37) is also a function of the decay ratio only, but the 
frequency < j o of the response for Equation (111-36) is
where can also be determined from Figure (III-7).
Since Tr is never zero, Equation (111-38) reveals that cannot 
be zero either, i.e., the reset mode must always be present. However, 
for a given decay ratio, a given process gain K', and a given system 
time constant T, three unknown parameters remain in Equation (111-38), 
two of which must be determined to solve for the third. However, 
there are guides for determining these values. If a rapid response 
that quickly reaches steady state is desired, then the frequency must 
be as high as possible. -From Equation (111-40), it is noted that to 
accomplish this, the gain should be large and the derivative small.
It can also be shown that the mean square error of the response is
Since it is usually desired to minimize this value, this also indi-' 
cates a need for as high a gain as possible and no derivative mode. 
This conclusion also holds for minimizing the height of the first 
peak, which is approximately
(KK' + 1)T
(111-40)(T + KdK')T.
K'*(T + KdK') (111-41)
2T.(KK' + l)a
c(Ca) (III-42)
Furthermore, the time of the first peak is approximately
7T(T + K'Kd)
ta ' = (KK' + 1) //fTr - 1 (III-43)
Recalling that T^ is fixed for a given decay ratio, this also indi­
cates that the height of the first peak and the time at the first 
peak are both a minimum with no derivative and maximum gain.
From these considerations, the following conclusions seem valid 
for a first order system:
1. No derivative should be used.
2. The highest value of gain and reset available on 
the controller, should be used within the limita­
tions of Equation (III-38).
Example: For a process represented adequately by a first order lag
with time constant T = 2 and gain K* = 0.5, tune a controller to give 
a decay ratio of 1/4.
Solution: From Figure (III-7), Tr = 5.40 and = 15. From the pre­
vious discussion it was concluded that = 0. Hence, substituting
into Equation (111-38)
Kr = 5.40 (KK' + l)3
Note that there is a minimum value of for this process. Setting
K = 0, then Kr = 5.40 by Equation (111-44). This is the setting if 
a controller with reset mode only is used.
Assume a proportional plus reset controller is available, and 
the maximum gain of the controller is 5.0. Since the highest gain 
should be used, we set K « 5.0. By Equation (111-44), Kr =» 120.2. 
Thus, the controller is tuned.
Now compare the proportional plus reset controller to the con­
troller with reset mode only. By the equations presented above, the 
values in Table (III-I) can be computed for the two controllers using
TABLE (III-I)
Comparison of the performance of a proportional 
plus reset controller and a controller with reset 




Mean square error, E8
Height of first peak, c(t )
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the equations presented earlier. From the above values, it is clear 
that the proportional plus reset controller is decidedly superior to 
the controller with reset mode only.
First Order with Time Delay
When the system contains both a first order lag and a time delay, 
the mathematics are somewhat more complicated than for the first order 
lag alone. Consider the control loop shown in Figure (III-8) with 
r(t) = 0. The transfer function for the closed loop is:
mm l-pg
C(s) = ----—   _ _ G(s) (HI-45)
T + s + K 1 (KjS11 + Ks + K ) e r s v d r'
If we make the substitution u = sT,
- J uT
C(u) = ----------- — -6------------- ■---  G(u) (111-46)
/KdK ' \ ' ?  Uu2+u+(— —  u3+KK'u+KrK'T ) e
From this equation, it is seen that the decay ratio depends upon only 
four parameters: t/T, K^K’/T, K'K, and K'KrT. Since t, T, and K' are 
determined from the process reaction curve, note that all but one of 
these terms contain an unknown - a controller setting - but no term 
contains more than one unknown. As shown below, Equation (111-46) can 
be used to obtain graphs which enable a person to easily tune con­
trollers with proportional mode only, reset mode only, proportional 
plus reset modes, proportional plus derivative modes, and three term 
controllers.
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R(s) + Q  E(s) x Controller
G(s)
K' e -TS C(s)
Ts + 1
Figure (III-8). Block diagram for a control loop with a process 
described by a first order lag with a time delay.
Proportional only:
For proportional control only, = K̂ , = 0., leaving only two 
terms t/T and KK* required to completely specify the decay ratio.
Since T, t, and K' are specified by the process, only one variable,
K, is unknown. In Figure (III-9),- a graph is presented from which 
the value of K'K can be determined if the value of t/T is known.
Also from this graph, the value of P/T, where P is the period, can 
also be determined.
Reset only:
In this case, K = = 0., which again eliminates two of the
four terms in Equation (111-46), Since there is only one mode in 
the controller, only one variable, Kr, must be determined. In order 
to facilitate this, Figure (111-10) can be used to determine the value 
of Kr to give a decay ratio of 1/4. Also, the frequency m can be ob­
tained from this graph.
Proportional plus derivative:
In the above two cases, only one restraint - that the response 
have a decay ratio of 1/4 - was placed on the system in order to 
completely specify the settings in the controller. However, when 
more than one mode is added to the controller, there is generally an 
infinite number of combinations of settings that will give a decay 
ratio of 1/4. In the case of a controller with two modes, an addi­
tional constraint is needed to determine a unique solution.
For a proportional plus derivative controller, only one term, 
namely KrT, of the four terms in Equation (111-46) equals zero.
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Figure (III-9). Control parameters for a proportional controller, 










0.60.0 0.2 0 .4 0.8 1.0
t/T
Figure (111-10). Control parameters for an integral controller. 
For this case, the computer program is in Appendix F.
of values for a decay ratio of 1/4. From Figure (III-ll), these values 
can be determined, along with the frequency. However, some other cri­
terion is needed to specify which one of the infinite number of possible 
values is optimum. One popular criterion often used is for the system 
to have minimum offset at steady state. Using this criterion, the 
values can easily be determined from Figure (III-ll). Since the value 
of t/T is known, the value of K^K'/T to be used is the one that gives 
the maximum value of KK'.
Proportional plus reset:
For this case, there are again two variables, K and K^, that must 
be specified in order to tune the controller. Requiring that the 
decay ratio be 1/4 is not'sufficient to insure a unique solution, and 
another constraint is needed. One useful constraint, in addition to 
the 1/4 decay ratio constraint, is to require that the control area,
i.e., time integral of the error signal, of the response be a minimum.
If the criterion of minimum control area is used to determine the 
optimum controller settings, then the optimum setting will be the com­
bination with the maximum value of reset. Although this may not be 
obvious at first, it can be shown by the following reasoning. For a 
controller with a reset mode, the steady state error signal e(t) is 
zero. Hence, the output from the proportional and derivative modes 
is zero at steady state. However, if a unit step disturbance is im­
posed upon the process, when the process again reaches steady state, 
the output of the controller cannot be zero, even if there is no 
error signal. In Figure (III-4), the final steady state values of 
e(t) and c(t) are both zero for a step change in disturbance. Since 
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5
KjK'/T a
Figure (III-ll). Control parameters for a proportional plus
derivative controller. The computer program for this case 
is in Appendix G.
around the summer at the disturbance signal input reveals that
1 + m(t) = 0 (111-47)
or
m(t) = - 1 (IXI-48)
However, at steady state, m(t) equals the output of the reset mode, 
since the output of all other modes is zero. Hence,
m(t) = Kr J e(t)dt = - 1 (111-49)'
However, the integral of c(t) - r(t) is the control area. From
Figure (III-5), it is seen that
- e(t) = c(t) - r(t) (111-50)
Substituting into Equation (111-49)
(control area)(Kr) = 1 (111-51)
control area = 1/K^ (111-52)
To minimize the control area, then KrK'/T must be a maximum since K'/T
is constant for a given system.
In Figure (111-12) is shown a curve for one value of reset, along 
with response at three points on the curve. To the right of this curve, 
the value of reset rate decreases, and it increases to the left. Thus, 
the value of t/T for which the reset is a maximum value is t/T = 0.27. 
However, the opposite situation occurs in practice - t/T is known and 
the value of the reset is to be determined. From the curves presented 
in Figure (111-13), it is easy to work the above procedure in reverse,
i.e., proceed along the line of constant t/T until the reset curve
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KK' = 0.345 
t/T = 0.03
Figure (111-12). Typical contour for a proportional plus reset 
controller with the time response at various points shown at 
the right.
0.0 0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8 l.o-
t/T
Figure (111-13). Control parameters for a proportional plus reset 
controller for a 1/4 decay ratio.
curve tangent to the line is determined. In Figure (111-14), both 
constraints were included, thus simplifying the procedure even more.
In using either Figure (111-13) or Figure (111-14), the corresponding 
value of K K 1 is read from the vertical axis.' To draw the graphs for 
the proportional plus reset controller, the computer program in 
Appendix H is used. This program is also used for the three term 
controller discussed below, and the proportional plus reset controller 
is a special case (derivative mode is absent).
Three Term:
For a three term controller, graphs similar to that in Figure 
(111-13) for the proportional plus reset controller can be drawn for 
specified values of derivative time, as in Figures (111-15) and 
(111-16). Futhermore, each can be subjected to the constraint of 
minimum control area and the result is shown in Figure (111-17). 
However, given values of t , T, and. K 1, there are still an infinite 
number of solutions. In the case of the proportional plus derivative 
controller, maximum gain was desired to give minimum offset. But 
when the reset mode is present, the offset at steady state is zero 
for all values of gain. However, as the gain is increased, the 
frequency increases and the control area decreases (reset rate in­
creases), both of which are desirable.
Although the gain cannot be increased indefinitely in practice, 
no satisfactory constraint was found to specify the optimum value 
of gain. As the gain increases, the decay ratio becomes more sensi­
tive to the settings, and the response curve may deviate considerably 
from the smooth sine wave. Cohen and Coon (11) recommend a value of
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•t/T
Figure (111-14). Control parameter for a proportional plus reset 
controller to give a 1/4 decay ratio and minimum control area.
0.0 0.2 0,4 0.6
t/T
0.8 1.0
Figure (111-15). Control parameters for a three term controller in 
which the derivative setting K^K'/T =0.3.
0 * 0  0 * 2  0 , 4  0*6  0*8 1 * 0
t/T
Figure (111-16). Control parameters for a three term controller in 










Figure (111-17). Control parameters for a three term controller to give a 1/4 decay ratio and minimum control area for each value
of KjK'/T.
seems to be a reasonable value, but it is not the optimum value for 
all cases. If a higher value of derivative time can be used, a 
better response will be obtained.
In practice, the optimum derivative time could probably be ob­
tained more readily by the following procedure:
(1) Select the value of K^K'/T equal to .5 and determine 
the reset rate and gain using the graph in Figure 
(111-17). Thus, for this particular value of deriva­
tive time, the control area will be a minimum.
(2) Test this value on the actual system.
(3) If the response is satisfactory or is too slow the
derivative time may be increased, and the gain and
reset rate adjusted according to Figure (111-17).
This can be repeated until the gain is so high that 
an unsatisfactory response results. Thus, the con­
troller can be tuned to its optimum settings.
(4) If the response curve obtained in step (2) is un­
satisfactory, then the derivative time should be
decreased (adjusting the reset rate and gain 
accordingly) until a satisfactory response is' 
obtained.
Example:
For the system whose process reaction curve is shown in Figure
(III-l), a controller of each type mentioned can be easily tuned using
the graphs presented earlier. Previously, the following values were 
determined for the various parameters:
Lr — 0.55 min
R L r r = 9°C/psi
M = 20°C/psi
T = 1.222 min





From Figure (III-9), the values of KK' and P/T are 2.5 and 1.75 
respectively; Thus, K = 0.125 psi/°C and co = .69/min. By the Ziegler- 
Nichols method, K = .111 psi/°C. The line for KK' vs. t/T in Figure 
(III-9) is nearly a straight line, and can be presented reasonably 
well by the equation
KK' « 1.2 (t/T)"*97 (111-53)
Using the approximation, KK1 = 2.6, and K = 0.130 psi/°C.
Reset Controller;
From Figure (111-10), K.K'T= 1.18;' hence K. = .0484 psi/°C min. 
The frequency is (.16/1.222) = 0.131/min.
Proportional plus Derivative;
From Figure (III-ll), the value of KK* to give the minimum offset 
for t/T = 0.45 is 2.8. Thus, K =  .14 psi/°C. The value of KdK'/T is 
approximately 0.3, giving K^ = 0.0183 psi min/°C, Thus, the derivative 
time is 0.131 min. The frequency is approximately 0.756/min.
From the equations presented by Cohen and Coon, the gain is 0.141 
psi/°C and the derivative time is 0.12 min. Although these settings 
will give a 1/4 decay ratio, the frequency will be considerably lower, 
since the frequency increases as the derivative is increased, as can be 
seen from Figure (III-ll). Actually, the derivative time can be in­
creased considerably above the value of 0.131 min. determined above, 
thereby increasing the frequency without increasing the offset signifi­
cantly. This is an advantage of the graphs, i.e., one can see on the 
graphs how a change in one of the settings will affect the response. 
Proportional plus reset;
From Figure (111-14), it is seen that the values of K K 1 and K^K' T 
for 1/4 decay ratio and for minimum control area are 1.93 and 3.18 
respectively. Thus, the gain is 0.0965 psi/°C and Kr is 0.130 psi/°C 
min, or a reset rate equal to 1.35/min. In addition the frequency is 
approximately 0.327/min. Using the Ziegler-Nichols method, the gain 
is 0.100 psi/°C and the reset rate is 0.545/min. Using Cohen and 
Coon's equations, the gain is 1.04 psi/°C and the reset rate is 1.06/ 
min. Although the gain is approximately the same in all three cases, 
the graphs reveal that a higher value of reset can be used, thereby 
decreasing the control area.
Proportional plus reset plus derivative;
Abritrarily setting K^K'/T equal to 0.5 as discussed above, the
values of KK' and K K'T for minimum control area are 2.90 and 7.0r
respectively from Figure (111-17), Thus, the controller gain is 0.145 
psi/°C, is 0.0306 psi min/°C, and Kr is 0.286 psi/°C min, which 
gave a derivative time of 0.211 min and a reset rate of 1.97/min.
Using the Ziegler-Nichols methods, the gain is 0.133 psi/°C, the
reset rate is 0.91/min, and the derivative time is 0.275 min. The 
equations presented by Cohen and Coon give a gain of 0.164 psi/°C, a 
derivative time of 0.187 min, and a reset rate of 0.848/min. Al­
though the derivative time and gain are reasonably close for all 
three methods, the reset rate determined from the graphs is consider-
J
ably higher. Furthermore, the equations give only one value, which 
is probably not the optimum value for the system, as discussed 
previously.
Conclusions
In this chapter, only two assumptions are made to obtain con­
troller settings for a 1/4 decay ratio. First, it is assumed that 
the system can be adequately represented by a first order lag and 
time delay, and second, the controller is assumed to be ideal. Al­
though a method for approximating a system by a first order lag and 
time delay is discussed in this chapter, it is not necessary to use 
this method, i.e., the graphs are not drawn specifically for this 
method of obtaining the approximation. Hence, a more accurate and 
involved procedure can be used for approximating the system to a 
first order lag and time delay and the graphs may still be used to 
tune controllers.
Although equations are certainly more compact than graphs, the 
graphs have several advantages over equations in this case. First, 
a simple equation cannot accurately describe the settings for all 
but the simplest cases. Second, the graphs enable one to determine 
what effect a change in a parameter will have on the response. Third, 
an equation normally yields, only one combination of settings, but in
many cases, there is in reality an infinite number of solutions.
Thus, an additional constraint is included in deriving the equation. 
Although additional constraints are used in connection with some of 
the graphs to obtain a unique solution, other graphs are presented 
that show all possible solutions for each case considered. In view 
of these advantages, it is felt that these graphs can be used to tune 
controllers more accurately than by previous methods, and should prove 
useful and time saving.
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c(t ) Height of first peak
cl
C(s) Laplace transform of c(t)
Ea ' Mean square error, i.e., time integral of the
square of the error signal
e(t) error signal
E(s) Laplace transform of e(t)
g(t) disturbance
G(s) Laplace transform of g(t)
K Proportional gain of the controller
Gain associated with the derivative mode of the 
controller
K Gain associated with the reset mode of the
controller
K' Process gain
Lr Defined in Figure (III-l)
M . Defined in Figure (III-l)
m(t) Manipulated variable
M(s) Laplace transform of m(t)
P Period
Py Ultimate period
p Differential operator, d/dt
Rr Defined in Figure (III-l)
r(t) Set point adjustment
Laplace transform of r(t)
Laplace transform variable 
-Ultimate sensitivity 
Time constant
Period for response given by Equation (111-37) 
Defined by Equation (111-38)
Time
Time at first peak
Defined by Equation. (111-39)
Normalized operator substituted for p in 
Equation (111-36) or s in Equation (111-45)





CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR SECOND AND 
THIRD ORDER PROCESSES
In Chapter II, a method is presented for determining the closed 
loop response of second and third order systems. Whenever a propor­
tional controller is used, the graphs presented earlier can be used 
to determine the response. However, when the process is controlled 
other than by a proportional controller, the graphs are not very 
useful for determining controller settings. Although they can be 
used to determine the gain to give a desired decay ratio, the method 
is accurate only if the underdamped term of the response dominates. 
Whenever this is not the case, the actual response obtained is not 
the response desired.
In the previous chapter, the controller settings were obtained 
using an open loop model containing a time delay plus a first order 
lag. If the time delay is zero, the model becomes a pure first order 
lag, this being a special case of the model. In this chapter, the 
model used is the third order system (of which a second order system 
is a special case) for which the response curves were presented in 
the second chapter. The parameters —  K (gain), t (time constant),cl
(natural frequency), and Q (damping ratio) -- for the third order 
system may be obtained in at least two ways. First, the system may 
be described analytically by a third order system. Second, some
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approximation technique such as the method presented by Oldenburg 
and Sartorius (1) or Anderson (2) may be used.
In Figure (IV-1), a control system for a third order process is 
illustrated in block diagram form. As in Chapter III, the block 
marked "Controller" contains only the .'modes, and not the comparator, 
in an industrial controller. Again, the controller is .assumed to be 
"ideal", i.e., the modes are described by the following equation:
• m(t) = ( K + K dp + Kr/p) e(t) ’ (IV-1)
As before, the decay ratio is used as the criterion for the desired 
response.
Under normal circumstances, the characteristics of the desired 
response are known, and the values of K, K^, and in Equation (IV-1) 
are to be determined. Thus, it is not necessary to calculate the 
response in order to obtain controller settings. If the values of 
K, Kr, and can be calculated in some manner, the objective will 
be accomplished. For a third order system, graphs can be drawn from 
which the desired parameters can be determined easily. To draw these 
graphs, it is necessary to make a few substitutions and rearrangements 
in the equations for the block diagram in Figure (IV-1), and these 
algebraic manipulations are presented to illustrate how the graphs 
are obtained.
Derivation of Dimensionless Groups
For the system in Figure (IV-1), the equation for the response 





Equation describing controller: 
ra(t) - (K + Kdp + Kr/p) e(t)
Equation describing process:
C(t) =  2---------------------  d(t):S
<TS+1> far? + ̂ +l)n n
Figure (IV-1). Control loop for a third order process.
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c(t) Ka(K + Kdp + K /p)
" ------- 7 3 ------ J S ---- \------------------  (IV"2)
W  (Tp+1) l) + Ka(K+KdP+K /p)
na n
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation (IV-2) and expanding,
s K- (K. s2 + K s + K )£ I S 1  = _ a _ l _ d  _________ r_---------------------------------  ( I V _ 3 )
R(S) s (ts+ 1) (jpr + + l) + Ka (Kdsa+Ks+Kr)
n n
If the substitution
T «>n .+ K
u = 0) (1 + KK ) S _ . (IV-4)n a'
is made in Equation (IV-3), the following equation results:
C(u) _ Zug + Vu + W__________________  ( v «
R(u) “ Xs Yu4 + Xu3 + (l+Z)uB + u + W u  ^




KrKa(TUJn +W = Vi"* rnr \b  U V“7)(1 + KK r  UL a n
(2Gtu> + 1)<1 + KK )
X ------- (T— 2 ^ -----  <IV"8>
TUII (TU) + 2 0
* ■ w v t f  ■ (IV-9)
(IV-10)
K,K (u d a n
TU>n +2£




o/„v = Zug + Vu + W  . . (IV-12)
' * u(X2Yu4 + Xu3 + (1 + Z)u2 + u + W)
Recalling that t , u>n> Ka> and £ are determined by the character­
istics of the system, the value of Y depends upon the system only, 
and not upon the controller settings. The values of K, K , and 
are to be determined. Note that since X is a function of K and the 
system parameters, K can be determined if its value is known as a 
function of Y. Similarly, K and Kj can be calculated if the values 
of W and Z are known as functions of Y. Although the value of the 
dimensionless group V is not known before X is calculated, the values 
of W, X, and Z are functions of V and Y. Hence, the determination 
of X is a trial and error procedure, i.e., a value of V assumed, X 
determined graphically, and the value of V checked. However, note ' 
that V varies only from zero to one, thus making this procedure 
relatively easy. Also, the following special cases are easily defined:
1. For a second order system, Y = 0.
2. For controllers without a derivative mode, Z 53 0.
3. For controllers without a reset mode, W = 0.
Graphs can be drawn from which W, X, and Z can be determined as a 
function: of V and Y, and these graphs will be presented shortly.
However, first consider the response to a change in the distur­
bance instead of the set point. In this case, the equation relating 
c(t) and d(t) is
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K
c(t) = ------- 7-3--- 2~ ^ ----------------------  d(t) (IV-13)
( Tp+l) +  ^  +  V  +  V K +  K dp + Kr/p)n n
Taking the Laplace transform of Equation (IV-13)
C(s) = _____________________  (IV-14)
*HS) /ss 2Cs \s(ts+i) (fpr + ̂ t 1) + V Kds2 + K + Vn n
Again, if the substitution 
TO) + 2£
U = (jo (1+KK ) S (IV-4)n v
is made in Equation (IV-14),
C(u)  ________ KlU   (IV-15)
D(u) XsYu4 + Xu3 + (1+Z)u3 + u +  W
where the dimensionless groups W, X, Y, and Z are defined as before, 
and Kt is defined as
Ki ■ TTTcT <IV‘16>a
In this equation, the term K x in the numerator is a constant that 
affects only the magnitude of the response. Since the decay ratio 
is the ratio of two magnitudes, this term does not affect the decay 
ratio. Thus, it need not be included in the analysis. Also, note 
that thie dimensionless group V does not appear in this case.
Graphs for Determining Settings
4
In reality there are two different cases,to be considered —  a 
change in the set point and a change in the disturbance. The settings 
for each, input are different, so only one set of graphs is not
sufficient for both cases. For a change in the set point, there are 
five dimensionless groups -- V, W, X, Y, and Z —  to be considered.
Since only three of these groups can be conveniently plotted on one
graph, developing a set of graphs for five variables is quite a task.
However, for given values of V and W, a graph can be drawn that re­
lates X, Y, and Z. In this work, three such graphs are presented 
for illustrative purposes. For W = 0.0 and for a decay ratio of 1/4, 
the graphs in Figures (IV-2), (IV-3), and (IV-4) relate X, Y, and Z 
for values of V of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 respectively. Note that there 
is considerable difference between each of these three graphs. The 
computer program for these graphs is in Appendix I.
For a change in the disturbance, only four variables -- W, X, Y, 
and Z -- are"to be related. Since- one graph can relate three vari­
ables, a set of graphs for given values of the forth can be drawn 
to cover the range of interest for the four variables. For example, 
in Figure (IV-5), a graph relating X, Y, and Z for W = 0.0 (equivalent 
to the graphs in Figures (IV-2), (IV-3), and (IV-4), except this 
graph is for a change in a disturbance instead of a change in the 
set point) is presented for a de'cay ratio of 1/4. Similar graphs 
for decay ratios of 1/2 and 1/8 are presented in Figures (IV-6) and 
(IV-7), respectively. To draw these graphs in Figures (IV-5), (IV-6), 
and (IV-7), the computer program in Appendix J can be used. In none 
of these graphs has any criterion except the decay ratio been applied, 
and there is an infinite number of solutions for many values of Y.
As in Chapter III, additional criterions must be applied to determine 
the optimum settings.
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Figure (IV-4). Control parameters for a change in the set point 
(V = 0.9).
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Figure (IV-5). Control parameters for a change in disturbance 




1 =  1/2 
-jW «= o .o
0.0 0.2 0.4 Y 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure (IV-6). Control parameters for a change in disturbance 




=  1/8 W  « 0.0
( • I .
0.0 0.2 0.4 Y 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure (IV-7). / control parameters for a change in a disturbance 
(decay ratio =1/8).
In addition, graphs can be prepared for several special cases.
In Figure (IV-8), the. graph relates Z and X, with the decay ratio as 
a parameter, for proportional plus derivative control of a second 
order process (W = 0 and Y = 0). To draw this graph, the iteration 
procedure for the computer program in Appendix J must be modified 
slightly. In Figure (IV-9), X is plotted versus Y, again with the 
decay ratio as a parameter, ijor proportional control of a third order 
system. For this graph, the computer program in Appendix J is used 
with the input data listed in Appendix K.
Conclusions
In this section, it has been shown that graphs can be developed 
from which control parameters for a third order process can be ob­
tained so that the response has a desired decay ratio. The main 
difficulty is not drawing the graphs, but in obtaining a third order 
representation of an arbitrary process sufficiently accurate in order 
to obtain controller settings. If the actual process contains only 
a short delay time, the third order representation is usually suffi­
ciently accurate. However, if the delay time is long, the equations 
describing the process must contain a time delay if the approximation 
is to be useful. The object here is to show only that graphs for 
control parameters can be developed for various specific systems, and 
not to propose that the graphs presented are useful for systems in 
general. Another possibility for fepresenting arbitrary systems is . 
a time delay plus second order model. Again, it would be possible 
to develop graphs for the control parameters, but the problem in this 
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Figure (IV-8). Control parameters for proportional plus derivative 




0.0 0.2 0.4' Y 0.6 0.8 1 1.0
Figure (IV-9). Control parameters for proportional control of a 
third order process.
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Nomenclature
System output (function of time)
'*
Laplace transform of system .output 
Disturbance signal (function of time)
Laplace transform of disturbance signal 
Error signal (function of time)
Gain associated with proportional mode of the controller 
System gain
Gain associated with derivative mode of the controller 
Gain associated with reset mode of the controller 
Manipulated variable (function of time)
Differential operator, d/dt 
Input signal (function of time)
Laplace transform of input signal 
Laplace transform variable 
Time
Defined by Equation (IV-4)
Dimensionless group defined by Equation (IV-6)
Dimensionless group defined by Equation (IV-7)
Dimensionless group defined by Equation (IV-8)
Dimensionless group defined by Equation (IV-9)






USE OF MATRIX DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO 
DESCRIBE PROCESS SYSTEMS
In Chapter II, graphs were presented from which the response of 
second and third order systems could be calculated. Although such 
systems are quite common in the process industries, there are several 
process units that are far too complex to be represented analytically 
by such relatively simple expressions. In the past, it was necessary 
to approximate systems such as distillation columns and heat ex­
changers by simple differential equations. However, with the advent 
of high speed digital computers with large memories, it has become 
feasible to calculate the transient response of such systems using 
the actual equations describing them. In general, these systems are 
described by a set of differential equations that must be solved 
simultaneously to calculate the response.
At present, the most popular method for solving these equations 
is the relaxation method, which was used to calculate steady state 
conditions for a distillation column by Rose et al (1). In this work, 
only steady state conditions were sought; hence, whether the transient 
response calculated matched the transient response of the actual column 
was no consequence. However, Albritton (2) used this method to accu­
rately calculate the transient response of an actual column. To do 
this, it was necessary to consider such items as downcomer holdup and 
other column physical characteristics that Rose et al could neglect.
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Waggoner and Holland (3) have extended the 0 method to calculate 
transient response, but did not consider such items as downcomer 
holdup. Although most work using the relaxation method has been for 
calculating the response of a distillation column, it can also be 
used to calculate the response.of other types of systems, such as 
heat exchangers and'continuous contact columns.
To calculate the steady state conditions for a distillation 
column, a matrix inversion procedure (4, 5, 6) has been developed 
for use on large digital computers. In developing the relaxation 
procedure, an accumulation term was simply added to the steady state 
equations describing the distillation column. An analogous term can 
be added to the steady state matrix equation used in the matrix in­
version procedure, thus obtaining a matrix differential equation. 
However, to obtain a realistic response curve, other items, such as 
downcomer holdup, must be considered that do not appear in the steady 
state equation.
In this chapter, matrix differential equations are used to de­
scribe three systems —  a heat exchanger (liquid-liquid and vapor- 
liquid), a plate distillation column, and a continuous contact dis­
tillation column. The important result-is that the same matrix dif­
ferential equation can describe all these systems, and only the 
elements in the matrices differ from system to system. Thus, the
t
same procedure can be used to solve the matrix differential equation 
for all three systems. In contrast, the application of the relaxation 
method is unique to each system. Another advantage is in conjunction 
with application of some of the recent developments in control theory, 
in which matrix methods are used extensively.
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In Chapter VI, several optimization techniques will be considered
fore doing this, each of the above systems are analyzed to illustrate
the derivation of the-matrix differential equation for each, and to
define the elements in the various matrices for each system. . To
illustrate various methods for solving the matrix differential equa-
«
tion, the response of each system to various upsets' is calculated. 
However, a brief review of the mathematical theory for solving such 
equations is presented.first.
Before applying matrix equations to these processes, a review of
for the matrix differential equation describing- these systems. Be-
Mathematical Theory
the mathematical theory will be presented (7,10). In ordinary dif­
ferential equations, the equation
x = a x + b(t) (V-l)
(where x = a variable (function of time)
x = first derivative of x
a = a constant
b(t)= function of time only)
can be shown to have the solution
x (V-2)
o
where x « x at time t .o o
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*Similarly, the matrix differential equation
X = A X + B(t) (V-3)
(where X = n x 1 column matrix
B(t) = n x 1 column matrix whose elements are
functions of time only
A = n x n matrix whose elements are constants)
has solution
X = 0(t) Xo + J • 0(t-r) B ( t )  dT (V-4)
o
where X = X at time t . o o
In Equation (V-4), the term 0(t) is termed the transition matrix of 
the process. By comparison of Equations (V-2) and (V-4), this term
In this paper, three methods are used to evaluate the above expres­
sion. However, it is not contended that these are the only methods, 
nor that one of these is the most efficient. Here it is only desired 
to show that the processes considered can be described by matrix 
techniques.
One of the simplest methods for evaluating 0(t), although often 
too difficult to apply in practice, involves Laplace transform tech­
niques. This method states that
cltcorresponds to e and is similarly represented by
0(t) = exp (At) (V-5)
(V-6)
where s is the Laplace transform variable and
*I is the unit matrix.
For small matrices, this method is easy to apply; however, for typi­
cal processes, matrix A is likely to be 10 x 10 or larger. Thus,’ 
Equation (V-6) can be applied conveniently only in special cases.
For large matrices, a general method for evaluating 0(t) is via 
Sylvester's expansion theorem. To apply this theorem, the eigenvalues 
of A must be determined. Normally A is an unsymmetrical matrix; hence, 
some of the eigenvalues are often complex, which complicates the 
arithmetic. According to this theorem,
n
'ST1 iexp (At) = e <v"7)
i=l
where Xx, \2 , . . . are the eigenvalues of A.
The term F(\.j) is given by
n A-X.I i- i i— i—  /w . X —|
j=l L  ^
*<*!> “ M i  rrf- I (v-8)
For large matrices, the number of calculations becomes large , but 
the procedure is not very complicated and is easy to program on a 
digital computer.
Both of the above methods yield a closed expression i.e., they 
are valid for all values of time. In some cases, the elements of A 
are not constant over extended periods of time, e.g., a distillation 
column, in which case the elements of A are functions of the equili­
brium constants. In this case, the equation can be solved for a 
short period of time over which the elements are constant. The 
elements of A are then re-evaluated and the equation solved for
another short period of time. Thus, an open or infinite series ex<- 
pression is often sufficient. Whenever these forms are acceptable, 
0(t) can be represented by
vr ■»
0(t) = HkT- (V-9)k=0
In this expression, it is understood that
A° = I (V-10)
0.' = 1 (V-ll)
In applying Equation (V-9), the initial value of A is_determined, and 
0(t) is evaluated, truncating the infinite series of Equation (V-9) 
after some term. Thus, the expression obtained is valid only for a 
certain increment of time. The value of X at the end of the increment 
is determined by Equation (V-4), the coefficients of A re-evaluated, 
and the procedure repeated. This resembles the relaxation methods, 
and for sufficiently small increments of time, the series may be 
truncated after two terms. This is analogous to truncating a Taylor 
series after the first derivative.
Liquid - Liquid Exchanger
In this section, the liquid-liquid type of heat exchangers will 
be discussed, and the vapor-liquid exchangers reserved for the next 
section. The matrix equations can describe very complicated ex­
changers with a variety of flow patterns, taking into account mixing 
in the fluid headers, variation of parameters with temperature and 
flow rate, heat losses to the surroundings, and other phenomena that
must be considered in order to obtain the dynamic response of a 
realistic exchanger.
However, for clarity in presenting the method, a relatively 
simple exchanger will be considered. As the exchanger becomes more 
complex, the size of the matrices that accurately describe it in­
creases. ■ Thei particular exchanger considered is a 1-1 exchanger,
i.e., one tube pass and one shell pass. The variation of physical 
properties and heat transfer coefficients with temperature and flow 
rate will be neglected. In a realistic situation, the effect of the 
flow rate upon the heat transfer coefficient should be considered.
The exchanger has two baffles on the shell side, and the exterior is 
assumed to be perfectly insulated. A diagram of the exchanger along 
with the nomenclature used is given in Figure (V-l).
On each side of the exchanger, the flow pattern is assumed to be 
approximated by a series of perfectly mixed pools in series. Logi­
cally, it would be anticipated that more pools would be required to 
adequately represent the flow pattern on the tube side, However, 
for simplicity the exchanger in Figure (V-l) has the same number of 
pools on the tube side as on the shell side. Futhermore, the pools 
on each side coincide in this example, but this is not a necessary 
condition. The only restriction is for the tube side. At first, it 
would appear that a pool on the tube side would correspond to a sec­
tion of a single tube. However, the exit temperature of fluids 
leaving different tubes is the same provided the fluid from each tube 
was exposed to identical thermal conditions. Thus, -all tube sections 
exposed to identical conditions can be considered to belong to one 
perfectly mixed pool, although this is contrary to what actually 
exists. For the exchanger in Figure (V-l), there are two pools be­
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heat transfer area per pool, ft3
specific heat of tube side fluid, Btu/lb-°F
specific heat of shell side fluid, Btu/lb-°F
shell side flow rate, lbs/hr
temperature.of fluid leaving pool i, °F
inlet temperature of shell side fluid, °F
inlet temperature of tube side fluid, °F
heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-fta-°F
volume of shell side pool, ft3
volume of tube side po.ol, ft3
tube side flow rate, lbs/hr
density of shell side fluid, lbs/ft3
density of tube side fluid, lbs/ft3
Figure (V-l). Liquid-liquid exchanger.
In numbering the pools, pool #1 is the pool at the shell side 
inlet. Thereafter, they are numbered consecutively in the direction 
of the shell side flow. For convenience in calculations, the first 
tube side pool coincides with the first shell side pool, and the 
numbering continues in the same direction as for the shell side. To 
avoid double subscripts, the first tube side pool is numbered one 
higher than the final shell .side pool. Obviously, when additional 
pools are considered on the tube side, numbering the pools can become 
confusing.
Making an enthalpy balance around the first pool for the shell 
side.liquid in Figure (V-l)
By continuing this procedure, the twelve equations in Figure (V-2) can 
be derived. These are expressed by the matrix differential equation
Whether the coefficients of matrix A are constant or not depends 
upon the particular distrubances considered. For the particular ex­
changer considered, the coefficients of A are constants provided only 
step changes in m or w are considered. For this case, 0(t) can be 
evaluated by Sylvester's rule. A computer program for solving 
Equation (V-14) using Sylvester's rule is given in Appendix L. In
(V-l2)
For the tube side liquid,
wCp (T10-T7)/2. - UA (T7-Tx) = —  <VtPtCpT7). • (V-13)
T = A T + B, (V-14)
where T, A, and 5 are matrices defined in Figure (V-3).
meP (Ts - Tx)' + UA (T7 - Tx) = It < V s CpTl)
meP (T; - Tg) + UA (Ta - Ta) = d < V scPT2>/dc
meP (Tg - Tg). + UA (^ - Tg) = d
_s*meP (T3 - T4) + UA (Txo-. T4.) = d < V s cp V /dt
meP (T4 - T5) + UA (T1X- T5) =•
d <vspscpls)/d1:
meP (Ts - T6) + UA (Tl8- T6) '» d < V Scp’*>>/dt
wCP (Tl0- T7)/2. - UA (T7 - Tx) = d (vtptcpT,)/dt
wCP (T0 - Ta)/2. - UA (Ts - Tg) = d <VcPtCpTa>/dt
wCP (Txs- Tg)/2. - UA (Tg - T3) = d (VtPtCpTa)/dt
wCP (Txx-Txo)/2. - UA (Tx0- T4) = •d <vtPtCpTl°)/d<:
wCP (Tt -Txx)/2. - UA (Txx- T5) = d < V t cPT“ >/dt
wCP (Tfc "Txa)/2. - UA (TX3- Ts)
G5 d '(VtPt0pIla)/dt
Figure (V-2). Enthalpy balances around pools in Figure (V-l).
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A =
r 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 Q 0a 0 0 O' 0 0 b 0 0 0 o.
0 c a 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0
0 0 c a 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0
0 0 0 c a 0 0 0 0 0 b 0
0 0 0 0 c a 0* 0 0 0 0 b
d 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 f 0 0
0 d 0 0 0 0 0 e f 0 0 0
0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 e 0 0 f
0 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 e f 0
\° 0 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 e 0\o 0 o.0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 e
where: a = -(ra c + U A)/(V p c )' p ' ' s^s p'
b = U A/(VBP8Cp)
c = tn/(vsps)
d = U A/(VtPt;Cp)
e = -(w -C /2 +  U A)/(VtptC ) 
f = w/(2 Vtpt)
T = B ■
Figure (V-3). Definition of A, T, and B for a Liquid-
Liquid Exchapger.
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Figures (V-5) and (V-6), the time responses for two different upsets 
are presented. In each case, the exchanger considered is consider­
ably larger than the one in Figure (V-l). The numerical values of 
the constants in the various matrices and a description of the ex­
changer are given in Figure (V-4).
If the coefficients of A are not'constant, Sylvester's rule can­
not be used efficiently. The open or series expressions should be 
used, and will be discussed in the section devoted to a plate distil­
lation column. Later in this paper, the matrix differential equation 
will be used to obtain the optimum control scheme for a heat exchanger. 
Since exchangers of this type- are typically controlled by varying the 
flow rate of one of the streams, the elements of matrix A will not be 
constant for this application. Furthermore, the control system for 
a liquid-liquid exchanger is. non-linear when the manipulated variable 
is one of the flow rates/
When the flow rate is a prescribed function of time, the equation 
is linear. However, in a control system, the flow rate is a function 
of the temperature, and thus the control system is non-linear. On the 
other hand, the control system would be linear if the manipulated 
variable were either of the inlet temperatures (T or T ). However,u S
control in this manner is not common, and will not' be considered.
Vapor - Liquid Exchanger
When a condensing vapor is on one side of the exchanger, the 
temperature on that side is constant, i.e, independent of position. 
Although this is a special case of the exchanger in the previous sec­
tion, it warrants special attention.
Description of Exchanger:
The exchanger is a 1-1 exchanger with 1" 16 BWG tubes on a 
1 1/4" triangular pitch. The shell I. D. is 25", and contains 
294 tubes (8). There are four baffles spaced 1 ft. apart,
Numerical values: (for initial steady state conditions)
A. = 385 sq ft
CP = 0.7 Btu/lb-°F
cP = 1.0 Btu/lb-°F» '
m = 917 Ibs/min
Ts = 60°F
U = 100 Btu/hr-sq ft-°F
Vs = 0.90 cu ft
Vt = 0.61 cu ft
w = 640 lbs/min
Ps - 60.0 lbs/cu ft
Pt = 54.2 lbs/cu ft •
Figure (V-4). Description of exchanger and numerical values












Figure (V-5). Response of the exchanger described in Figure (V-4) 
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Figure (V-6), Response of the exchanger described in Figure (V-4) 
for a change in shell side flow rate from 640 lbs/min to 
512 lbs/min.
Since the primary goal of this paper is to obtain optimum control 
schemes, consider the methods for controlling heat exchangers. A 
liquid-liquid exchanger is typically controlled by varying the flow 
rate of one of the streams. Since the elements of matrix A depend 
upon both flow rates, the elements are a function of time. Thus, the 
system is non-linear for this type of control. If either of the 
inlet temperatures are varied instead of one of the flow rates, the 
elements of A are constant. Although the system is linear whenever 
Tt or Ts are variec*> *-s not generally practical to control in this 
manner.
On the other hand, consider a steam heater for a liquid stream. 
The outlet temperature of the liquid stream is typically controlled 
by varying the pressure (and thus the temperature) of the steam. As 
will be shown shortly, this is a linear control system, and the op­
timum control scheme is generally easier to determine for linear 
systems than for non-linear systems. Unfortunately, a steam heater 
is one of the few practical examples whose control system is linear.
As in the previous section, the analysis of a simplified ex­
changer is illustrated so that the number of equations will not be 
excessive. In particular, an exchanger-with a condensing vapor on 
the shell side and a liquid on the tube side is considered. The 
exchanger has one tube pass, and all fluid properties are assumed 
to be constant. The temperature on the steam side is assumed to be 
the same at each point in the exchanger, i.e., independent of position
As before, the flow pattern on the liquid side is assumed to be 
approximated by a series of perfectly mixed pools. The pools are num­
bered consecutively in the direction of flow of the liquid stream.
An exchanger with four pools is shown in Figure (V-7). In addition, 
the nomenclature used in this section is also given.
To derive the differential equations describing this exchanger, 
an enthalpy balance is made for each pool. For the first pool,
w Cp (Tt-T;) +  U A(TS-TX) = d(VtptCpTx)/dt (V-15)
Heat balances around pools 2, 3, and 4 yield
w cp (Tx-T8) + U A(Ts-T2) = d(VtPt;CpTs)/dt (V-16)
w Cp (T3-T3) + U A(Ts-T3) = d(VtptCpTs)/dt (V-17)
w Cp (T3 -Tft) + U A(Tg-^) - d(VtptCpT4)/dt (V-18)
As in the previous section, the above four equations can be put into 
the following matrix form.
f  = A T + B  I + C 1. (V-19)s t
The matrices A, if, C, and T are defined in Figure (V-8). If Tfc is 
constant, the introduction of a new variable will simplify Equation 
(V-19) somewhat. Therefore, define
6. = T. - T • (V-20)l i t  . '
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Thus,
es = Ts - Tt (V-21)
9C » It - Tt = 0 (V-22)





A •= heat, transfer per pool, sq ft
0^ = heat capacity of tube side fluid, Btu/lb-cu ft
= temperature of fluid in pool i, °F 
Tg = shell' side steam temperature,. °F
Tfc = tube side liquid inlet temperature, °F' 
t = time
U = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-sq ft-°F 
Vt = volume of tube side pools,- cu ft
w = tube side flow rate, lbs/hr
p =. tube side fluid density, lbs/cu'fpt ' *•
»
Figure (V-7). Description and nomenclature for vapor-liquid heat 
exchanger.
a = - (w Cp + U A)/(VtptCp)
b = w/(Vtpt) 
c = U A/(VtptCp)
Figure (V-8). Definition of matrices A,
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-w cp ex + u A(es-e1) = d(V t cpei)/dt (V-23)
w 0 ^ - 83) + U A(9S-9S) = d(vtptcpe2)/dt (V-24)
w Gp(9a-93) + U A(9s-93) d(vtptcpea)/dt (V-25)
w C p Oa-0*) + u A(9s -94) - d(vtPi:cpe4)/dt (V-26)
These four equations can be expressed by the matrix differential 
equation
t = A 0 +  B (V-27)
in which A and B are the same as defined in Figure ' (V-8), and 9 is 
defined as
9 = (V-28)
If the exchanger is controlled by varying T , matrix A in Equations
(V-27) is constant. Thus, the control system is linear.
To solve Equation (V-27), the Laplace transform method in 
Equation (V-6) is very convenient. Thus, the transition matrix is
0(t)
-at , . -at bte bat?e“at









in which a and b -are defined in Figure (V-8). The elements of the 
above matrix follow a systematic pattern, and transition matrices of 
higher dimensions can be determined by induction. A computer program 
to solve Equation (V-27) using Equation (V-4) and the above method 
for evaluating 0(t) is given in Appendix M. Using this program, the
response of the steam heater described in Figure (V-9) can be calcu­
lated for a step change in steam temperature (Figure (V-10)) or tube
side flow rate (Figure (V-ll)). In each case, the exchanger is ini­
tially at the equilibrium conditions given in Figure (V-9).
If plug flow on the tube side is assumed, an exchanger of this 
type can be represented by.the following partial differential equation:
-w CpdT/dz + U A(Tg-T)/L = (VtPtC /L)ST/dt (V-30)
where z is the distance from the inlet,
L is the length of the exchanger,
T is the temperature of the tube side fluid at a point 
in the exchanger.
The boundary conditions are:
1) At time t = 0, the variable T is known as a function of
z, i.e., the initial temperature profile is known.
2) The temperature Tfc at z = 0 is known as a function of time. 
These boundary conditions are^the same as used in solving the matrix 
differential equation. For simple situations, Equation (V-30) has an
. analytic solution. However, for many realistic situations, a numeri­
cal soltuion would be necessary. In obtaining a numerical solution, 
Equation (V-30) would be solved for increments of z and t. When z
is incremented, this is equivalent to dividing the tube side into a 
•
series of perfectly mixed pools. When using the matrix equations for 
complex analytic functions of Tt or for non-analytic functions of Tt, 
the integral in Equation (V-4) must be integrated numerically. This 
is equivalent to incrementing t in solving Equation (V-30).
Description of Exchanger
The exchanger has one tube pass with 1" 16 BWG tubes on a 
1 1/4" triangular pitch. The shell I.D. is 25", and contains . 
294 tubes (8). The total length of the exchanger is 5 ft., and 
the flow pattern on the tube side is represented by ten pools 
in series.
Numerical values: (for initial steady state.conditions)




U - 50 Btu/hr-sq ft-°F
vt ss 0.61 cu. ft.
w sa 100 lbs/min
Pt *= 41.0 lbs/cu ft
Figure (V-9). Description of steam heater and numerical 












Figure (V-10). Response of the steam heater described in 














Figure (V-ll). Response of the steam heater described in Figure
(V-9) to a change in liquid flow rate from 100 to 120 lbs/min.
Plate Equipment
To illustrate the potential of matrices in connection with 
typical chemical engineering processes, a stagewise contactor will 
be described by a matrix differential equation. In previous work, 
matrices have been used to determine the steady state operating con­
ditions of a distillation column (4,5,6). However, the steady state 
conditions are independent upon column configuration. If the differ­
ential equations are to be used to determine the optimum control 
vectors, the equations must accurately approximate the response of the 
actual column. In general, it is not sufficient to simply add an 
accumulation term to the steady state equations.
Recently, considerable work has been done using various mathe­
matical models of a plate distillation column to yield calculated 
responses that closely approximate the response of an actual column(2). 
The model chosen for this work considers that each plate is a per­
fectly mixed pool, each downcomer is a perfectly mixed pool, and both 
the reboiler and condenser are also perfectly mixed. In Figure (V-12) 
a simple column is illustrated to show the numbering scheme. Note 
that each pool is numbered in the direction of liquid flowing from 
the top of the column. See Figure (V-13) for the nomenclature.
In addition to the above assumptions, the following assumptions 
are also made for simplicity, not because of shortcomings of the 
method.
1) The feed liquid falls on the plate below the feed point, and
the vapor portion enters the plate above.






Figure (V-12). Distillation column showing location of the pools.
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B B o t t o m s  r a t e ,  m o l e s / h r  
D O v e r h e a d s  r a t e ,  m o l e s / h r  
F T o t a l  f e e d  r a t e ,  m o l e s / h r
Ha Holdup in baffle where reflux is added, moles
Hc Holdup in condenser (accumulator), moles
Hj Holdup in downcomers, moles
H Plate holdup, molesp
H^ Reboiler holdup, moles
Equilibrium constant for light component on plate i
Equilibrium constant for light component in feed
T,£ Liquid portion of feed, moles/hr
Lr Internal liquid rate in rectifying section, moles/hr
L Internal liquid rate in stripping section, moles/hrs v
Vapor portion of feed, moles/hr
V Internal vapor rate in rectifying section, moles/hr
V Internal vapor rate in stripping section, moles/hrs
x^ Mole fraction light component in liquid portion of feed
x^ Mole fraction light component if the liquid in pool i
y. Mole fraction light component in the vapor leaving pool
i
Figure (V-13). Nomenclature for column in Figure (V-12),
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3) The vapor leaving a tray is perfectly mixed before entering
the tray above.
4) A partial condenser is used.
5) The pressure is constant throughout the column.
6) Delay times in the lines to and from the condenser and
reboiler are negligible.
7) Each plate, ‘the reboiler, and the condenser are assumed to
be ideal stages.
8) No heat is lost to the surroundings.
9) The components have equal latent heats of vaporizations.
In addition, the Antoine equation is used to calculate the vapor pres­
sure of each component, and the mixtures are assumed to be ideal. Any 
method can be used to calculate the vapor-liquid equilibrium constants; 
the Antoine equation is convenient because the coefficients for the 
equation are readily available for a variety of substances (9). For 
simplicity, the equations describing the system are developed for 
binary mixtures. The concentration of the light component is calcu­
lated from the equations, and the concentration of the other component 
is calculated by difference. When more than two components are pre­
sent, the concentration of each component must be calculated, and 
usually must be adjusted subsequently so that the sum of mole frac­
tions is unity for every pool.
To develop the equations to describe the column in Figure (V-12) 
the condenser is considered first. Making a material balance for the 
light component,
Vsy3 " Lsx i ’ D y i = d(Hc xi>/dt ’ (V-31)
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Since the vapor leaving the condenser is in equilibrium with the 
liquid,
Substituting Equations '(V-32) thru (V-34) into Equation (V-31),
Rearranging and substituting Equation (V-34) into Equation (V-37),
In Figure (V-I4a) the ten differential equations required to describe 
the column in Figure (V-12) are presented. Note that the first two 
equations are identical to Equations (V-36) and (V-38), respectively. 
All the other equations are developed in a similar manner as these 
two.
yr “ Ki xx (V-32)
Similarly, the vapor leaving the top plate (pool #3) is in equilibrium
with the liquid on the plate. Thus, *
(V-33)
If the holdup of the accumulator is considered to be constant,
Ls (V-34)
V ^ x a  - (Vs - D) - D K lXl = H, dxx/dt = H.*x (V-35)
Rearranging,
*1 “ «D - D K x - Vg)/Hc) xx + Vs KgX, (V-36)
Considering pool #2, a material balance around the light component
yields
L s x i " L s x a =  d(Ha x 3) / d t (V-37)
*a = ( (Vs - d)/Ha) xx - ( (Vs - D)/Ha) xg (V-38)
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x3 = {(D - KXD - Vs)/Hc} xx '+ (VsK3/Hc) x 3
* 3  =  {<Vg - W / h J  *, .T {(Vs - D)/HJ  x 3
fc, = {(Vs - D)/HpJ- x3 + {<D - Vs - Ko V s)7h J  %  + (V^/Hp)
*4 “ {(Vs - D>/Hd} x* ' {(Vs - D)/Hd} *1
*6 - {<VS - D)/Hp} x4 + {(D - Vs - KsVs)/Hp} x, +  (V^/Hp)*,
+ (V£ Kf/Hp) xf . _
*6 - {(Vs - D)/Hd} %  - {<VS - DJ/h J - x.
k, - {(Vs - D)/Hp} ^  - {<B + Vr + VrK,)/Hp} x, + OySg/Hp)*,
+ {(F - Vf)/Hp} xf
*e' - {<Vr + B)/Hd; X, - {(Vr +  B)/Hd| Xa
^  = {(Vr + B)/Hp} Xj - {(B + Vr + KgV^Hp} Xa + ( V ^ g / H ^  x 10
*10 “ {(Vr + B)/Hr} Xa - {(B + Vr K 10) / H J  x10
Figure (V-I4a). Set of differential equations that describe the
column in Figure (V-12).
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Xl • — a l.,l X 1 + a l,3 *3
*3 = a 3 } I X1 + aa ,a *3
*3 = a3 , 3 x2 + a3,3 X3 + a3 9 B XS
*4 = a4,3 X3 + a4>4 X4
*5 = a5,4 *4 + a5,5 X5 + a5 ,7 Xrj +
*6 = a6,S Xs + %  ,6 Xs
X? = a7 ,6 X6 + a7 j 7 X7 + a7,9 Xg +
*8 = a8, 7 X7 + a8,8 x 8
*9 = a9 , 8 X8 + a9,9 Xg + a9 , 10 X X0
Xj.0 = aX0,9 i •+• aio,10 x 10
Figure (V-I4b). Definition of non-zero elements in the matrices
in Equation (V-39).
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Upon examination of Figure (V-I4a), these equations may be ex­
pressed by the following matrix differential equation.
In this equation, A is a 10 x 10 matrix, and X and B are a 10 x 1 
matrices. The elements of A and B* are defined in Figure (V-I4b), 
where the a's and b's correspond to the analgous coefficients in 
Figure (V-14a). The first subscript of each a corresponds to its 
row number in the A matrix, and the second subscript corresponds to 
its column number. The subscript of the b's corresponds to the row 
number. For both the A and B-. matrices, all elements not defined in 
Figure (V-14b) are zero. The X matrix is defined as
In order to determine the response of the column in Figure (V-12)
the Laplace transform method, i.e., use of Equation (V-6), is theo­
retically applicable, it is very difficult to apply in this case.
The Sylvester, expansion theorem, i.e., Equations (V-7) and (V-8), is 
easy to apply, although the calculations are quite lengthy. However, 
the coefficients of matrix A are not constant, i.e., as the composi­
tion varies, the equilibrium constant varies. Hence, even if a closed 
form is used, the solution would be valid for only a short interval of 
time.
X = A X + B xf (V-39)
X (V-40)
using Equation (V-30), the first step is to evaluate 0(t). Although
On the other hand, the solution may be approximated by the in­
finite series given in Equation (V-9) over any time interval. How­
ever, for shorter intervals fewer terms must be evaluated. To 
determine how many terms should be evaluated to make the calculating 
time as short as possible, the series was truncated at two, four, and 
six terms. The more terms considered, the longer the time interval 
that could be used. However, calculating the additional terras re­
quires additional computational time, and the time interval over 
which the solution is valid is not generally lengthened enough to 
justify calculating the additional terms. In performing the final 
calculations for the response curves to be presented shortly, the 
series is truncated after two terms. Thus, the procedure begins to 
resemble the relaxation (1) procedures. However, certain advantages 
are offered. The main advantage is that when changes are made in the 
system being considered, the only part of the computer program to be 
changed is in the routines that calculate the elements of the mat- 
trices. The time intervals used in the matrix solution are comparable 
to those used in the relaxation method.
Using the above procedure, the response of a distillation column 
for various changes can be calculated. The specific column size, 
flow rates, and initial conditions are given in Figure (V-15). The 
response to a step change in the reflux ratio, feed composition, vapor 
content of the feed, and overheads rate are presented in. Figures (V-16), 
(V-17), (V-18), and (V-19), respectively. The computer program for 
calculating these is given in Appendix N.
In controlling a distillation column,' several variables may be 
adjusted. Assuming the composition of the overheads is to be held
Column Characteristics
Number of plates 10
Location of feed plate 5 from top
Condenser holdup 10 moles
Reboiler holdup 5 moles
Plate holdup 0.5 moles
Downcomer holdup 0.25 moles
Holdup at reflux addition
point 0.25 moles
Components
The feed is a mixture of propane and butane. The constants 
for the Antoine equation are taken from Reference (9).
Initial Conditions
Reflux ratio (external) 
Fraction vapor in feed 
Overheads rate 
Feed rate (total)
Mole fraction Cg in feed
1.9




Figure (V-15). Description of the column and the initial conditions
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Figure (V-16). Response to a change in the external reflux ratio 
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Figure (V-19). Response to a change in overheads rate from 
60 to 50 moles/hr.
constant, the column may theoretically be controlled by varying the 
feed composition, feed enthalpy, feed rate, reflux ratio, overheads 
rate, boilup rate, or column pressure. However, in a realistic situa­
tion, the reflux ratio is usually the primary manipulated variable, 
although some of the others may be varied to compensate for distur­
bances, e.g., variations in feed flow rate may be compensated for by 
varying the boilup rate. Of the variables listed above, only three 
of these could be manipulated variables if the control system is to 
be linear. According to Equation (V-39), only x^, F and (actually 
the feed enthalpy) do not occur as a product with one of the composi­
tions. Of these three, x^ and F, are usually predetermined, although 
F can be varied for brief periods of time. Although the feed enthal­
py can theoretically be varied over a considerable range, this is 
not a common practice. By far the majority of column control systems 
vary the reflux ratio. In the nomenclature used in this chapter, 
this corresponds to varying V , and consequently V sinceS 3T
V = V - V- (V-41)r s f
Consequently, most column control systems are non-linear.
Continuous Contactor
The fourth, and final, type of equipment to be considered is a 
continuous contactor, specifically, a packed bed distillation column. 
The specific column to be examined is shown in Figure (V-20). Al­
though this column is divided into only three sections, these may be 
increased if desired. Each section is considered to be a perfectly 






Figure (V-20). Continuous contactor.
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be too few; however, these are sufficient for illustrative purposes. 
The nomenclature used is given in Figure (V-21) .
In. order to develop the equations to describe this system, the 
following assumptions are made, none of which are shortcomings of the 
method.
1) % Equimolal overflow.
2) No heat loss to surroundings.
3) Total condenser.
4) Feed is a liquid at its bubble point.
5) Negligible holdup in lines to condenser.
6) The reboiler acts as an ideal stage.
7) Binary mixture.
As for the plate column discussed earlier, the Antoine equation is 
used to calculate the vapor pressure of each component. Assuming 
ideal behavior, the equilibrium constants can be easily calculated.
This method is used because of its convenience and simplicity; any 
method for calculating vapor-liquid equilibrium constants may be used.
To develop the equations that describe the system in Figure (V-20) 
consider the condenser-accumulator first. A material balance for the 
light component reveals •<*
V y3 - L xx = d(H xt)/dt (V-42)
However,
L = V - D (V-43)
Substituting Equation (V-43) into (V-42) and rearranging,
B Bottoms rate, moles/hr.
D Overheads rate, moles/hr
F Feed rate, moles/hr
Hc Condenser holdup, moles
Liquid holdup per pool, moles
*
Reboiler holdup, moles 
Hv Vapor holdup per pool, moles
1
IL Equilibrium constant for light component
in pool i
K a Mass transfer coefficient, moles/hr-cu ftog
L Liquid rate is rectifying section, moles/hr
Lr Liquid rate in stripping section, moles/hr
t Time
V Vapor rate, moles/hr
x^ Mole fraction light component in feed
x^ Mole fraction light component in liquid,
pool i
y^ Mole fraction light component in vapor,
pool i
Figure (V-21). Nomenclature for continuous contactor.
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V ya/H - (L/H )xx = d xx/dt = xx (V-44)® c c
Considering pool #2, the material balance for the light component 
around the vapor phase is
V y3 - V yg - Koga Hy (y* - yg) = d(Hy ya)/dt (V-45)
By definition,
yg = x3 (V-46)
Substituting Equation (V-46) into (V-45) and rearranging,
*3*3 +  (Koga Hy - V) ya/Hv +  V y3 /Hv = dy3/dt = (V-47)
Making a material balance for the light component around the liquid 
phase of pool #2,
L x , - L x s + Koga Hv (y* - y8) = d(H1xg)/dt (V-48)
Substituting Equation (V-46) into (V-48) and rearranging,
LXl/Hx + (KogaHvKg - L) xa/H1 - KQga Hy y ^  = dxg/dt = xs (V-49) .
This procedure can be continued throughout the column. Since the
feed enters at its bubble point, the vapor rates in the rectifying 
and stripping sections are equal. Furthermore,
Lr = L + F (V-50)
The equation describing the reboiler will be very similar to that 
derived for the plate column. However, the substitution
= y5/Ks (V-51)
is made so that the equations can be easily put into matrix form.
The eight equations describing this system are shown in Figure (V-22). 
Note the the first three equations correspond to Equations (V-44), 
(V-47), and (V-49).
In Figure (V-22b), the equations are rearranged so that the non- 
'zero elements in the resulting matrices will be more systematically 
arranged. The matrix differential equation again has the form
All the elements of the B* matrix are zero except b3 . In Figure (V-22b), 
the non-zero elements of the "A matrix are defined, along with bg. The 
subscripts on the a's and b's mean the same as those in the previous 
section, which is the-normal usage in connection with matrices.
As before, Equation (V-52) can be solved to yield the dynamic 
respoilse of the continuous contactor. The method for obtaining the 
solution is analogous to that for the plate column. In fact, the 
same computer program can be used for both, provided the appropriate 
corrections are made for constructing the matrices. This is a definite 
advantage of this method, i.e., only the part of the computer program 
concerned with constructing the matrix needs to be changed. Since 
continuous and plate columns are controlled similarly, the control
(V-52)
but in this case
X (V-53)
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x x = -(L/Hc) x x + (V/Hc) ya
h  " -Kog* ^  + |Koga Hy -VJ/nJy, + <V/Hv) y,
xa = (1/Hj) x, + ||Coga Hv K3 - D / h J  x s - (Koga y3
h  - K5ga +  _{(Koga Hv - V ) / h J  ya + (V/Hv) y4
fc, = (L/H^x, + {(KogaHvKa - 1 - F ) / K ^  - (KogaHv/H1)ya +(F/H1)xf
h  - - ^oga x4 +  {(Koga Hv-V)/Hv-} y4 + (V/Hv) ys
*4 “ { 0-+F)/hJ x3 + {(Koga Hv - L -  F ) / h J  x 4 -
yB - -{(L+F)/H.} x4 - (V 1%/H.) y5
Figure (V-22a). Equations describing the column in Figure (V-20).
X1 =. a i,i X1 + al,5 y3
x3 = aa,i X1 + a2 ,3 *8 + aa,5 ya
= a3 ,2 xa + a3 ,3 X3 + a3 ,6 y3
*4 = a4,3 x3 + a4,4 X4 + a4 ,7 y4
y3 = as }a xa + a5 fS y3 + a5,6 y3
ya = a6,a *a + a6,S y3 H* a6 ,7
h = ^,4 *4 + a7,7 y4 + a7,8 y5
y5 = a8 ,4 X4 + a8 ,8 yB
Figure (V-22b). Definition of non-zero elements of matrices A and B.
Figure (V-22). Mathematical description of continuous contactor.
I
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system for a continuous contactor is also non-linear when the reflux 
ratio is the manipulated variable.
Using the computer program in'Appendix 0, Equation (V-51) can be 
solved to give the dynamic response of the continuous contactor. In 
Figure (V-23) the characteristics and intial conditions for the parti­
cular column under consideration are given. In Figure (V-24),1 the 
response is presented for a change in feed composition. In Figure
(V-25), the response is given for a change in overheads rate.
Finally, the response for a change in reflux ratio is given in Figure 
(V-26).
Conclusions
In this chapter, it has been shown that a heat exchanger (vapor- 
liquid and liquid-liquid), a plate distillation column,and a continuous 
contact distillation column can all be described by the same matrix 
differential equation, namely
t  = A X + B (V-54)
where X = n x 1 column matrix of the state variables of the. system
X = dX/dt 
A = n x n matrix
B = n x 1 column matrix
From system to system, only the state variables and the elements in
matrices A and B differ. To solve Equation (V-54), three techniques
have been illustrated. After having adequately described a system by 
a matrix differential equation,, the transient response from one oper­
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Figure (V-25). Response to a change in overheads rate from 60 
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATION OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
At this point, four systems have been described by a matrix 
differential equation. Recall that one system, the vapor-liquid 
heat exchanger, is an example of a linear control system, while 
the other three are normally nonlinear when controlled in the usual 
manner. As stated earlier, the main goal is to determine control 
paths for transitions from one operating level to another. Given 
the present operating level and the operating level to which the 
transition is to be made, the control system is to vary the manipu­
lated variable in such a manner that the transition is optimum 
with respect to some criterion. In this respect, the control--sys­
tem is open loop, feed forward. In this chapter, only changes in 
the set point are considered, and all other disturbing influences 
are ignored in order to simplify the discussion.
In optimizing transient response, several techniques -- varia-
«
tional calculus, dynamic programming, principle of the maximum, 
nonlinear programming, steepest ascent, etc. -- are available for 
nonlinear systems. Of these, only dynamic programming and the 
principle of the maximum are discussed to any extent. These are 
relatively recent developments, but considerable work has been done 
using them. However, before discussing optimization techniques, 
a criterion must be selected with respect to which the transition
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is optimized. Thus, several possible criteria are discussed first, 
and the one for this work is selected.
Integral Criterion
Jin ‘the control field, the error signal is defined as the dif­
ference between the desired value of the controlled variable (set
point) and’its actual value. Generally, criterions are expressed 
in terms of the time integral of a function of the error signal,
and the optimum response is that which minimizes the integral.
Four such integral criteria are common, and should be discussed 
briefly (1). ■
1. Minimum control area
I - J <x - xs) dt (VI-1)
where x^ = controlled variable (element of matrix X)
xg = set point
This integral is often used in connection with industrial controllers. 
To obtain a unique solution, the requirement that the decay ratio,
i.e., ratio of the height of the second peak to the height of the 
first peak, of the response be a certain value is also applied. If 
used alone, this integral would have no minimum value, i.e., its 
value can be minus infinity.
2. Integral of the absolute error (IAE)
1 ■ J  \x} - xs I dt <VI-2>
This integral does have a minimum, but the derivative of the inte­
grand is not continuous at x. => x .j s
3. Integral of the. product of time and the absolute error (ITAE)
I = J |Xj - xg | t dt (VI-3)
This integral places more weight on deviations as time increases. 
Again, the derivative of the integrand is not continuous at x^ = xg.
4. Mean square error
I-J (Xj - xs)3 dt (VI-4)
This integral weights large deviations heavier than small deviations.
Furthermore, its derivative is continuous at x. = x .J s
For this application, the minimum mean square error criterion is used, 
since it has been used considerably in the control field and can 
readily be used in the methods to be presented later. The discon­
tinuity of the derivative for the integrals in Equations (VI-2) and 
(VI-3) causes some slight difficulties in one method, but can easily 
be compensated for.
To summarize the optimization problem to be considered, the 
system is described by "the matrix differential equation
j  = A X + - B
Note that all four systems considered previously can be described by 
the above equation. Furthermore, it is desired to determine the 
path for the manipulated variable such that the integral in Equation 
(VI-4) is minimized. In each case, x^ is one of the elements of 
matrix X.
Although a solution to the above problem can be found in 
Reference (2),. this solution has limitations. The most serious 
limitation is that the system must be linear, i.e., Equation (VI-5) 
must be linear. In this reference, the solution is obtained for 
a plate absorber. The manipulated variables (two in this case) are 
the concentrations of the inlet vapor and inlet liquid, and the 
system is linear for these variables. However, an absorber is gen­
erally controlled by varying the liquid or vapor rates; for this 
case, the system is non-linear, and the solution does not apply. 
However, it does apply to the vapor-liquid exchanger in some in­
stances, namely, whenever the exchanger is controlled by varying 
the pressure in the vapor chest. However, most realistic examples 
of control systems for process industries are non-linear, and it is 
co these systems that this work is mainly directed.
Optimization Techniques
In solving problems of the type outline above, the classical 
approach is to use variational calculus procedures. However, con­
straints on the manipulated variable are difficult to handle with 
this method. In the systems presented earlier, constraints defi­
nitely exist. Consider the plate distillation column. The maximum 
reflux ratio that can be used is that which causes flooding, and 
the minimum reflux ratio is that at which the plates begin to weep 
excessively. Since similar restraints exist for practically all 
systems, any method used to determine a solution must include con­
straints on the manipulated variable.
• Generally, there are two very popular methods for treating sys­
tems with constraints. One is the method proposed by Pontryagin 
et al, (3), commonly called the maximum principle. The other popular 
method, called dynamic programming, was proposed by Bellman (4), and 
has Received much more attention than the maximum principle. There 
are other methods, e.g., steepest ascent or optimum programming, but 
the above two are by far the more common.
Although dynamic programming is a very useful tool for optimi- . 
zing processes, there are some shortcomings'of the method. Perhaps 
the major difficulty is that of high dimensionality. This problem 
has been recognized, and considerable effort has been devoted to 
eliminating this difficulty. If a realistic system of the types 
considered in Chapter V is to be represented by a matrix differen­
tial equation, the state vector, i.e., the X matrix, will probably 
contain at least ten elements. For processes with this many variables, 
the calculations and storage requirements become excessive. Although 
dynamic programming has been used to solve linear problems in which 
the number of variables is large, this procedure is not applicable 
to non-linear systems.
On the other hand, Pontryagin's maximum principle can be very 
conveniently applied to many processes to obtain an analytic expression 
for the optimum control vector. The problem is obtaining a numerical 
solution to this expression, which is usually in the form of a two- 
point boundary value problem. However, this expression does often 
give considerable information about the solution which in turn makes 
the solution easier to obtain by alternate means.
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To set up’this problem, the first step is to introduce an addi­
tional state variable, which is equal to the integral to be minimized
til(5). Consider an n order process (matrix X is n x 1) to be opti- 
mized with regard to the minimum mean square error criterion. In 
this case, the additional state variable, is defined by
Xn+1 = J (x - xg)2 dt (VI-6)
where x. = controlled variable J
xg = set point
Therefore,
*n+I = -•<«.>■ (V1‘7)
where *n+l = dx J/dt (VI-8)n+1
This notation will be used throughout this discussion to simplify the
equations. . ‘
Next, the Pontryagin function iq defined. In this method, the
/
function to be minimized, i.e., the pbjitryagin function, is a function 
of the state variables only, and is represented by 
n+1
JP m S  Vi ( V I ‘ 9 )
i=l
According to Equation (VI-6), must.be minimized. Thus in
Equation (VI-9) all the b's equal zero except bn+]_> which equals one. 
Therefore, the Pontryagin function is given by
xn+l
Next, the Hamiltonian of the system is defined. For systems of 
the type under consideration, the Hamiltonian, H, is
The p^'s in the above expression form a momentum vector 1? defined 
as
Each p is usually a function of time, although an individual p^ may
be constant in some instances. The value of p. at t_, the finalri f ’
rtime, is given by
This will later be one end condition for a two point boundary value 
problem. Making use of Hamilton's canonical equations, it is known 
that
According to the maximum principle, the control vector should, at 
each instant, tend to maximize the Hamiltonian. To see how this 
principle is applied, and how the equations for the boundary value 
problem are obtained, it would probably be best to consider a simple 
example.
In order to illustrate the use of the maximum principle, consider 
the oversimplified heat exchanger in Figure (Vl-la). The principles 









Figure (Vl-la). Heat exchanger with two pools on each side. Numbers 
in circles correspond to shell side pools; numbers in.squares 
correspond to tube side pools.
meP (T ■ ' a-*l> + UA (Ts -T:) = d(VaPscpTx)/dt
meP o v -T2) + UA -t2) - .d<VsPscpTs)/dt
wCP <v-Tfl) - UA (t3-Tl) = d(VtptCpT3)/dt
wCP <Tt*■t4) - UA (T4-TS) = d(VtptCpT4)/dt
Figure (Vl-lb). Equations describing above heat exchanger.
La .
me + P UA *1 1 ' UA . V mV p s ^s cP V p c s ^s p VsPs
m me + UA P T UA
V p s ŝ Ti . V p c 2 s rs p
T V p c s rs p
UA wC + UA P 1 w•uCL■U
>1 CP
T1
Vt Pt Cp v t Pt
UA wC + UA’ P 1 w
. Vt Pt cp T2 V t Pt Cp vt Pt
Figure (VI-lc) Above equations solved for derivative term. In a 
procedure analagous to that in Chapter V, those equations can 
be expressed by the matrix differential equation T *“ A T + B.
Figure (VI-1). . Mathematical description of heat exchanger.
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equations that follow from being excessively long. In Figure (VI-lb), 
the equations that represent this exchanger are presented, and are 
solved for the derivative in Figure (VI-lc). Note that T3 is the 
controlled variable. As discussed previously, the system is to be 
optimized with respect to the mean'square error criterion. Thus, T5 
is defined as
t,
T5 = f f <Ta - T )s dt (VI-15)
J0 P
Hence,
T5 = (Ta - T )** (VI-16)
Next, the Hamiltonian is constructed.
H = 2  p.T.
1  !Li=l
me + UA ... m >
' = Pi i -----  Ti + t3 + —  T I1 I V p c  1 V p c  4 V p aj s ŝ p s's p s ^s
r mc +UA ,,.
• + Ps i v7 Tl “ V p cr Tz + V p c T*jsHs s^s 1 s^s p
wC +UA w
+  Pa I, +  V t  T‘;
WC -r-UA
+ p6 (T3 - Tsp>2 (VI-17)
The Pontryagin function is defined as
£  = 2  V i  “ *s (VI-18)
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Furthermore, the final value of each p^ is known from the relationship 
Pi<tf) = " b± (VI-19)
Thus, the final value of all the p / s  equals zero except for ps , 
whose final value equals -1.
Next, p^ can be.evaluated by
p / =  bH/dT. (VI-20)x x
Applying this relationship to Equation (VI-17), 
me +UA TT.** - »tr pi • rr * - ?Zc- * (V1’21>sHs p s's tHt p
me +UA tta •
P3 - v - ^  *  - d r  ( V I ‘ 2 2 )s's p trt p
TTA wC +UA
"  vf:-** + v t r  *> - 2̂ ^ - V  <V1_23>S PS p t Kt p
TTA • wC + UA*4 - r r r  p. - r j r  + f V c t  p* c « - » )
S rS p t rt t rt p
P s = 0 (VI-25)
Since .
Ps(tf) ="1.0, (VI-26)
integration of Equation (VI-25) and applying this boundary condition 
indicates that p5 is a constant, namely
p5 = -1.0 (VI-27)
for all time.
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By substituting-this value of ps into Equation (VI-23), Equations 
(VI-21) thru (VI-24) can be put into a matrix differential equation.
In doing this, P is an 4 x 1 column matrix defined by
P = (VI-28)
Thus, Equations (VI-21) thru (VI-24) can be represented by a single 
matrix differential equation, namely
t  = C P  + 5 * (VI-29)
where cf and 15 are matrices defined in Figure (VI-2) „
According to the maximum principle, the manipulated variable 
(control vector) should always be "such that the Hamiltonian is maxi­
mized. In general, the controlled variable will be subjected to 
constraints of the form
M £ m £ M (VI-30)n x
where Mn and Mx are the minimum and maximum values of m, respectively. 
Upon inspection of the expression for the Hamiltonian given in Equation 
(VI-17), the coefficient of m is given by
T
S = - ^ --  T, + p, rz +- p2   Pg 7Z---w V p  x ri V p rs V p Vs's s's srs s^s
= {Pl(T -Tx) + Pa(Tl-Ts)}/V p (VI-31) .
3 S
Given values for all,other variables in Equation (VI-17), the value 
of m is to be determined to maximize H. Depending upon the values 
of the individual terms, may be positive, negative, or zero. If 
Sw is positive, H is a maximum if m is at its maximum value, namely Mx«
me +  UA P
V p c  s ^ s  p
m




me +  UA 
P
V p C s ' s  p
UA
V p c  s r s  p
UA
wC +  UA • P
V n C t Kt  p
V,. p.ct * t  p
UA
V p c  s ' s  p
w
vf-p.tn:
wC +  UA
- P •
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If S is negative, H is maximized if m equals M , its minimum value, w n
if Sw equals zero, the value of H is independent of m. However, for
this case, m should equal M , the value of m at the final equilibrium
condition for which Ta = T ." sp
To summarize, there are in reality two dependent variables in 
this system: T and P (both vectors). Since the value of m depends
only upon the sign of (which depends upon Y  and T), m is a function 
of P and T. The above reasoning has thus developed a two point 
boundary value problem, namely
T = A T + ' B  (VI-32)
Y  = C P + !  ‘ (VI-33)
whose boundary conditions are
initial condition: T(0) = Tq (VI-34)
final condition: P(tf) = 0 (VI-35)
In addition, the value of m in Equations (VI-32) and (VI-33) (the 
matrices A, B, C, and "D depend upon m) is given by
rM if S < pn w x
M if S • = 0 eq w
M if S > 0x w
m = (VI-36)
Since m is a function of T and P, Equations (VI-32) and (VI-33) must 
be solved simultaneously. From Equation (VI-36), it is obvious that 
the optimum control scheme will be of the bang-bang type. Theoreti­
cally, Equations (VI-32), (VI-33), and (VI-36) can be solved with 
respect to the boundary conditions given by Equations (VI-34) and 
(VI-35). The solution of two point boundary value problems in general 
is discussed by Merriam (6), but the solution appears to be quite
difficult . In problems of the above type, another condition is 
actually known. If the integral in Equation (VI-15) is to be mini­
mized, then T(tp, the value of the T vector at final time, is the 
steady state value such that '
T3 = Tsp (VI-37)
Thus, the two point boundary value problem is tranformed into a 
boundary value problem for which both the final values are known.
Thus, it is theoretically possible to solve the problem in reverse, 
i.e., begin with the final conditions and work back numerically to 
the initial conditions'. However, problems arise. The solution is 
extremely sensitive to the initial value of If, and the small errors 
introduced in numerically solving the boundary problem make this 
method impractical.
Optimum Transition for a Distillation Column
Although it is possible, at least theoretically, to obtain an 
optimum control path using either dynamic programming or the principle 
of the maximum, it is more practical to use a combinatorial procedure
i.e., consideration of every possible path between initial state and 
final state. This procedure differs from dynamic programming mainly 
because, for reasons to be explained later, the principle of opti-• 
mality is not invoked after each stage. To use this method feasibly 
to optimize the transition from one operating level to another, a 
time interval over which the manipulated variable can be considered 
constant is assumed. The original continuous control system is thus 
transformed into a discrete control system, i.e., the control signal
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is allowed to change only after the lapse of a finite time interval.
The shorter the time interval, the more nearly the discrete system 
approximates the continuous system. However, more calculations are 
required for the shorter time interval, and a practical balance must 
be made between computation time and resultant accuracy of the answer. 
This same aspect must also be considered when using dynamic programming.
Using the combinatorial procedure, the problem is solved via the%
following steps:
1. Assume a trial interval.
2. Starting at the intial conditions, allow the manipulated
variable (in this case, the reflux ratio) to assume every 
possible value over the assumed time interval, and calcu­
late the final conditions. If the manipulated variable 
is continuous, the range over which it can vary is di­
vided into increments, thus establishing a grid of values 
of the manipulated, variable. The conditions at the end
of the time interval are calculated for each value in
this grid, and are used as initial conditions, for the 
next time interval.
3. Step 2 is repeated for each set of conditions obtained 
for the previous time interval.
4. This procedure is repeated until the desired final con­
dition is reached by each path that may possibly be the 
optimum trajectory. For example, if the optimum path 
is the path that reaches final steady state conditions 
in minimum time, the first path to reach steady state 
is the optimum.
O b v i o u s l y ,  t h i s  p r o c e d u r e  i n  g e n e r a l  r e q u i r e s  a  l a r g e  nu m b er o f  c a l ­
c u l a t i o n s .  F o r  m o s t  o p t i m i z a t i o n  p r o b le m s ,  d y n a m ic  p r o g r a m m in g  i s  
m ore  p r a c t i c a l  t o  u s e ,  s i n c e  t h e  p r i n c i p l e  o f  o p t i m a l i t y  i s  in v o k e d  
a f t e r  e a c h  t im e  in c r e m e n t .  H o w e v e r , i n  t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e r e  a r e  s e v e r a l  
p e c u l a r i t i e s  t h a t  m ake t h e  c o m b i n a t o r i a l  p r o c e d u r e  s u p e r i o r  t o  d y n a m ic  
p r o g r a m m in g .
I n  t h e  p r e v i o u s  s e c t i o n ,  t h e  p r i n c i p l e  o f  t h e  m axim um  w a s  a p p l i e d  
t o  a  h e a t  e x c h a n g e r ,  an d  a  t w o - p o i n t  b o u n d a r y  v a l u e  p r o b le m  d e r i v e d .  
From  t h i s  r e a s o n i n g ,  i t  w as c o n c lu d e d  t h a t  c o n t r o l  o f  t h e  h e a t  e x ­
c h a n g e r  s h o u ld  b e  b a n g - b a n g .  T he h e a t  e x c h a n g e r  w as c o n 's id e r e d  i n
U* ■
t h a t  s e c t i o n  p r i m a r i l y  b e c a u s e  a l l  q u a n t i t i e s  e x c e p t  t h e  f l o w  r a t e  
b e i n g  c o n t r o l l e d  c o u ld  b e  a ssu m ed  c o n s t a n t  o v e r  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  r a n g e  
o f  i n t e r e s t ,  t h u s  s i m p l i f y i n g  t h e  e q u a t i o n s .  T h is  sam e r e a s o n i n g  c a n  
b e  a p p l i e d  t o  a  d i s t i l l a t i o n  c o lu m n  and  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  f o r  a  v e r y  
s i m p l e  c o lu m n  i n  A p p e n d ix  P . S i m i l a r l y ,  i t  i s  c o n c lu d e d  t h a t  t h e  
o p tim u m  c o n t r o l  v e c t o r  o f  t h i s  c o lu m n  i s  b a n g - b a n g ,  an d  a n a lo g o u s  
r e a s o n i n g  c a n  b e  u s e d  f o r  m ore  r e a l i s t i c  c o lu m n s  t o  a r r i v e  a t  t h e  
sa m e  c o n c l u s i o n s .  A s d i s c u s s e d  i n  t h e  s e c t i o n  o n  t h e  p l a t e  c o lu m n ,  
t h e  r e f l u x  r a t i o  d e f i n i t e l y  h a s  f i n i t e  c o n s t r a i n t s .  T he m axim um  
v a l u e  i s  t h e  v a l u e  a t ' w h i c h  f l o o d i n g  b e g i n s  t o  o c c u r ,  and  t h e  m in im um  
v a l u e  i s  t h a t  a t  w h ic h  t h e  p l a t e s  w eep  e x c e s s i v e l y .
At this point a system to be optimized is proposed. The. distil­
lation column for which the response was obtained earlier (Figures 
(V-16), (V-17), (V-18), and (V-19)) is to be controlled by varying 
the reflux ratio. The column dimensions and flow rates at the intial 
steady state conditions are as follows:
Number of trays 10
Feed plate number 5
Column pressure 300 psia
Feed rate 100 moles/hr
Vapor fraction of the feed 0.333
Overheads rate .60 moles/hr
Initial internal reflux ratio 0.655
Maximum allowable internal reflux ratio 0.8
Minimum allowable internal reflux ratio 0.3
Mole fraction light component in feed 0.6
Condenser holdup 10 moles
Plate holdup 0.5 moles
, Bowncomer holdup 0.25 moles
Reboiler holdup 5 moles
Components: propane and butane
Equilibrium relationship used: Antoine equation.
The column has a partial condenser, and the composition of the vapor 
leaving the accumulator is to be controlled at a predetermined value. 
However, assume that the concentration of the liquid from the con­
denser can more easily be obtained in this particular case. Since 
the vapor and liquid in the accumulator are in equilibrium, control­
ling the liquid concentration is equivalent to controlling the vapor
concentration for this particular case. If the composition of the)
overheads product is to. be decreased to a new operating level, it is 
desired to determine the optimum control path for the manipulated 
variable (in this case, the internal reflux ratio). To specify the 
optimum path, the minimum mean square error criterion is to be used.
As in Chapter V, equimolal overflow is assumed, and the various hold­
ups are considered constant, i.e., independent of the flow rates.
The main consequence of the latter assumption is that changes in flow 
rates are propagated instantaneously throughout the column, which 
does not occur in an actual column. However, since the flow rates in 
an actual column reach their new equilibrium values much faster than 
the composition of the various components, the transient period for 
the flows can be neglected provided changes in the reflux ratio (or 
other factors affecting flow rates in the column) do not occur for 
only a very short period of time. As a consequence of the above rea­
soning, the switch from one reflux ratio to another is assumed to be 
instantaneous, and the time between successive switches will be re­
quired to be long enough so that this assumption is good.
Using the results obtained from applying the maximum principle
along with a few other realistic assumptions, the combinatorial pro-
*cedure can be utilized feasibly. In this work, the following assump­
tions are necessary to make this method practical;
1. As shown by the maximum principle, the. manipulated 
variable- assumes only three possible values -- maxi­
mum value, minimum value, and .the final equilibrium
%
value corresponding to the final steady state oper­
ating conditions.
2. Once the reflux ratio assumes its final steady state 
value, it remains at this value until the set point 
is changed again.
3. The number of switches allowed is limited. This 
eliminates rapid successions of changes in the 
manipulated variable, a phenomenon commonly known 
as fluttering.
Although the first assumption is valid according to the maximum 
principle, the third assumption is not included in applying the 
maximum principle. Thus, the first assumption may not be strictly 
valid, but should still be sufficiently accurate for practical 
problems.
In addition to these assumptions, the value of the reflux ratio 
can be predicted over much of the control path. If, for example, 
the overheads concentration is to be decreased, the equilibrium 
value of the reflux ratio for the new steady state will also be lower 
than the initial value. On the initial switch, the reflux ratio 
should assume its minimum value, and should be held at this value 
for a certain length of time. Thus, it is possible to assume this 
time interval , and to calculate the column conditions at the end 
of this interval . If the combinatorial procedure is started at this 
point, the number of calculations to obtain the final answer will be 
smaller because there are fewer possible paths between this interme­
diate state and the final state than between the intial state and the 
final state. If the time interval assumed is too small, the final 
answer is still valid. In this case, the reflux ratio is at its 
intial value for a short time after the combinatorial procedure is 
initiated. However, if the first switch in the optimum path occurs 
when the combinatorial procedure in initiated, the time interval over 
which the reflux ratio is assumed to be at its minimum value is
p r o b a b ly  t o o  l o n g .  I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  p r o b le m  s h o u ld  b e  r e s o l v e d  f o r  
a  s h o r t e r  a s su m e d  t im e  i n t e r v a l .
T h e o r e t i c a l l y ,  t h e  p r i n c i p l e s  o f  d y n a m ic  p ro g ra m m in g  c a n  b e  u s e d  
i n  c o n j u n c t i o n  w i t h  t h e  a b o v e  p r o c e d u r e .  I f  i n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h e  s o l u ­
t i o n  v i a  t h e  c o m b i n a t o r i a l  p r o c e d u r e ,  t h e  c o lu m n  r e a c h e s  t h e  sa m e  
s t a t e  ( w i t h i n  c e r t a i n  t o l e r a n c e s )  v i a  tw o  d i f f e r e n t  p a t h s ,  t h e  p a t h  
w i t h  t h e  s m a l l e s t  m ean  s q u a r e  e r r o r  i s  t h e  op tim um  p a t h  t o  t h a t  p o i n t ,  
a n d ' t h e  o t h e r  p a t h  c a n  b e  n e g l e c t e d  i n  t h e  r e m a in in g  c a l c u l a t i o n s .  
H o w e v e r , t h e  p r o b le m  i s  t o  f i n d  w h ic h  s t a t e s ,  i f  a n y ,  a r e  i d e n t i c a l .
I n  r e a l i t y ,  t h i s  s i t u a t i o n  d o e s  n o t  o c c u r  v e r y  f r e q u e n t l y  i n  t h e  
c o u r s e  o f  t h e  c o m b i n a t o r i a l  s o l u t i o n ,  and  t h e  s a v i n g s  on  c o m p u t a t io n  
t im e  g a in e d  i n  n e g l e c t i n g  a n y  p a t h s  p o s s i b l e  w o u ld  b e  o f f s e t  b y  t h e  
t im e  r e q u i r e d  t o  c o m p a r e  a l l  t h e  s t a t e s  a t  t h e  end o f  e a c h  t im e  i n t e r ­
v a l  i n  o r d e r  t o  d e t e r m in e  t h e  i d e n t i c a l  s t a t e s .
To solve the optimization problem proposed above, it is necessary 
to use a digital computer, preferably a large and fast one. Even 
with a large computer, there is not enough rapid access core memory 
to store all the values to be retained, and it is necessary to use 
input-output devices. In the computer (IBM 7040) used for the calcu­
lations, the initial values for each path from the previous interval, 
except for the first interval, are read from one magnetic tape, and 
the output for the present interval are stored on another magnetic 
tape. For the next interval, the devices are switched, i.e., a 
magnetic tape is read, rewound, written upon, rewound, read, etc.
T he c o m p u te r  p r o g r a m  f o r  p e r f o r m in g  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n s  i s  g i v e n  i n  
A p p e n d ix  Q.
In this computer program, the first step is to calculate the 
state'of the column at the end of the period of time over which the 
reflux ratio is assumed to remain at the value assumed after the 
initial switch. At the end of these calculations, the combinatorial 
procedure is initiated. This procedure is continued, calculating 
the mean square error for each path. After each interval, the paths 
are checked to see*if steady state conditions have been reached.
For the path to have reached steady state, the overheads concentra­
tion must be within certain tolerances of the set point for a pre­
scribed number of iterations. After one path reaches steady state, 
the mean square error for this path does not increase appreciably as 
the solution continues. Thus, any path cannot be optimum if it has 
not reached steady state and its mean square error is larger than 
that for a path that has reached steady state. Thus, whenever a 
path reaches steady state, the computer program, after each iteration, 
compares the mean square error of each path not at steady state to 
that of the path at steady state with the smallest mean square error, 
and neglects paths with a larger mean square error in the remainder 
of the calculations. After all remaining paths under consideration 
have reached steady state, the one with the minimum value of the 
mean square error is selected as the optimum path.
In initiating the solution to the problem, a time interval over 
which the reflux ratio is constant must be assumed. This value de­
pends primarily upon the accuracy with which the switching function 
must be known. For this problem, a time interval of 0.05 min (3 sec) 
was used. Thus, the time of each switch is known within 3 seconds • 
of the true optimum value. Next, the maximum nu... ar of switches must
be assumed. For the initial solutions, the maximum number of switches 
was three. For a change in overheads concentration from 0.9677 
(reflux ratio = 0.655) to 0.9242 (reflux ratio = 0.55), the optimum 
control path is as follows:
0.0 - 6.60 min: reflux ratio = 0 . 3
6.60 - 6.90 min: reflux ratio = 0 . 8
6.90 - “ min: reflux ratio = 0 . 5 5
Thus, the reflux ratio is at its maximum value; for only 18 seconds.
On the other hand, if only two switches are allowed, the second 
switch, from a reflux ratio of 0.3 to 0.55, occurs 6.90 minutes after 
the set point is changed. The mean square errors for the two cases 
are 0.00585794 for three switches and 0.00586283, both in units of 
(mole fraction)3 - min, for two switches. Furthermore, in a realis­
tic situation, maintaining the reflux ratio at its maximum value for 
only 18 seconds is probably too brief. In the model assumed for the 
column, all switches are assumed to be instantaneous, which is not
t'
the .actual case. Although this assumption introduces no significant 
error for reasonably long time intervals, it is not valid for short 
time intervals such as 18 seconds. Since the difference in values 
for the mean square error for the two cases is not large, control 
very close to optimum can be obtained using only two switches in 
the reflux ratio, and are believed to be sufficient for the column 
under consideration.
For a given operating condition, a graph can be drawn to give 
the time of the second switch as a. function of the new operating 
condition. Starting at an overheads liquid concentration of 0.9677, 
the time of the second switch is plotted versus the new set point
i
for the overheads liquid concentration in Figure (VI-3). If three 
switches are allowed, there would be a line on the graphs correspond­
ing to each switch except for the first one. In Figure (VI-4), the 
optimum response, as determined from the graph in Figure (VI-3), of 
the column to a change in the set point of the overheads liquid con­
centration from 0.9677 to 0.8550 is compared to the response if the 
reflux ratio was initially changed to its final steady state value,
i.e., allowing only one switch.
Although graphs similar to the one in Figure (V-28) can be drawn 
for other changes, this one is sufficient for illustrative purposes.
The object here is to show only that the results of the extensive 
calculations can be presented in a form which is easy to use. The 
graphs can often be reduced to an equation or equations using regres­
sion analysis. For the graphs in Figure (VI-3) a straight line re­
presented the results very accurately* The equation for this line is
t » 120.077 - 123.751 x (VI-38)s s
where t «= time at which the switch occurs s
and xg ® the new set point 
For this representation, the coefficient of correlation is 0.998. In 
addition, the system does not have a sharp minimum for the mean square 
error, and therefore, small deviations from the true optimum value are 
not serious.
To calculate the optimum response for an actual system, two assump 
tions are included in the model assumed for this work that often are 
not valid. First, the assumption of equimolal overflow may not be 
accurate. In this case, an enthalpy balance must be made for each
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Figure (VI-3). Optimum time for final switch when the set point 











- response to an initial switch from a reflux 
ratio of 0.655 to 0.5 with no subsequent 
switches.
- response using the switching function determined 
from Figure (VI-3).
Figure (VI-4). Comparision of response curves for a change in set 
point of the overheads concentration from 0.9677 to 0.885.
pool, and an additional equation included. Second, for a realistic 
column, the change in reflux ratio would not be propagated through 
out the column instantaneously, which means the holdups for the vari­
ous stages are not constant. Again, equations can be developed for 
the holdup of a given stage as a function-of the flow rate, and a 
differential equation can be derived whose solution will give the 
flow rates at the individual stages as a function of time.. However, 
the changes in flow rates will be much faster than changes in con­
centrations, and the assumption of instantaneous changes in flow 
rates can be made provided that the time between switches is much 
longer than the time required for the change in flow rate to propa­
gate through the column. Obviously, if either of these assumptions 
cannot be made, the calculations to determine the optimum control 
path will be somewhat longer, but these additional equations can
easily be included in the computer program.
Conclusions
In this chapter, optimization techniques were applied to illus­
trate a method for determing the optimum transition from one state
to another for the systems discussed in Chapter V. Although dynamic
programming.and the principle of the maximum can theoretically be used, 
certain difficulties arise in applying them. For this type of problem, 
a combinatorial procedure can be used to obtain an answer, although
considerable computation time is required. For example, the average 
*
time for calculating a point for the graph in Figure (VI-3) is about 
20 minutes for the IBM 7040 computer. However, Figure (VI-3) illus­
trates that these results can be presented in a manner that is very
easy to use subsequently. Since the main purpose of this chapter is 
only to illustrate a technique that can be used for determining the 
optimum transition, no additional problems are considered. This one 
example suffices to illustrate that the optimum transition can be 
calculated and the results easily presented.
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Nomenclature
n x n matrix in Equation (VI-5) or (VI-32) 
Coefficient in Equation (VI-9) 
n x 1 matrix in Equation (VI-5) or'(VI-32) 
Shell side fluid heat capacity 
n x n matrix in Equation (VI-29)
Heat capacity of tube side fluid 
n x 1 matrix in Equation (VI-29)
Hamiltonian
Integrals in Equations (VI-1) thru (VI-4)
Flow rate of tube side fluid
Equilibrium value of m
Minimum value of m
Maximum value of m-
Elements of matrices
Element i in vector P
dpj/dt






Time at which switch occurs 
State vector in Equation (VI-29) 
df/dt
Inlet temperature of shell side fluid
Temperature of fluid leaving pool i 
' ■  I
Set point for Ta
Inlet temperature of tube side fluid
Product of heat transfer coefficient and heat 
transfer area per pool
Volume of shell side pool
Volume of tube side pool
Flow rate of shell side fluid
Element i of matrix X
dx./dti
• Controlled variable 
Set point of x,.
. .State vector in Equation (VI-5) 
dX/dt
Value of X at t = 0
Density of shell side fluid 
Density of tube side fluid
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the emphasis has been upon analyzing the response 
of an existing system, not upon synthesizing a system to have some 
given characteristics. In Chapter II, a graphical method is pre­
sented to determine the open and closed loop response of a second 
or third order system. This method is much faster than solving the 
differential equation and evaluating the result numerically with at
slide rule. For the closed loop, generalized root locus graphs are 
presented for calculating the roots of the closed loop transfer 
function.
In Chapter III, the objective was to improve the present methods 
for obtaining controller settings. Although a few assumptions remain, 
several assumptions in the previous methods are not included. Since 
it is desired that this method be practical, the general systems were 
approximated by a first order lag plus a time delay, which was also 
used in most previous methods. Thus, those familiar with these methods 
will find the procedure for obtaining the approximation practically 
the same. However, graphs are used to present the control parameters, 
since the relationships are too complicated to be presented by equa­
tions. Using these graphs should give better controller settings 
than previous methods, since there are fewer assumptions involved.
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Using a third order system instead of a first order lag plus
time delay, a similar procedure for developing graphs for obtaining
controller settings is.illustrated in Chapter IV. However, the
method is not developed fully, since a good method for approximating
*
a general system by a third order system is not available. However, 
if such a procedure is developed, enough work has been done in 
Chapter IV to show that a complete set of charts can be developed 
for determining controller settings using a third order system to 
approximate a general system.
In Chapter V, attention is focused on more complex systems. To 
describe several process systems, such as heat exchangers, plate 
columns, or continuous columns, a set of differential equations are 
required. To calculate the transient response, this set of differ­
ential equations must be solved simultaneously. Although the relaxa­
tion method has been used considerably, use of a matrix differential 
equation has some advantages. Primarily, all the above systems are 
described by the same matrix differential equation, thus enabling-the 
same solution techniques to be used for all these systems.
Recently, much emphasis has been placed upon optimization tech­
niques, and several have appeared in the last decade. Using the 
matrix differential equations derived in Chapter V, dynamic program­
ming and the principle of the maximum are applied to determine the 
optimum transition from one state to another. However, a numerical 
answer was not obtained using either of the above procedures, al­
though the maximum principle indicated that the optimum control vector 
is bang-bang. Using this result, a trial and error procedure was used
to obtain numerical values for the optimum transition from one set of 
steady state conditions to another for a distillation column.
Thus, in this work, the response of various systems has been the 
main topic, although some parts may appear to be unconnected. In 
the future, more and more emphasis will be placed on optimization of 
the response, but methods for determining the shape of the response 
curve will also be required. In the last two chapters, an effort 
was made to apply some recent developments in control theory to 
process systems. Although some of the concepts were successfully 
applied, the most interesting observation is that there are many 
other opportunities for using this theory advantageously in the 
process industries.
APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TIME RESPONSE GRAPHS
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APPENDIX A
C THIS PROGRAM DRAWS THB GRAPHS FOR DETERMINING THE TIME RESPONSE OF
C A THIRD ORDER SYSTEM. IT IS WRITTEN IN ,FORTRAN II FOR AN IBM 1520
C COMPUTER WITH A CALCOMP 563 PLOTTER. THE PLOT PACKAGE USED WAS
C ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED BY PROCTOR- AND GAMBLE. INITIALLY, THE PROGRAM
C READS THE VALUES REQUIRED FOR DRAWING THE AXES. AFTER THE AXES ARE
C DRAWN,' VALUES OF THE TIME CONSTANT, T, AND DAMPING RATIO, S, ARE
C READ, AND THE RESPONSE PLOTTED. WHENEVER THE VALUE OF T IS CHANGED,
C THE COMPUTER PAUSES FOR MANUAL RELOCATION OF THE PEN POSITION. AFTER
C • STARTING AGAINj THE AXES ARE REDRAWN, AND THE PROCEDURE REPEATED.
C * ■
0 SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO READ INITIAL CARD AFTER EACH GRAPH IS DRAWN
e
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C CM = SCALE FACTOR FOR MAGNITUDE OF THE RESPONSE (Y-AXI-S)
C WM = SCALE FACTOR FOR TIME OF RESPONSE (X-AXIS)
C NCX =* NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN LABEL FOR Y-AXIS
C WMX = VALUE OF LAST DIVISION ON X-AXIS
C NCY = NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN LABEL FDR Y-AXIS
C T * VALUE OF TIME CONSTANT
C S = VALUE OF DAMPING RATIO
C DW * VALUE BY WHICH THE TIME IS INCREMENTED BETWEEN CALCULATIONS
C
C EACH TIME THE AXIS IS DRAWN, TWO CARDS MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE
C INPUT STACK FROM WHICH THE LABELS FOR THE AXES ARE READ
C
C THE PROGRAM WILL NOT WORK FOR T = 0.0. TO DRAW THIS GRAPH, THE VALUE
C OF T = 0.0001 CAN BE USED,. FOR WHICH THE PROGRAM WILL WORK.
C
RE ADI, CM *WM,' NCX, WMX, NCY 







READ71» T» S 
SIZX-WM*WMX 
CALL PLOT(O* « 0* y 3)
SIZY-CM*2«
DZY-2•/SIZY
CALL AX IS ( 0. t 0. t NCX.» S IZ-Xt'O. ».0. t DZX) 
CALL AX IS ( 0«' « Os:« NC Y« S i Z-Yy.90* r 0* « DZY ) 
CALL PLOT(0«t0ot3)
72 I F (:S— 1 • I 8 » 9 j 18









2 BB- l.'-T*T*( EXPFt - WT)) /TN
4 IFM.!-T*S) 200 j 20Ii 202
200 P = 2 . 3 .  1416— ATANF{SH/S)-ATANF(T*-SH/(T*-S-1») ) 
GOT0203
201 P =- AT A N F ( S 11/ S ) + 1 • 5 * 3 . 1416‘
GOT0203
202 P=-AT.ANF(SH/S)+ATANF(T*SH/( 1 • -T*S) J+3.1416




CALL PLOT{WP» CP» 2)











o S EQUALS ONE (’AT LEAST TWO ROOTS ARE EQUAL)
9 IF(iT-li) 10,11,10









IF('W-WMX) 12 i 70, 70
S EQUALS ONE BUT T IS NOT EQUAL- TO ONE (ALL ROOTS ARE REAL WITH TWO 







13 BC=T#‘T*EXPF(-WT)/(ABSFIT-1. ) ) **2.
















n S IS GREATER THAN ONE
18 A=S+SQRTF(S*S-1.)
B=2.*S-A
IF (!A-T ) 1.9* 20, 19
20 E = B




I F {‘WE— 50 • ) 21,22,22
22 G=*0.
G0T023












19 IFf B~T} 27,28i 27 
28 E-A
GOTOIOO








W T=W / T





IF{WA— 50. ) 32,33, 33 
33 GG±0J 
GOT 034















CALL PLOT { 0; ,'0i,3)
IF{S-SS ) 75,72175
75 I F {'.T—TT) 73*, 72,73
73 PAUSE '»
AT THIS POINTi THE- PEN POSITION IS RELOCATED FOR DRAWING THE AX.ES 
FOR THE NEXT GRAPH
IF('SENSE SWITCH 1)2000,2001 
2001 CALL AXIS(0ii0;,NCX,SIZX,.0.,0.,DZX)
201
CALL AXIS(0i>0; ,NCYiSIZY,-90. |0. ,OZY) 
CALL PLOT(0.» Oi » 3)
G0T072
END
DATA FOR DRAWING THE GRAPHS IN FIGURES (11-3) AND (11-40 WITH SENSE 
SWITCH .1 OFF.






















THERE IS NO CARD OUTPUT FOR THE ABOVE INPUT.
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ROOT LOCUS GRAPHS
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APPENDIX B
C THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE1 GENERAL I.ZED ROOT LOCUS GRAPHS. THE PROGRAM 
C IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN II FOR AN IBM 1620 COMPUTER WITH A CALCDMP 553
C PLOTTER. THE PLOT PACKAGE USED WAS DEVELOPED BY PROCTOR AND GAMBLE.
C THIS PROGRAM DRAWS THE LINES OF CONSTANT T (THE TIME CONSTANT), AND 
C THEN CALLS SUBROUTINE GATN TO PLOT THE LINES OF CONSTANT GAIN. DNE
C GRAPH IS DRAWN FOR EACH VALUE OF THE DAMPING RATIO. THE CALCULATION
C PROCEDURE IS TO CALCULATE THE POSITION OF THE ROOTS FOR SPECIFIED
C VALUES OF THE TIME CONSTANT AND THE GAIN, AND TO INCREMENT THE GAIN
C IN SUCH A MANNER THAT A CONTINUOUS LINE IS DRAWN. A TRAILER CARD WITH
C A DIFFERENT VALUE OF S IS NECESSARY.TO LET THE COMPUTER KNOW THAT
C ALL LINES OF CONSTANT T HAVE BEEN DRAWN. THE PROGRAM THEN CALLS 
C SUBROUTINE GAIN.
C
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO PAUSE AFTER PLOTTING A VALUE
C SENSE SWITCH 3 ON THE PUNCH VALUES FOR TAU = 1000.
C
0 DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C VD FACTOR FOR INCREMENTING THE GAIN IN STATEMENT 131 (USED WHEN
C TAU IS GREATER. THAN 2. ).
C ZMX = VALUE AT LOWER' LEFT CORNER OF X-AXIS
C 51ZX * LENGTH OF X-AXI.S
C SIZY = LENGTH OF Y-AXIS
C DZY =* INCREMENT FOR ONE I.NCH ON THE Y-AXIS
C VM = MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR INCREMENTING THE GAIN WHEN TAJ IS
C LESS THAN OR EQUAL 2.
0 DZX - INCREMENT FOR ONE INCH ON THE X-AXIS
C VST = INITIAL VALUE OF THE GAIN
C TAU =* TIME CONSTANT












67 READ!', VDi ZMXj S I Z-X » S-I Z Y, DZY, VM » DZX ».VST
1 FORMAT(8F5.0)





CALL* PLOT ( S I ZX, QV* 2)
CALL PLOT{0.» 0« » 3)
CALL PLOT ( 0 • « S IZY» 2Y. .
CALL PLOT(0.» 0« » 3) [
IF(!S-l.)1002i 1003,-1004 '




S EQUAL TO ONE
1003 XD- 1«!
YD-0.1
1005 XPP-— ZMX/DZX—XD/DZX 
YPP.=YD/DZY 
VS=VST
I F (!TAU) 1007, 42,1007 
42 CALL PL0T(XPPiYPP>3):
CALL PLOT (XPP j> YT» 2 )
T AUO-T AU 
GOTO101 
1007 CALL PLOT ( XPP j YPP , 3).
GOT041




1004 XD1--( S + SQR rF ( S-*S - li ) )/DZX-ZMX/DZX 
XD2--(S-SQRTF{S*S-1.)}/DZX-ZMX/DZX 
IFMAU) 1008 i 43V 1008 
43 XT-IXD1+XD2J/2*
CALL p l o t (x t ;o ;,3>
CALL PLOT{XT*YT»2)
GOTO101 








VSS = (;XS + T)»(XS*XS + 2.*XS*S+1. )*(-TAU) 
VS=VSS+VST
CALCULATION OF ROOTS OF CUBIC EQUATION
41 T=1./TAU
B=T+2.*S 





R= ( P/.3'*) <* I P/3.) *.( P/3* ) +'{ Q/2. ) * (3/2. ) 
IF £ RI 21 21 3









IF(iA1 ■> 9, 10, 11 














138 YPQ= OYPD-YPDD)*(SIZX—XPDO)/tXPD-XPDO) +YPDO 
XPQ=SIZX













86 PUNCH4, TAU, S » V»'XPD, YPD
GOT0137 









100 IF( TAU-2» ) 130, 130, 1.31





131 VX- ( VH-1. ) /VDl-1.
V=VX*V
GOTO?















VS=iABSF(it XS*T)MXS*XS*2.*XS + 1. ):)*TAU+VST 
G0T041 




















o PLOTS LINES OF CONSTANT GAIN




THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE LINES OF CONSTANT GAIN ON THE GENERALIZED 
■ROOT LOCUS GRAPHS. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY ASSUMING. AN I.NITIAL VALUE 
OF THE TIME CONSTANT AND CALCULATING THE POSITION OF THE ROOTS FOR THE 
SPECIFIED VALUE OF GAIN. A CONTINUOUS LINE IS DRAWN BY INCREMENTING 
•THE VALUE OF THE TIME CONSTANT.
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO PAUSE. BEFORE PLOTTING A VALUE 
DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES 
TPST = INITIAL VALUE OF THE TIME CONSTANT
TPM - MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR INCREMENTING THE TIME CONSTANT 
A = ARRAY IN WHICH THE VALUES OF GAIN FDR WHICH LINES' ARE TO BE 
DRAWN ARE STORED





D02 1J = 1»‘12 
VP = A!'J)
IF!VP)22,2Ii22 







TWO ROOTS ARE COMPLEX FOR THIS VALUE OF GAIN
23 YPI=SQRTF(VP+1.-SS*SSJ/DZY 
















Q= (;27 • *D-9'. *B*C+2.^B^B^BO / 27 •
R=( P/3. >*(P/3.)*(P/3. ).+ (Q/2.')*<3/2. )
IF { R ), 31»' 311 2 0 3
ALL ROOTS ARE REAL
31 r r =o .:
GOT 0260
203 BB-— CQ/2.+SQRTFIR))ft*.3333 
Al=—Q/2. + SQRTF{ R ),
IF tAl)209,210,211































CALL PLOT ( XPD, YPD, 2).
YPD0=0.









INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING THE GENERALIZED ROOT LOCUS GRAPH FOR 
A DAMPING RATIO OF 0.8 IN FIGURE (11-13). ALL SENSE SWITCHES ARB OFF.
21 -1. A. 8. .5 1.1 .25 .1
0. .8
;03 .'8 •
• 05 .8 
. 1 , 8
.15 .8 '
• 2 .8
i 3 i 8




.0:1 l.l .'25 .5 1. 2. 3. A. 6. 8. 12. 16. 0. 0.
THERE IS NO CARD OUTPUT FOR THE ABOVE INPUT.
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR REAL ROOTS GRAPH
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APPENDIX C
0 THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE GRAPHS APPLICABLE WHEN ALL.THREE- ROOTS ARE
C -REAL.- IT IS WRITTEN I.N FORTRAN II FOR A 1620 COMPUTER WITH A CALCOMP
C 563 PLOTTER. THE PLOT PACKAGE USED WAS DEVELOPED BY PROCTOR AND
C GAMBLE.] THE PROGRAM PLOTS ONE GRAPH FOR EACH VALUE OF S (THE DAMPING
0 RATIO),' AND DRAWS LINES ON THIS GRAPH FOR EACH VALUE OF T (THE TIME
C CONSTANT). THE PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TWO ROOTS CORRESPONDING TO
C THE VALUE OF S AND USES THEIR VALUES AS THE EXTREMES FOR THE X-AXIS.
C IF A VALUE OF T CORRESPONDING TO A ROOT IN THIS RANGE IS ENCOUNTERED,
C THE PROGRAM CALCULATES' A LINE' FOR THE VALUE OF T CORRESPONDING TO THE
C ROOT CLOSEST TD THE ORIGIN ON A ROOT LOCUS GRAPH, AND PUNCHES THIS
C VALUE OF T IF DESIRED; THE PROGRAM THEN GOES TO THE NEXT GRAPH.
C
C- SINCE THE VALUE .OF T = 0.0 WOULD CAUSE OVERFLOWS, THE VALUE OF
C T = 0.0001 IS USED INSTEAD.
C
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO EXECUTE THE INITIAL READ STATEMENT BEFORE
C DRAWING THE AXES FOR EACH GRAPH
C SENSE SWITCH 2 OFF TO DRAW THE AXES
C SENSE SWITCH 3 ON TO PUNCH VALUE OF ROOT CLOSEST TO THE ORIGIN
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES •




30 READ1♦ NCX,NOY , SI ZX;, ST ZY,.DZ Y ,.DM




IFfcSENSE SWITCH 2) 4*21
C
C DRAWING THE AXES 
C
21 CALL AXIStO; , 0. , NCX* S I ZX,.0. ,-100. ,DZX) 
CALL AXIS(0it0.’»NCY»SIZY»-90«»0<,»DZY) 
NCYY^-NCY
CALL AXIS (SIZXfO. »NCYYiSIZY».90«»0.»DZY)
C
C READS DATA 
C












C DRAWS LINE CORRESPONDING TO THE' VALUE OF T 
C
11 X=DMIN+DX





IF(XR— SIZX)5» 3,3 





DRAWS LINE FOR VALUE OF T CORRESPONDING TO ROOT CLOSEST TO THE ORIGIN
18 T--1./DMIN





15 VP-ABSF(!( l.*T*X) *( DMIN-X)> (X-DMAX))/DZY 







40. IFCSENSE SWITCH 1)30,4 
END
INPUT DATA FOR DRAWING GRAPHS IN FIGURE (11-18) APPLICABLE WHEN 
ALL THREE ROOTS ARE REAL. (SENSE SWITCH 1 ON AND ALL OTHER SENSE 
SWITCHES OFF)
-6 14. 2. ;25 ;01








1.2 J0001.M .2 •3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
-6 14. 2'. 1. iOl
OR B
.5 .OOOIJI .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
-6 14. 2. 2. iOl
A OR B 
K 
K
2. .0001.VI .2 .'3 • 4 .5 .6 .7 .8






COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF CONTROL PARAMETERS 
















THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE POINTS FOR THE GRAPH FOR THE CONTROL 
PARAMETERS FOR A FIRST ORDER SYSTEM. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN 
IV FOR AN IOM 7040' COMPUTER. THE CALCULATION PROCEDURE IS, GIVEN A 
VALUE FOR THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO, TD ASSUME VALUES 3F TR 
CTHE CONTROL PARAMETER:) UNTIL THE DESIRED DECAY RATIO IS OBTAINED.
DEFINITION OF. INPUT VARIABLES
DELT = VALUE BY WHICH THE TIME IS INCREMENTED IN SEARCHING FOR THE
VALUES OF TIME AT WHICH THE FIRST DERIVATIVE IS ZERO
TRML =* MULTIPLICATION FACTOR BY WHICH TR IS INCREMENTED 
RRN = IN'lTIAL VALUE OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO 
-RRX * FINAL VALUE OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
DR =* VALUE BY WHICH THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO IS INCREMENTED
BETWEEN CALCULATIONS 





PROGRAM COMES HERE IF AN UNDERFLOW OCCURS
CALL FPTRAP f2)
G(:I)=*0*.
GOTO Cl 0 5 j 5» 6 f 9» l'O» 26) , I 

























PCP= (!AK*UCP + 1 • 1 / { UCP*TR K 
PR-REAL {'PCP)
P-I-ABMAGI PCP}
A2-SQRT (:P-R**2+P I **2) /BB 




CALCULATION OF SECOND DERIVATIVE 
1-2
G( I )=>A2»(AA**2-B8*»2}*EXP( AA*T) *S IN { BB*T+A3 )
5 1-3
G( I )=*2.*A2*AA*BB*EXP,{ AA*T)*C0S(3B*T+A3)
6 CPP=G(2)+G{3)
IF{'CRP)7,7i4








o CALCULATION OF FIRST DERIVATIVE-A





IF( ABS( CP). LT..i 0001 )G0T0( 11,12) ,N 
G0T0(;l3,Vl6i 19,21) , IA

































G ( I ) - A2«EXP { AA*T) *S IN { BB»T+,A3 )











IFt (Cl.LE.l.) .0R<(C2«LE.:i.) 3G0T030 
RAT=CC1-1.)/(C2-1.)
CONVERGENCE PROCEDURE FOR TR
I F (IRAT. LT.RATX) G0T031
30 TRN=TR















PUNCH 106» J»TRf DECRAT» Tlt-T2 
PRINT106; ;TR,DECRATiTl,T2 




900 FORMAT{9H CARD NO. 6Xi 2HTR6X » 7HDEC RAT6X,2HT18X,2HT2/) • 
END
DATA FOR CALCULATING POIiNTS FOR THE GRAPH IN FIGURE (II1-7). 
.5 2. 1. 20. ;25 ;oi
CARD OUTPUT (SAME AS ON SYSTEMS TAPE)
' NO. TR DEO RAT T1 T2
1 200.000 0.80L 44.438 133.369
2 59*375 0.665 24.266 72.774
3 31.543 0.570 17.711 53.141
4 20.700 0.499 14.383 43.138
5 15.202 0 . 444 12.352 37.056
6 11.995 O’; 400 10.996 32.985
7 9.933 0.364 10.027 30.084
8 8.381 O'. 332 9.234 27.699
9 7.334 0.307 8.656 25.970
223
10 6.532 ' 0.286 8.188 24.564
11 5.919 0.267 7.311 23.426
12 5.387 0. 250 7.467 22.404
13 4.966 0.235 7. 184 21.555
14 4.617 0'i 222 6.941 20.826
15 4.311 0. 210 6.721 20.164
16 4.058 0.200 6.533 19.601
17 3.836 0;190 6.363 19.093
18 3.641 0i 182 6.212 18.637
.19 3.471 0. 174 6.076 18.228
20 3.322 0. 167 5.954 17.863
21 3.192 O'. 160 5.846 17.540
22 3.067 01; 154 5.740 17.223
23 2.959 0. 148 5.648 16.947
24 2.855 0. 143 5.557 16.674
25 2; 766 0 i 138 5.479 16.431
26 2.680 0. 133 5.400 16.206
27 2.606 0.129 5.334 16.000
28 2.535 0.125 5.269 15.804
29 2.466 0.121 5.204 15.612
30 2.403 O'. 118 5. 145 15.435
31 2.347 0.114 5.092 15.277
32 2.296 0.111 5.043 15.126
33 2» 243 O'. 108 4.991 14.979
34 2.199 0'i 105 4.948 14.845
35 2.152 o;i02 4.902 14.700
36 2.112 OilOO 4.862 14.590
37 2.072 0.098 4.822 14.466
38 2.036 0.095 4.786 14.352
39 2i000 0.093 4.750 14.253
40 1.967 0.091 4.716 14.146
41 1.934 O'. 089 4.683 14.040
42 1.904 0.087 4.651 13.957
43 1.876 0.085 4.622 13.865






















































































































THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE POINTS FOR THE GRAPH FOR THE CONTROL 
PARAMETERS FOR A PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN 
FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 70A0 COMPUTER. IN THE GRAPH, B IS PLOTTED 
VERSUS G AND THE PERIOD (TSP - TFP) IS PLOTTED AGAINST G. THE 
CALCULATION PROCEDURE IS, GIVEN A VALUE OF G AND THE DECAY RATIO, TO 
ASSUME VALUES FOR B UNTIL THE COMPUTED DECAY RATIO IS WITHIN SPECIFIED 
LIMITS OF THE DESIRED DECAY RATIO.
DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
NINC = NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH G IS DIVIDED FOR NUMERICALLY 
CALCULATING THE RESPONSE*
G =* VALUE OF THE DELAY TIME DIVIDED BY THE TIME CONSTANT (THE 
VALUE READ IS THE INITIAL VALUE)
TSTOP= MAXIMUM VALUE OF TIME FOR WHICH THE RESPONSE WILL BE CALCU­
LATED. AT THE END OF THIS TIME, THE PRDGRAM ASSUMES NO ADDI­
TIONAL PEAKS EXIST.
AMUL * VALUE BY WHICH B IS INCREMENTED 
GSTOP= FINAL VALUE OF G
DELG = VALUE BY WHICH G IS INCREMENTED BETWEEN CALCULATIONS
DRAT * LIMITS WITHIN WHICH DECAY RATIO WILL BE ACCEPTED
RAT - RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO.
DEFINITION OF OTHER VARIABLES
B = GAIN PARAMETER
D = RESET PARAMETER: j
DIMENSION C {2000)
























I F15B-.GT .7.1 AMUL-lOi »BMUL:
IF(!B.:GT.70. ) AMUL=100. *BMUL!
T = 0 .
NDET-1 
I M=NI'NC-tl





IF(D-.01J 26» 26» 2 7
26 CFI N=* li. / ( B+l j )
GOT 028
27 CFIN-O.







6 D02 I'=IJi II
J=I—MINO 
K = J— 1
AK I = DT* OC { J } *0 CK);} /2 i +AK I.
BRAK=*A*CC{'J)-C(K) )/DT+B*{C{ J)+C(K) )/2.+D*AKI 
COn=ftl.-'BRA;<-C{ I-1))*DT+C{ I- 11 
I F t C11) —C { 1-1)325 ».2»2 
25 I F tiC U I— 11—C< 1-2) );2'» 250» 250






D05 I-1» IK 
KK= I-tN ING 
5 C {' I) -C (,KK)
•I F tT-TST0P*G) 61 6', 75























19 I F {CFP-CSP)100,100,11
1.1 IF(CFP-CFIN)100,100,18 
18 RAT = LCFP-CFIN) / ( CSP.-CFIN).
IF (RAT-RATN) lOj 13,.13
13 IF { RAT-RATX) 14i 14,7
14 PUNCH 118 , L, Ai B,' O', G, RAT, TFP , TSP 
PRINT 118', L', Ai B » D i G, RAT, TFP , TSP 
L=L* 1
INCREMENTING G
42 IF(-G-1. ) 142i 143,-143
142 IF ( G- . 3) 150 i 15 1,. 151 
150 IF{G— .11 145,146,146
















20 FORMAT( 15, 6F5.0);
21 FORMAT(F5.0)
1.18 FORMAT ( 1X,I5*F10.2;F11.3,3F9.3,2F10.3)
900 FORMAT(9H CARD N0.4X*1HA9X,1HB9X,1HD8X,1HG7X,3HRAT6X,3HTFP7X, 
*3HTSR/)
END
INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING THE POINTS FOR FIGURE ( 111-9) .
500.01 40. .1 5. li .01
4.
CARD OUTPUT FDR THE ABOVE INPUT (SAME OUTPUT IS ALSO ON 
THE SYSTEMS TAPE)
CARD NO; • A B D G RAT TFP TSP
1 0. 103.047 0. 0.010 4.002 0.030 0.076
2 Oi 51.609 0. 0.020 4.008 0.059 0. 151
3 o; 34.484 0. 0.030 4.005 0.088 0.225
4 o; 25.922 0. Oi 040 4.002 • 0. 117 0.299
5 0. 17.359 0. 0.060 3.997 0. 174 0.444
6 0. 13.078 0. 0.080 3.993 0.230 0.587
7 0; 10.500 0. 0.100 4.003 0.286 0.727
8 0. 8.789 0. 0.120 4.000 0.341 0.865
9 Oi 4.902 0. 0.220 3.995 0.603 1.525
10 0. 3.445 0. 0.320 4.001 0.850 2. 143
11 o; 2.223 0. 0.520 3.996 1.306 3.277
12 0. ' 1.686 0. 0.720 4.002 1.727 4.313
13 0. 1.389 • 0. 0.920 3.991 2. 125 5.277
14 o; 1. 198 0. 1. 120 4.007 2.509 6. 189
15 Oi 0.805 0. 2.120 3.997 4.384 10.312
16 0.. 0.664 0. 3.120 3.994 6.302 14.093
231






















A P PENDIX F
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE POINTS FOR THE GRAPH FOR THE CONTROL 
PARAMETERS FOR A RESET CONTROLLER. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN 
FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 7040 COMPUTER. IN THE GRAPH, 0 IS PLOTTED 
VERSUS G AND THE PERIOD ITSP - TFP) IS PLOTTED AGAINST G. THE 
CALCULATION PROCEDURE IS, GIVEN A VALUE OF G AND THE DECAY RATIO, TO 
ASSUME VALUES FOR. D UNTIL THE COMPUTED DECAY RATIO IS WITHIN SPECIFIED 
LIMITS OF THE DESIRED DECAY RATIO.
DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
tNINC = NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH G IS Dl VI DIED FOR NUMERICALLY 
CALCULATING THE* RESP0NS6 
G * VALUE OF THE DELAY TIME DIVIDED BY THE TIME CONSTANT (THE
VALUE READ IS THE INITIAL VALUE)
•TSTOP- MAXIMUM VALUE OF TIME FOR WHICH THE RESPONSE WILL BE CALCU­
LATED. AT THE END OF THIS TIME, THE PROGRAM ASSUMES NO ADDI­
TIONAL PEAKS EXIST.
AMUL =* VALUE BY WHICH D IS INCREMENTED 
GSTOP- FINAL VALUE OF G
DELG VALUE BY WHICH G IS INCREMENTED BETWEEN CALCULATIONS 
DRAT = LIMITS WITHIN WHICH DECAY RATIO WILL BE ACCEPTED 
RAT = DECAY RATIO
RAT 3 RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO.
DEFINITION OF OTHER VARIABLES
8 * GAIN PARAMETER (iEQUALS ZERO IN THIS CASE)
D * RESET PARAMETER:
DIMENSION Cf 2000).
















•ALUE OF D IF G-0.
0= 5.14 
L= 1
























I I = 2*N'INC+1 
6 D02 I'= IJ» I I
J=I—NINC 
K=J— I
AKI = DT*(iC(‘J)+0(.K) )/2*+AKiI
BRAK*A*(!C( J)-G(K) )/DT+B*(CI J)+C(K))/2.+D»AKI 
C( I )==’{ l.-BRAK-C( 1-1):) »DT+:C( 1-1)
IFlCtlD-Cl 1-1) )25,2,2 











ESTIMATION OF NEXT TRIAL VALUE FOR D
75 CONTINUE

















IF (; DM IN) I2i 12» 8
12 D=D-AMUL 
GOT 09
19 IF{!CFP-CSP) 100# 100, LI
11 IFICFP-CFIN)100,100,18
18 RAT = LCFP—CFIN)/{CSP~CFIN) 
IF(RA T-RATNJ10»13»13
13 IF (iRAT-RATX ) 14< 14» 7
14 PUNCH118 » L,A i B,D ,GV RAT,TFP t-TSP









20 FORMAT! I5i6F5.0) .
21 FORMAT IF5.0} '
118 FORMAT{IX,15, F10.2*F11.3, 3F9.3,2F10.3)
900 FORMAT(9H CARD NO.4X*1HA9X,1HB9X,1HD8X,1HG7X,3HRAT6X,3HTFP7X, 
♦3HTSR/1 r
END
-INPUT DATAFOR CALCULATING THE POINTS FOR FIGURE (II .1— 101 • 
50.05 400. .1 1. .05 .014.
N>
CO
CARO OUTPUT FDR ABOVE' INPUT I SAME 
SYSTEMS TAP.E)
CARD n o ; A B D
1 0. 0. 3.625
2 0. 0. 2.787
3 0; . 0. 2.300
4 0. 0. 1.969
5 O ’. 0. 1.725
6 0. 0. 1.541
7 0. 0. 1.394
8 0. 0. 1.275
9 0. 0. 1.178
10 0. 0. 1.094
11 o. 0. 1.023
12 0. 0. 0.961
13 0. 0. 0.908
14 0. 0. 0.859
15 0. 0. 0.817
16 0. 0. 0.778
17 0. 0. 0.744
18 0. Of. 0.712
19 0. 0. 0.684
20 0. 0. 0.658

















































0 THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DATA FOR PLOTTING THE GRAPH FOR THE CONTROL
C PARAMETERS FOR; A PROPORTIONAL PLUS DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER. THE PRO-
C GRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 7040 COMPUTER. THE CALCULA-
C TION PROCEDURE IS, GIVEN A VALUE OF A (THE DERIVATIVE PARAMETER) AND
C G (THE RATIO OF THE DELAY TIME TO THE TIME CONSTANT), TO ASSUME VALUES
C OF B (THE GAIN PARAMETER) UNTIL THE VALUE OF B IS FOUND THAT GIVES THE
C DESIRED DECAY RATIO. SINCE NO RESET IS PRESENT, THE VALUE OF D (THE
C RESET PARAMETER) IS ZERO.
C
C NOTE THAT A LINE OF CONSTANT G ON THE GRAPH ORIGINATES AT THE Y-AXIS,
C GOES IN THE POSITIVE X-DIRECTION, BUT TURNS BACK IN THE NEGATIVE X-
C DIRECTION AT SOME MAXI.MUM VALUE OF A. THUS, THE CALCULATIONS ARE
C DIVIDED INTO TWO SECTIONS, AND THE CONVERGENCE PROCEDURE FOR THE TWO
C SECTIONS ARE DIFFERENT. IN THE PROGRAM, THE VALUE OF M CORRESPONDS
C TO THE TWO SECTIONS, WITH M = 1 DENOTING THE FIRST SECTION AND M = 2
C THE SECOND.
0
DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH G IS DIVIDED FOR NUMERICALLY 
CALCULATING THE RESPONSE
MAXIMUM VALUE OF TIME FOR WHICH THE RESPONSE WILL BE CALCU­
LATED’. AT THE END OF THIS TIME, THE PROGRAM ASSUMES NO ADDI­
TIONAL PEAKS EXIST.’
VALUE BY WHI.CH B IS INCREMENTED 
MAXIMUM VALUE OF A ALLOWABLE
MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE VALUE OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE VALUE OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO

































DT = G/. ANING 
9 C {I)—0•
AMUL-BMUL
IF { B-1GT-f7 , ) AMUL=-10*»8MUL 
IFCB.:GT;70.) AMUL = 1Q'0**BMUL 
KMM=KMM-fcl
IFOAJLTj;0001) KMM-0
IF (I ( B .LT• .01) »0R« ( B.GT.1000 •');)' GOTO51





















8RAK=A*(iC( J)-C(K).)/DT+B*{C( J)+C{K))/2. + D»AKI 
CCI)-{l.-BRAK-C(I-l))*DT+C(1-1)
SEARCH FOR PEAKS
I F i ' C m - C C  I-l))25,2,2 
25 IF (C li I - 1 )— C (1— 2 ) );2» 250»250








5 C ( 13 =*C ( KK )
I F (:T-TSTOP*G) 6» 6‘» 75
CALCULATION OF NEXT ASSUMED VALUE FOR B





8 B = IBMIN+BMAX)/2•
GOT 09










48 IF(RAT-RATX1 14,14/49 
440 I FIKMM'.GT.501 G0T043.0
44 BMIN-B•






























18 RAT = <CFP-CFIN)/(CSP-CFIN).
IF{KMM.GT.100)GOT014 
IF(RAT-RATN)10,13,13
13 I F(RAT-RATX) 14»: 14, ?
14 PUNCH118,L,AJB,0,G,R:AT,TFP,TSP 
PRINT118,L,A,BjD,G,RAT,TFP,TSP 
















21 FORMAT C F5.0)
1.18 FORMAT { IX, 15j F10.2,F11.3,3F9.3» 2F10.3)
900 FORMAT(9H CARD N0..4X,1HA9X,1HB9X,1HD8X,1HG7X,3HRAT7X,3HTFP7X, 
?3HTSR/1 
END
DATA CARDS FOR CALCULATING LINE FOR G = 2.0 IN FIGURE (III.-ll).
244
,10040. .'05 1. 4.01 3.99 .025
2.
CARO OUTPUT (SAME AS ON SYSTEMS
CARD NO; A B D
1 0.00 0*. 827 0 . OO'O
2 0.02 0.833 0.000
3 0.05 0.839 O.OO'O
4 0.07 0.845 0 . 000
5 0.10 0.852 0.000
6 0.12 0.85.6 0.00 0
7 0.15 0.861 O.OO’O
8 0.17 0.864 , O.OO'O
9 0. 20 0.867 0.000
10 0i22 0.867 0.000
11 0.25 0.866 O.OO'O
12 0.27 0.862 0.000
13 0.30 0. 858 O.OO'O
14 0.32 0.850 0.000
15 0.35 0.839 O.OO'O
16 0 J37 0.823 O.OO'O
17 0;40 0.802 0 . 000
18 0.42 0.764 O.OO'O
19 0.45 0.652 O.OO'O
1 0;45 0.345 O.OO'O
2 0.42 0.267 0 . 00 0
3 0.40 0.230 O.OO'O
4 0.37 0.208 0.000
5 0.35 0.193 0 . 00 0
6 0 i 32 0. 183 O.OO'O
7 0.30 0. 175 O.OO'O




























































9 0.25 0.166 0.000 2.000
10 0i22 0. L62 O.O’OO 2.000
11 0i 20 0. 159 0.000 2.000
12 0.17 0. 157 0.000 2.000
13 0 .'15 0.155 0 . 000 2.000
14 0. 12 0. 153 0.000 2.000
15 0. 10 0. 140 0 . 000 2.000
















G THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE DATA FOR DRAWING THE GRAPH FOR DETERMINING 
C CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR THE PROPORTIONAL PLUS RESET PLUS DERIVATIVE 
C CCNTRCLLER CF WHICH THE PROPORTIONAL PLUS RESET CONTROLLER IS A SPECIAL 
C CASE (A - 0 • ) THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 704-0
C COMPUTER. GIVEN A VALUE OF A (THE DERIVATIVE PARAMETER), D (THE RESET
C PARAMETER), AND G (THE RATIO OF THE DELAY TO THE TIME CONSTANT) THE
C PROGRAM COMPUTES BY TRIAL AND ERROR THE VALUE OF B (THE GAIN PARAMETER)
C TO GIVE THE DESIRED DECAY RATIO.
C ' v
C NOTE THAT FOR THESE GRAPHS, THE SLOPE IS INITIALLY POSITIVE, BUT •
C .LATER 3EC0MES NEGATIVE. WHEN THIS HAPPENS THE PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING 
C THE NEXT TRIAL VALUE OF B MUST CHANGED. WHETHER THE SLOPE IS POSITIVE
C OR NEGATIVE IS REPRESENED IN THE PROGRAM BY THE VALUE OF M. IF M=I,
C THE SLOPE IS NEGATIVE. IF M=2, THE SLOPE IS POSITIVE.
C
C , DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C .
e NINC = NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH G IS DIVIDED FOR NUMERICALLY
C CALCULATING THE RESPONSE
C AI = INITIAL VALUE OF A *
C GIN = INITIAL VALUE OF G . . '
C TSTCP= MAXIMUM VALUE OF TIME FOR WHICH THE RESPONSE WILL BE CALCU-
C LATED. AT THE END OF THIS TIME, THE PROGRAM ASSUMES NO ADDI-
C TICNAL PEAKS EXIST. V
C AMUL = VALUE BY WHICH B IS INCREMENTED
C RATX = MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE VALUE OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
C RATN = MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE VALUE OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO



















CALCULATION OF VALUE, IF I.T EXISTS, OF B FOR G = 0. 
DG=D»{Ail.)
I FLDG.LT.5.403 G0T0152 
8=SQRT(DG/5.401-1.
PUNGH118jL, AiBiO,.G 
PR I NT 118 , L » A i 8 j O', G 
L=L + 1:
152 G=GIN 








IFKB.LT. .013 .OR.IB.GT. LOOO. 3 ) G0T051 
IF (BMINiLT.O.) GO TO 155 
D3-ABS {BMIN-BMAX);
IF ( DB. LT... 00013 GO TO 15











I M-NI'NC-t 1 
D01I-2,IM 
C (I }-01 
1. T=T +DT 
AKI=0»
CALCULATION OF RESPONSE OVER ALL INTERVALS EXCEPT THE FIRST INTERVAL
28 I J-NJNC+.2
I I = 2*'N INC + 1 
6 002 K=IJ V 11
J=I-NINC 
K=J-I
AKI=0T* CC{J )1C{K ) )/2« + AKI
BRAK=A*{!C{ J)-C(K) )/DT+B*(C( JUC{K))/2. + D*AKI 
C( I) = {1,-BRAK-C( I-DOADT+Ct I~1)
SEAROH FOR PEAKS
IF (i (IC ( I ) * LTi 0. J .AMD* ( NDET* EQ.2) ) IQ = 2 
IFtGtL).LT.Oi) G0T02 
IF(:C<iI)-C{ I-l) )25,2,2 
25 I F{’CtI-n-C( 1-2) 12,250,250 










75 GOTO(ilOO, 440) ,M
250
e










GOTO140 ,:41.)» M 
41 IF(i(CSP*LE.CFIN):*OR'*ICFP.LT.CFIN) ) 
IFGCFP.LT.CSP) G0T0440 
RAT= frC-FP-CF IN) / ( CSP-CF IN )- 
I F (:RAT—RATN) 44# 48, 48



























1.1 IF(GFP-CFIN) 100,100', 18
18 RAT = CiCFP—CF IN ) / ( CSP-GF IN)
IF{RAT—RATN110,13,13
13 I F ( RAT-RATX } 14* 14»'7
14 IF{ {L.EQ. 1UAND. (M.EQ.2) ) GIM=G 
PUNCH 118 , L, A * B,' D , G> R’AT , .TFP , TSP 
















20 FORMAT! 15, 8F5.0):
21 FORMAT(F5.0)
1.18 FORMAT ( lX*I5iF10«2,« FI 1.3, 3F9« 3, 2F 10. 3)




DATA FOR. CALCULATING POINTS ON LINE FOR D = 5.0 IN F IGURE (I II-13)
500. .'05 lOOi, L. 5 A; 01 3.99 .025
5.
CARD OUTPUT (;SAME AS ON SYSTEMS TAPE
CARD N0.‘ A 8 D
1 0.00 0.211 5.000 0
2 0.00 0. 331 5.000 0
3 0.00 0.455 5.000 0
4 OiOO 0.580 5.000 0
5 ObOO 0.707 5.000 0
6 0.00 0.839 5.000 0
7 0.00 0.977 5.000 0
8 0.00 1.126 5.000 0
9 0.00 1.289 5 . 000 0
10 0.00 1.472 5.000 0
11 0:00 1 • 70'3 5.000 0
12 0.00 2.062 5.000 0
.1 0.00 2 . 950 5.000 0
2 0.00 3.448 5.000 0
3 0:00 3.807 5 . 000 0
4 0.00 4.112 5.000 0
5 0.00 4.340 5.000 0










4.000 0.853 3. 377
3.999 0.888 3.275
3.999 0.903 3.094
4.008 ' 0.845 2.574


























COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR A THIRD ORDER 






C COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATI MG THE SETTINGS FOR A PROPORTIONAL
C PLUS DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER FOR A THIRD ORDER PROCESS IN ORDER TO
C OBTAIN A SPECIFIED DECAY RATIO WHEN THE SET POINT IS CHANGED. THE
C PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR A 7040 COMPUTER.
C •
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO PRINT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AFTER EACH ITERATION
C SENSE SWITCH 2 ON TO PRINT INTERMEDIATE VALUES NECESSARY FOR CAL-
C CULATING RESPONSE AND DERIVATIVES OF THE RESPONSE
C SENSE SWITCH 3 ON TO PRINT INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF THE FIRST AND
C SECOND DERIVATIVES
C SENSE- SWITCH 4 ON TO PRINT EACH VALUE OF RESPONSE CALCULATED
C SENSE SWITCH 6 ON TO PUNCH OUTPUT
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
0 DELX = VALUE 8Y WHICH X -IS INCREMENTED
C DELY - VALUE BY WHICH Y IS INCREMENTED (
C TST * INITIAL VALUE OF T ASSUMED FOR STARTING SEARCH FOR PEAKS
C C'PLIM= MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE ACCEPTABLE '
C IN SEARCH FOR PEAKS
C RATX = UPPER LIMIT OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
C RATN = LOWER LIMIT OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
C XST = INITIAL TRIAL VALUE FOR X
C AK - VALUE OF DI.MENSIONLESS GROUP V
0
DIMENSION X ( 300 Y ( 300 ) »A ( 2).? CG ( 20)
COMPLEX UCP,PCP 
IJ=>9









CALL FPTRAP( 2 ):
CG(; IJ ) =0#
GOTO 168, 6 1,62, 63, 64', 65, 66,.67, 1,112,113, 130, 131 ,132) ,IJ
ROUTINE FOR TAKING CUBE ROOT OF A VARIALBE
2 I F (i GG . E Q • 0 . ) A { M ) =.0 .
IFCGG.GT.O*) A( M ) =.GG**.3333 
IFtGG.LT.O.) Al-M ) "-{‘-GG).«-». 3333 













x m x =-u
CALCULATION OF SETTINGS FOR* A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM, WHICH IS A SPECIAL 
CASE OF A THIRD DRDER SYSTEM (Y = 0.)
125 BI - 1»'/X {: J )
KMM=0
A1*AK*X(!’J)
A I = ( 1•+Z)/X CJ)
AA=-A1/2.
GB-SQRT LB I—AA** 2}.
W8-SORT C BI)

















CALCULATION OB TERMS I.N RESPONSE AND DERIVATIVES OF THE RESPONSE FOR
A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM
111 IJ*10
CG ' IJ)*A2*AA»£XP'{ AA»T ) »STM ( 8B.*T+A3)
112 I J — 11




CGliU )=A2*t AA**2-BB;*-*2)sEXP ( AA*T)*SIN( BB»T + A3)
130 I J=*13
CG(M J ) - 2. *A2*AA*B8 -iEXP ( AA*T) »COS ( BB*T+A3)
131 C P P - C G (12) +C G (13): ,
G0T0117
119 IJ*14
CGlil J )=A2*EXP I AA*T) *SIN I BB»T+A3) :
132 C = A1+XGM4)
G0T01-20
CALCULATION OF DECAY RATIO,. AND ASSUMPTION :0F MEW TRIAL VALUE OF X 
IF NECESSARY (SECOND ORDER SYSTEM)
122 RAT = (iC 1-A1) / ( C2-A1)
DELX^DELXA
IFOXCJ).GTilOi) DELX-10.*DELXA 













123 IFtRAT'oLT..RATX) G0T046 
XMN=X(J )
IF(:XMX.GE.O. ) GOTO 124 
X{J)=X(J}+DELX 
GOT0125 
50 J = J + 1
YMK=GU*Z)/X{ J)
IF (iJolEQo 2) DELY = YMK/2.1 
Y{ J)=*Y( J-1J+DELY 
YMX-—!•
YMN*-1*.
. FACTORING CUBIC EQUATION
9 B 1=* 1 ̂ /{ X ( J)*YfJ)J).







IFGJG.EQ.l); PRINT70»Bf»CI»DI » P I»Q ».R ? X { J ) » Y { J) 
IF{RI7,7»8
7 Y { J ) =>Y { J ) +DELY 
G0T09







11 RRT = BI/3.-A(l)-A{ 2)











A6 = AIAN2 tPI» PR)
A3-PA/BB
IF(iUG.EQ.l) PRINT71»RRT,WB,ZET?AA,BB,A1,A2,A3,A6
CALCULATION OR PEAKS BY LOCATION OF POINTS WHERE FIRST DERIVATIVE; 
IS ZERO
t




18 GOTOfcl40', 111)» IG
CALCULATION OF FIR:ST DERIVATIVE*
140 IJ=1










114 CALL SSWTCH('3» J I)
IF( JIuEQ. 1); PRINT72^X{ J).,Y{ J) ,CP,T 
IF t*ABS ( GP ) • LE • CPL IM) GOTO I 25, 39) ,L 
GOTOC?12» 2 1,26,31, 34,37) ,.N 
12 GOTOC115»116)jIG
CALCULATION OF SECOND DERIVATIVE
115 IJ-4
C G H J  )=RRT**2»A2a£XP 0~RRT*T)
63 IJ — 5
CGli IJ ) = A3»( AA*»2-B8>*2).*EXP (AA.*T)*SIN(BB*T*A6)
64 IJ-6
CG LIJ)~A3*2. *AA*B8*EXP(AA'*T )>COS ( BB*T+A6)
65 CPP-GGI4)+CG(5)+CGI6)
117 IFfJS.EQ.l) PRINT73,X( J) ,Y( J.) ,CPP,T
14 IF(CRP)15,16,16 
16 T = T + TST
GOTOI7
15 IFt CP.)19J, 19*20
20 TMX-T















IFt LN . GT . 201 GQTOt 2-5 f 39) >MN 









40 GOTOtSl 18 j 119)»IG
CALCULATION OR RESPONSE OF A THIRD ORDER SYSTEM
118 I J = 7
CG( m  = A2*EXP(-RRT*T)
66 IJ-8
CGt IJ)=A3*EXP{AA*T)*SIN(BB»T+;A6)
67 C = A1+CG17)+CG(8 L 
120 CALL SSWTCHf4i JK):
IFt JK.EQ.l) PRINT 74» X ( J ) ,Y ('Ji) , Z, C * T 




































IF(’JJ.EQ.l) PRINT60-, JiXl J) j.Y{ J ) fZ ».YMK, T1, T , CI » C2 , A1 
G0T0(!121i 122) , IG
CALCULATION OF- DECAY RATIO AND ASSUMPTION OF NEW TRIAL VALUE OF Y IF 
NECESSARY (THIRD ORDER: SYSTEM).

















42 Y( J)=sY{J)+DELY 
G0T045
44 Y(J)-(YMN+YMX)/2,
45 I F !Y LJ).GE.YMK)G0T047 
G0T09
470 PAUSE
47 PRINC48 »J »Z !J)










IFtXfJ) wGTi-100. ) DELX = DELXA*100.









60 FORMAT! 1H I.3i7H X,Y'»Z = 2F7.3»F5.2»5H YMK=F7.3,5H TIME2F7.3,3H C = 2F7 
1.3»4H A1 = F7i 3)
6 FOR:MAT(3H Y=F7.3', 3H X = F7.3, 3H Z = F7.3)
70 FORMAT ( 21H BI i CI, DI iP I',Q ,R , X, Y 8F10.4)
263
.71 FORMAT I 30H RRT , W8 » ZET » AA ,.BB » A 1»A2 , A3, A6 9F9.4)
72 FORMAT{10H X,'Y;CP,-T 4F10.4)
73 FORMAT { 11H XfY*CPP',T 4F10.4)
74 FORMAT( 11H XiY,'Z,C,T 5F10.4)
900 FORMAT!9H CARD NO..7X,1HX9X,1HY9X,1HZ6X,7HDEC RAT6X,2HT18X ,2HT2/) 
END
INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING THE LINE FOR Z = 5.0 IN FIGURE (IV-4).
;1 ;05 .'.5 .00014.01 3.-99 .1 .9
5m
CARD OUTPUT FOR THE' ABOVE INPUT. {SENSE SWITCH 6 ON,. ALU
OTHER SENSE 
RUT TAPE.’)
SWITCHES 0 FF. SAME OUTP.UT IS ON THE SYSTEMS OUT-
CARD NO. X Y Z DEC RAT T1 T2
1 193.342 0.000 5.000 4.008 38.991 128.464
2 183.342 O.OOL 5.000 3.997 37.885 124.711
3 173.3 42 0.002 5.000 4.005 36.732 120.962
4 163.342 0.003 5.000 3.996 35.557 117.048
5 153.342 0:005 5.000 4.002 34.347 113.037
6 143.342 0.-006 5.000 4.005 33.102 108.337
7 133.342 0.008 5.000 3.991 31.821 104.573
8 123.342 0. 010 5.000 3.991 30.493 100.121
9 113.342 0. 013 5.000 3.997 29.113 95.499
10 103.342 0.016 5.000 4. 008 27.676 90.6 78
.11 93.342 0;020' 5.000 3.993 26.185 85.511
12 92.342 0; 020 5.000 4.002 26.028 85.097
13 91.342 0.021 5.000 3.994 25.877 84.570
14 90.342 0; 021 5.000 4.005 25.718 84.052
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155 3.342 0.485 5.000
156 3.242 O'* 493 5.000
157 3.-142 0.501 5.000
158 3.0 42 0;508 5.000
159 2.942 0.516 5.000
160 2.842 O'. 524 5.000
161 2.742 0;532 5.000
162 2.642 0. 542- 5.000
163 . 2.542 0.551 5.000
164 2.442 O'; 5 61' 5.000
165 2.342 0i 571 5.000
166 2.242 0 i 5 8.3 5.000
167 2.142 0. 594 . 5.000
168 2.042 O'; 608 5.000
169 1.942 01621 5.000
170 . 1.842 0.637 5.000
17.1 1.742 0.653 5.000
172 1.642 O'. 668 5.000
173 1.542 01688 5.000
174 1.442 0.707 5.000
175 1.342 0.729 5.000
176 1.242 0.752 5.000
177 1. 142 0.779 5.000
178 1. 0'42 0.807 5.000
179' 0.942 0.838 5.000
180 0.932 0’1842 5.000
181 0.922 0.845 5.000
182 0.912 0.849 5.000
183 0.902 0.8 53 5.000
184 0;892 0.857 5.000
185 0.882 0*861 5.000
186 0.872 01865 5.000
187 0.862 0.869 5.000
188 0.852 0.873 5.000











































































































190 0.832 0.881 5.000
191 0.822 0.884 5.000
192 0.812 Oi 888 5.000
193 0.802 0i892 5.000
194 0.792 0.896 5.000
195 0.782 0 . 900' 5.000
196 0.772 0.904 5.000
197 0.762 0.908 5.000
198 .0.752 0.912 5.000
199 ' 0.742 0.916 5.000
200 0.732 0.919 5.000
201 0.722 0.923 5.000
202 0.712 0.927 5.000
703 0.702 0.935 5.000
204 0.692 Oi939 5.000
205 0.682 0.943 5.000
206 0.672 0.947 5.000
207 0.662 0.951 5.000
208 ' 0.652 0'i958 5.000
209 0.642 0.962 5.000
210 , 0.632 0.966 5.000
211 0.622 0.970 5.000
212 0.612 0.978 5.000
213 0.602 0 i 982 5.000
214 0.592 O’. 986 5.000
215 0.582 0.994 5.000
216 0.572 0". 997 5.000
217 0.562 liOOl 5.000
218 0.552 1.009 5.000
219 0.542 1.013 5.000
220 0.532 1; 021 5.000
221 0.522 1T025 5.000
222 0.512 1.032 5.000
223 0.502 I; 036 5.000

















































































































230 0.432 1i 083
231 0 .422 1 .087
232 O'. 412 1.095
233 0.402 l i 103
234 0.392 .1.110





240 Z- 5.00 X= 0.332 NO SOLUTION
.000 4.004 0. 649 1.9 47
.000 3.997 0.638 1.913
.000 3.990 0.627 1. 879
.000 4.001 0. 614 1.842
.000 3.995 0. 603 1.307
.000 3.990 0.591 1.772
.000 4.002 0.578 1.734
.000 3.998 0.567 1.699
.000 3.994 0. 555 1. 663
.000 3.991 0.543 1.627
.000 4.004 0.530 1.588
.000 4.002 0.518 1.552
.000 4.000 0.505 1.515
.000 3. 999 0.493 1.478


















COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR A THIRD ORDER 







C COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE SETTINGS FOR A PROPORTIONAL
C PLUS DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER- FOR A THIRD ORDER PROCESS IN ORDER TO
C OBTAIN A SPECIFIED DECAY RATIO WHEN THE VALUE OF A DISTURBANCE IS
C CHANGEO. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 7040
C COMPUTER'.
C
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO PRINT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AFTER EACH ITERATION
C SENSE SWITCH 2 ON TO PRINT INTERMEDIATE VALUES NECESSARY FOR CAL-
0 CULATING RESPONSE AND DERIVATIVES OF THE RESPONSE
C SENSE SWITCH 3 ON TO PRINT INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF THE' FIRST AND
C SECOND DERIVATIVES
C SENSE SWITCH 4 ON TO PRINT EACH VALUE OF RESPONSE CALCULATED
C SENSE SWITCH 6 ON TO PUNCH OUTPUT
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
e
C DELX = VALUE BY WHICH X IS INCREMENTED
C OELY = VALUE BY WHICH Y IS INCREMENTED
C TST = INITIAL VALUE OF T ASSUMED FOR STARTING SEARCH FOR PEAKS
C CPLIM= MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE ACCEPTABLE
C IN SEARCH OF PEAKS
C RATX =* UPPER LIMIT OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
C RATN LOWER LIMIT OF THE RECIPROCAL OF THE DECAY RATIO
C XST INITIAL TRIAL VALUE FOR X
C
DIMENSION X( 300),Y{300),A{2 )>CG(2 0)
COMPLEX UCPiPCP 
IJ-9










CG C: IJ ) -0 .
G0T0(J68,61,62i63',64i65,66,67V 1, 112, 113, 130,131,132),IJ
ROUTINE FOR TAKING CUBE ROOT OF A VARIABLE
2 • I FOGG.EQaO.) A(-M):-0-;*
IFCGG *GT.0. ) A ( M ) =GG»*.. 3333 
IF{GG.LT.O.) A{ M ) -“ ( -GG).*» « 3333 






IF(iZ.!GT. 100; ) GOTO 1 
KMM-0 
Y M  J =*0 
J^l
XIJ)=*{1.+Z1/.2155 
IFfZ-'GT ; 12. ) X ( J ) -500.
XMN-— I'.
XMX=-1;
CALCULATION OF SETTINGS FDR A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM, WHICH IS 
CASE OF A THIRD ORDER SYSTEM (Y = 0.)
























CALCULATION OF TERMS I.N RESPONSE AND DERIVATIVES OF THE RESPONSE FOR 
A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM
111 IJ=10
CG(iIJ)=A2*AA*EXPl AA*T ) *S IN { BB*T-EA3)
112 IJ — 11
CGOIJ)*A2*BB*EXPI AA*T ) -COS ( BB*T+A3 )
1,13 CP=CG( 10) +CGI 11)
G0T0114 
116 IJ-12
CGCIIJ )=A2»{ AA*"2-BB**2)*EXP( AA->T) -SIN { BB*T+A3 )
130 IJ-13







CALCULATION OF DECAY RATIO,. AND: ASSUMPTION OF NEW TRIAL VALUE OF X 
IF NECESSARY {SECOND ORDER’ SYSTEM)
122 RAT={;C 1-A 1) / {C2-AI)
DELX-DELXA
IFIXU) iGT.10. ) DELX=10.»DELXA 









I F (1XMN.GE.O. ) G0T0124 




123 IF TRAT.LT.RATX) G0T046 
XMN=X(J)




YMK-11i -fcZ )'/X {’J )
IF (!J «!£Q • 2) DELY=YMK/2. 1 
Y( J)=Y( J-1UDELY 
YMX=-1.
YMN=-T.
FACTORING A CUBIC EQUATION








IFOJG.EQ. 1). PRIMT70iBf ,CI,DI ,PI,Q,.R,X( J) ,Y( J) 
IF ( R )!7» 7»8
















11 RRT = BI/3.— A{13—At 
WB=SQRTIDI/RRT}




A2*-l./I RRT*( RRT**2-2.*ZET»WB*RRT-i-WB**2) )
UCP = CMPLX{AA,BB).




A6 = AT.AN2 I PI» PR)
A3-PA/BB
IF!JG.EQ. 1): PRINT7URRT,.WB,.ZE=T,AA,.BB, A1,A2,A3,A6
CALCULATION OF PEAKS BY LOCATION OF POINTS WHERE FIRST DERIVATIVE IS 
ZERO
IG- 1 -
110 T = TSD
L = 1
17 N= 1
18 G0T0 U 1 4 0 »111)»IG
CALCULATION OF FIRST DERIVATIVE
140 IJ=1
CGI IJ)±-RRT»A2*EXP(-RRT*T)






61 I J 3
CGMJ)=A3*BB*EXP(AA*T1*CDS(88*T+A6)
62 CP=CG(1)+CG(2)+CG(3)
114 CALL SSWTCHt 3, JI );
■IFtJB.EQ.l): PRINT72, X (: J ) , Y ( J ) , CP, T 
IFt ADS (CP ).LE,CPL IM) GOTO (2 5,-39) ,L 
GOTO L: 12,21,26,31,34,37) ».N
12 GOTOt'115, 116) , IG
CALCULATION OF SECOND DERIVATIVE
115 IJ=4 
CG( IJ ) -RRT *S’2»A2*EXP {—RRT*T )
63 IJ=5
CG (: IJ ) = A3 *( AA**2—BB**2 )*EXP(AA*T)«-SIN(BB*T + A6)
64 IJ — 6
CG (!IJ)-A3*2« AA^BB "<£XP ( AA»T ).*COS ( B3 * T+A6)
65 CPP=GG(4)+CG(5 )+CG(6)
117 IFfcJB.EQ, 1) PRINT73,X{ J) ,.Y( J) ,CPP,T
14 IF{C P P )15 »16»16 
16 T=T+TST
G0T0L7
15 IF(CP-) 19, 19i20
20 TMX=C 
T = T + TST 
N=2
G0T0I8






















40 GOTO LI18».119) , IG
CALCULATION OF RESPONSE OF A THIRD ORDER SYSTEM
.118 IJ*7
C G M  J )=A2*EXPC-RRT*T J
66 IJ=8
CG( IJ)-A3*EXPCAA*T)-*SIN(BB»T+A6)
67 C=Al-fcCG('7 )+CG( 8)
120 CALL SSWTCH(4, JK);
IF{ JK.EQ. 1): PRINT 74* X ( J ) , Y ( J;) , Z, C , T 
GOTO L 13»' 41) j MM 
13 T1=T 
C1=C
T = T +6: • 2/W8 
L = 2 
N = 4 
GOT018
31 IFICPJ32,32»33



























IF 0 J J J . EQ.!2) G0T0470 
IF(KMMo GT « 200 )G0T047 
CALL SSWTCHl 1‘, JiJ )
IFl-JJ.EQ.H PRINT 601 J i X( J ) „Y{ J) ,.Z , YMK, T1, T , Cl, C2 , AI 
GOTO 112li122)ilG
CALCULATION OF OECAY RATIO AMD ASSUMPTION OF NEW TRIAL VALUE OF Y IF- 
NECESSARY (THIRD ORDER; SYSTEM)
121 IF{ (C1.LE.A1) .0R,(C2.LE*A1),) G0T042 
RAT=(iCl-Al)/ ( C2-A1)
I F( RAT.GE-RATM)G0T043 
YMX=Y(J )
IF(YMN.GE.O.)G0T044 
Y( J)=(Y(J)+Y( J-l ) )/2.
G0T045




42 Y ( J ) =>Y { J ) +DELY 
GOT 045
44 Y ( J ) =* t YMN +YMX)/2 '•
45 I F ( Y (. J) •GE.YMK) G0T04?
G0T09
470 PAUSE
47 PRINT48,:j,Z,X.( J )
IF( JJJ.EQ.il) PUNCH43 ». J » Z;».X ( J )
GOTO 5
46 PRINT49*J »X(J ) , Y ( J ), Z , RAT ,.T1 V T 
KMM-0
CALL SSWTC!!(6,JJJ,)
GOT0 L491 1492)» JJJ
491 PUNCH49iJ,X( J) *Y I J )', Z, RAT„TU T
C
C INCREMENTING X 
C
492 DELX=DELXA
IF ( X IJ)•GT.10. } DELX-10.*DELXA 
IF t X (; J ) . L E . 1 <») DELX=DELXA/10.
I F ( X fc J ) «GT•100.) DELX=DELXA*100.





C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
0
48 FORMAT{1H 13» 3H Z=F5.2,3B X=F7„3,12H MO SOLUTION)
49 FORMAT(IX»I5iF14.3,5F10.3)
900 FORMAT(9H ’ CARO NO.7X,1HX9X,1HY9X,1HZ6X,7HDEC RAT6X,2HT18X,2HT2/)
3 FORMAT(8F5.0)
4 -FORMATtF5.0)
60 FORMATt1H I3j7H X ,Y,Z=2F7;3,F5.2,5H YMK=F7.3,5H TIME2F7.3,3H C=2F7 
1. 3 »' 4H A1=F7.3)
ro• oo
6' FORMATt 3H Y = F7«i3,3H X=F7.3,.3H Z = F7.3)
70 FORMAT( 2 1H BI; C I, D I’, P I , Q,.R , X , Y 8F10.4)
71 FORMAT(30H RRT,WB,ZBT,AA,BB,A 1,A2,A3,A6 9F9.4)
72 FORMAT(10H X*Y*CP,T 4F10.4)
73 FORMAT( 11H X,Y,CPP,T 4F10;4)
74 FORMAT { 11H X * Y,'Z,'* C', T 5F10.4)
ENO
INPUT DATA FOR DETERMINING THE; POINTS ONE THE LINE FOR Z = 5. IN
:ICURE (IV-5).
1 JO 5 J5 .00014 .01 3.99 .1
CARD OUTPUT DATA FOR THE ABOVE’ INPUT• (SENSE SWITCH 6 ON, ALU
ITHER SENSE SWITCHES OFF. SAME1 OUTPUT IS ON SYSTEMS OUTPUT TAPE.)
CARD NO. X Y Z DEC RAT T1 T2
1 193.342 0.000 5.000 4.008 44.737 134.210
2 ? 18 3.342 o;ooi; 5.000 3.997 43.627 13:0.449
3 173.342 o;oo2 5.000 4.005 42.469 126.598
4 163.342 0.003: 5.000 3.996 41.287 122.778
5 153.342 0;005 5.000 4.002 40.071 118.760
6 143;342 0.006 5.000 4.005 38.817 114.502
7 133.342 0.008 5.000 3.991 37.523 110.275
8 •123.342 0.010 5.000 3.991 36.180 105.808
9 113.342 0; 013 5.000 3.997 34.782 101.158
10 103.342 0;016 5.000 4.008 33.323 96.325
1.1 93.342 0.020 5.000 3.993 31.799 91.225
12 92.342 O'; 020 5.000 4.002 3 1 ,640 90.708
13 91.342 0.021 5.000 3. 994 31.484 90.177
14 90.342 0.021 5.000 4.005 31.322 89.556
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85 19.342 0.144 5.000
86 18.342 O'.-150 5.000
87 17.342 0^156 5.000
88 16.342. 0.161 5.000
89 15.342 0.166 5.000
90 ' 14.342 0il69. 5.000
















INPUT DATA FOR DRAWING FIGURE (IV-9)
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APPENDIX K
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TH0 PROPORTIONAL PLUS DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER 
FOR A THIRD ORDER PROCESS IN APPENDIX I CAN BE USED TO CALCULATE THE 
POINTS FOR THE GRAPH IN FIGURE' (IV-9). THE FOLLOWING INPUT DATA IS 
USED!
a I ;05 .5 .00012.01 U 9 9  .1
0.
200.
.1 o 05 .!5 .00013.01 2i 99 .1
0.
200.
il .05 .'5 .00014.ai 3.99 .1
0.
200.
.1 .05 .15 .00018.Cl 7;99 .1
0.
200.




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A 
LIQUID - LIQUID HEAT EXCHANGER
288
APPENDIX L
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THB TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A LIQUID-LIQUID
C HEAT EXCHANGER USING SYLVESTER1S RULE TO EVALUATE THE TRANSITION
' C MATRIX.) THE PROGRAM I,S WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 7040 COM-
G PUTER. THE PROGRAM CALLS TWO SUBROUTINES - SUBROUTINE CROUT FOR 
C CALCULATING THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX AND SUBROUTINE RUTI FOR CALCULATING
C THE EIGENVALUES OF A MATRIX;
C
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON - PRINTS INTERMEDIATES IN CROUT INVERSION PROCEDURE .
C SENSE SWITCH 2 ON - INTERMEDIATE TAPE AVAILABLE
C SENSE SWITCH 3 ON - EIGENVALUES ARE AVAILABLE
C SENSE SWITCH 4 ON - PRINTS INTERMEDIATE MATRICES’
C SENSE SWITCH 5 ON ~ PRINTS TEMPERATURE OF ALL POOLS
0 SENSE SWITCH 6 ON - CALCULATES INITIAL STEADY STATE- CONDITIONS
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C NBAFF = NUMBER OF BAFFLES
C DENS = DENSITY OF SHELL SIDE FLUID, LBS/CU FT
C DENT = DENSITY OF TUBE SIDE FLUID, LBS/CU FT
C UC = HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BUT/HR-SQ FT-DEG F
C AREA = HEAT TRANSFER AREA PER POOL, SQ FT
C VP = VOLUME OF SHELL SIDE POOL, CU FT
C VT = VOLUME OF TUBE SIDB POOL, CU FT 1
C SF = SHELL SIDE FLOW RATE,. LBS/HR
C TF = TUBE SIDB FLOW RATE, LBS/HR
C CPS = HEAT CAPACITY OF SHELL SIDE FLUID, BTU/LB-DEG F
C CPT = HEAT CAPACITY OF TUBE SIDE FLUID, BTU/LB-DEG F
C TSI = SHELL SIDE INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F
C TTI = TUBE SIDE INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F
C [TIME = NUM8ER OF TIME INCREMENTS









n MI = NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURES TO BE PUNCHED (OUTLETTUBE SIDE TEMPERATURE IS ALWAYS PUNCHED)
MX (I) = MATRIX IN WHI.CH NUMBER OF EACH POOL WHOSE TEMPERATURE IS 
TO BE PUNCHED IS STORED 
IOTPT = 1 FOR CARD OUTPUT, 2 FOR NO CARD OUTPUT
DOUBLE PRECISION R ,F ,DELR,DEL I,DEL,H ,G ,TIME,AX,A INV 
DIMENSION A (25, 25) , T( 25) ».TA ( 25) ,8X{25) ,ROOTR(25) ,ROOT I (25), 
ICR{:25)‘,CK25) JBR(25)*BI (25) „TR (25,25) ,TI (25,25) ,D R (25),DI(25) 
2,R(2,'25) ,F(2i 25,25)jH(2,25,25) ,G(2,25,25) , A I.NV ( 25,2 5) ,MX(10) 
NARR=>25







INPUT AND INITIAL OUTPUT
READIjIOTPT
READ1,N8AFF,UC,AREA,VP,VT,SF,TF,CPS,CPT,TSI,TTI 
READ3, IT IMEr, DTi DENS,DENT
PRINT71,'NBAFF,UC,AREA,VP,VT,SF,TF,CPS,CPT, DENS, DENT 
PR I NT 7 2» T TI,' T S I 
IF(IOTPT<NEa1) G0T0908
PUNCH71 j NBAFF »UC, AREA', VP , VT >SF flTF ,CPS, CPT,DENS,DENT .
PUNCH72 f.TT I, TSI 
908 READ4,MI
READ',, (MX( I)', 1=1, MI).
NP00L = 2*NBAFF-i-2 
NEIE=2»NP00L 
GOTOl 7050, 7051) ,.J.SW6 





7050 VP = VP *DENS 















502 A tJ » JJ)-AA 
N=NPQ0L— 2 
D0503J=1,N 
U J - J /: 2
K=J+NPOOL
I F ( J E  Q o 2 * J J ) G0T0504 
A {K r K+3)=AG 
G0T0503 
50 A- A 1 K »K+1) =AG 
503 CONTINUE
AB-— LTF*CPT+UA )/{ VT*CPT)
D0506J=1,NPOOL 
K=J+NP00L 
506 A ( K »K )=A8
BX[1). = SF *TS!I /VP


















PRINT.41 i { 8X t J) i J=.1,NELE)
7036 GOTO(!7032,7033), JSW6
CALCULATION OF INITIAL STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES




7030 T( I ) =?T ( I)-AINV( I,J)*BX(J)
PRINT652* I ( UT( I ).) V !•-1»N EL E ).
I FIMOTPT'iEQ. 1} PUNCH652, Ul ,.T { I), 1 = 1,NELE)
JSW6=2
THE DISTURBANCE IS DETERMINED BY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS. FOR 
DIFFERENT DISTURBANCES* THESE STATEMENTS AND ASSOCIATED OUTPUT 
















CALL SSWTCHt 3 j JSW3):
GOTOL7040*7041), JSW3
CALCULATION OF EIGENVALUES
7041 D04001 = 1,NELE 
D0400J=1tNELE
400 TR(I,IJ)=A( I, J)
CALL RUTI(TRj NEL E , NARR‘, ROOTR,ROOTI,EPSS)
CALL TYPE(37, 37H THE EIGENVALUES HAVE BEEN DETERMINED) 
PUNCH70
PUNCH65»((N» ROOTR{M )* ROOT I(N) ),N=1»NELE)
GOT 07042
7040 READ 65 » ( (N, ROO TR ( N ) » ROOTI { N).) »N=1» NELE)
7042 PRINI70
PRINT65* ( ( N» ROOTR ( M )., ROOTI (N) ) ,N=1,NELE)
I F (' IOTPT* cQa 1) PUNCH970 
IF C J S W 6 . EQ»1) PUNCH970 
IF t JS-W5.NE.1) PR‘INT971 
REWIND 4 


















DELR-R C1»I)-R(1» J )




G ( 1»M »N) - Af Mi N) *DELR/DEL.
G (2 »M » N )=-A{M 7 N )»DELI/DEL 
IFCM.:NE*N) G0T03O5
G (1»M »N ) = { (A ( M ? N 1—R:( 1, J) ) *DELR-R { 2 , J ) *DEL I )/DE L 




H (i 1, M » N J = 0 •
H(.2,M'»N)±0.
00306L=1» NELE
H 11 i M , M) * H (1 f. M * M ):+F ( L , M , L ) * G (1, L , ■ M ) - F ( 2 , M , L ) * G ( 2 * L . N)
306 H { 2 } M » N ) =H( 2 M, N ) +F.f2 »M ,L)»G(1» L ,N )+F(1,M ,L )*G{2,L ,N) 
D0307 M=1iNELE
D0307N=1» NELE 
F {1, M » M ) = H (1 i M * N );
307 F ( 2 »M » N ) = H ( 2 » M* N };
302 CONTINUE
301 WRITE (4) ( { { F ( L? Mi N) » L = I» 2 ) ? M=.l»NELE ) j N=1»NELE)




READ (4) (HFILj M i N ) »L=.l* 2 ) j M = 1» NELE } f N = 1» NELE )
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K = M X !' I )
I FI IOTPT;EQ, 1) PUMCH66 j H { 1, K , 1} ,.TIME » KM 
IFCJSW5.EQ.2) PR INT 960 *H(1,K, 1),TIME,KM
339 KM=KM+1




PRINT65 j f I M , H ( I , M , 1)., H t 2 , M, 1) )., M= 1, NELE ) 
330 TIME-TIME+DT
FORMAT STATEMENTS
1 FORMAT ( 15, 10F5.0);
2 FORMAT{8F5.0)






41 FORMAT! 1H 12F9i3);
60 FORMAT!1H )
65 FORMAT! 1H I5j2E20.:8).
66 FORMAT!2F10.5,I 10)
67 FORMAT!8H0TIME = F10;5)
68 FORMAT(9M MATRIX A)
69 FORMAT!9H MATRIX B)









71 FORMAT(I8H NUMBER OF BAFFLES32X,I10/32H NUMBER OF POOLS BETWEEN BA 
«FFLES27X,1H2/46H HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BTU/HR-SO FT-DBG F AX, 
*F 10.5/35H HEAT TRANSFER AREA PER POOL, S3 FT 15 X,F10.5/33H VOLUME 
*0F SHELL SIDE POOL, CU FT I7X,FIO.5/32H VOLUME OF TUBE SIDE POOL, 
*CU FT 18X,FIO•5/29H SHELL SIDE FLOW RATE, LBS/HR 2IX,FI0.5/ 28H T 
»UBE SIDE FLOW RATE', L3S/HR 22X, F 10.5/50H HEAT CAPACITY OF SHELL SI 
*DE FLUID, BTU/LB-DEG F F10.5/50H HEAT CAPACITY OF TUBE SI.DE FLUI 
»D, BTU/LB-DEG F F10.5/39H DENSITY OF SHELL SIDE FLUID,- LBS/CU F 
*T ' IIX,F 10.5/38H DENSITY OF TUBB SIDE FLUID, LBS/CU FT 12X,F10.5)
72 FORMAT{41H TUBE SIDE FLUID INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F 9X,F10.5/.
»A2H SHELL SIDE FLUID INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F 8X,F10.5)
75 FORMAT(E20.8)
. 97 FORMAT ( IHO15 » F 10\» 5 )
98 FORMAT { 1H 6E15*6);
255 FORMAT ( 6H0T I viE = F 10 • 5)
600 FORMAT ( 1H E20,8).
652 FORMAT!/6X.28H INITIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE//22H POOL MO. TEMPERAT 
*URE//{lXjI5jF16.5))
680 FORMAT!1H1)
909 FORMAT 1/13H DISTURBANCE-).
960 FORMAT!1H 2F10i5?I10)
970 FORMAT!/32H ■ TEMP TIME SORT MO./)
971 FORMAT C33H0 TEMP TIME SORT MO./)
END
S U B R O U T I N E  C R O U T
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX VIA THE CROUT- 
INVERSION PROCEDURE.
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON TO PRINT INTERMEDIATE MATRICES
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN THE CALL STATEMENT
297
C A * ORIGINAL MATRIX
C NELE = SIZE OF MATRIX A
C C = INVERSE OF MATRIX A
C
C MATRIX A IS IN SINGLE PRECISION AND MATRIX C IS IN COUBLE PRECISION.
G ALL CALCULATIONS ARE DONE IN DOUBLE PRECISION. IF THE DOUBLE PRE-




DIMENSION At 25, 25 )', G t 25» 25 ) ,.B{ 25, 25) ,D ( 25 , 25 ) , E { 25 ,25) , C( 25", 25)





1 D ( I, Ii) = I.
D031 = 1j NELE
3 B ( 1,1:) = G ( I i 1)
D04 I = 2‘, NELE
4 8(1,S)=G(I?I)/G t1,1)
D05I-1,NELE
5 EC 1,10=011, I)/G( 1, 1):
D061=2,NELE
BI I, IO=G{ I, I)
K=I — 1 
D07j =̂ i ;k
7 B ( I , It) = B I I*, I) -B I I , J) ’•>3(J ,1 )
k = i -s- r 
l=i-i
D08J^Kj NELE 
B(-J, li) = G C J, I)
D08N-1,L
8 QvJ,I*)—S(J, I)-BIN, I) * B ( J »N )
D09J=K,NELE
298
B ( I f J ) =G I I J )
D010N=1,L 
,10 B( I , J)=B{ T, J)-B( I,M)*B(N,J J





11 E { I, J ) = E ( I ? J ) / B ( 17 I );
6 CONTINUE






C ( M , J ) = E ( M » J )
D017N=1?K 
L=NELE-N+1 
17 C ( M > J ) =C { H, J ) -B ( M , L ) <C ( L, J ).
16 CONTINUE
GOT0(131 »'32) j J SW1
0





21 PR I NT 22? { G( I i J ) J = 1, NELE)
PR I NT23
23 FORMAT!2HID)
22 FORMAT ( 1H06E 18. 8 ).
D024 B=1? NELE



















THIS PROGRAM WAS TAKEN FROM THE IBM USERS LIBRARY (FILE MO. F2 3318IA).
INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING RESPONSE CURVES IN FIGURE (V-5).
1






CARD OUTPUT FOR THE ABOVE INPUT. ((SENSE SWITCH 6 ON, ALL 




NUM8ER OF POOLS BETWEEN BAFFLES
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT* BTU/HR-SQ FT-DEG F
HEAT TRANSFER AREA PER POOL, SQ FT
VOLUME OF SHELL SIDE POOL i CU FT
VOLUME OF TUBE SIOE POOL', CU FT
SHELL SIDE FLOW RATE, LBS/HR:
TUBE SIDE FLOW RATE* LBS/HR
HEAT CAPACITY OF SHELL SI.DE FLUID; BTU/LB-DEG 
HEAT CAPACITY OF TUBE SIDE FLUID,. BTU/LB-DEG F 
DENSITY OF SMELL SIDE FLUID, LBS/CU FT 
DENSITY OF TUBE SIDE FLUID, LBS/CU FT 
TUBE SIDE FLUID INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F 
SHELL SIDE FLUID INLET TEMPERATURE> DEG F







































NEW TUBE SIDE INLET TEMPERATURE = 110.00000 DEG
EIGENVALUES
1 -0. 156440 46 E> 02 0.
2 — 0.32676138E 01 0. 77287149E 00
3 -0.32676138E 01 -0. 77287149E 00
4 —0.634251046 01' 0.
5 -0 .5457 4943E 01 0. 48638708E 01
6 -0.545749436 Ol -0. 48638788E 01
7 -0 .22451702E 02 0.
8 -0.13005779E 02 0. 82591450E 01
9 -0.13005779E 02 -0. 825914506 01
10 -0.96857215E 01 0. 91848389E 01
l b -0.96857215E 01 -0. 91848389E 01
12 -0.235697198 02 0. 62753 539E 01
13 -0.23569719E 02 -0. 62753539E 01
14 -0.8151030 IE 01 0. 12310742E 02
15 -0.8 151030 IE 01 -0. 12310742E 02
16 -0•22424043E 02 0. 12664695E 02
17 -0.22424043E 02 -0. I2664695E 02
18 -0.339812336 02 0.
19 -0.2230063 IE 02 0. 15156356E 02
20 —0.2230063 IE 02 -0. 15156356E 02





















































































COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A 
VAPOR - LIQUID HEAT EXCHANGER’
305
V
AP.PEND I X M
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A VAPOR-LIQUID HEAT
C EXCHANGER.- THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV FOR AN IBM 73AD
C COMPUTER'. THE TRANSITION MATRIX IS CALCULATED VIA THE INVERSE
C LAPLACE TRANSFORM METHOD. THE PROGRAM USES SUBROUTINE CROUT TO
C ' OBTAIN THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX*
C
C SENSE SWITCH 2 ON - RE-ADS INITIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE
C SENS'B SWITCH 4 ON - PRINTS TEMPERATURE OF EVERY POOL
C SENSE SWITCH 6 ON - PUNCHES OUTPUT
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
0
c NELE = NUMBER OF POOLS ON THE LIQUID SIDE
c UG HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BTU/MR-DEG F- SQ FT
e AREA HEAT TRANSFER AREA PER POOL, SQ FT
c TF = TU8E SIDE FLOW RATE, LBS/HR
c CP LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY, BTU/LB-DEG F
c DENS = LIQUID DENSITY', LBS/CU FT
e VT = VOLUME OF ONE POOL, CU FT
c DT = TIME INTERVAL, MIN
c TV = TEMPERATURE OF VAPOR, DEG F
c TTI = LIQUID INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F
c IT I ME = NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS
c MI - NUMBER OF POOLS WHOSE TEMPERATURE IS TO BE PUNCHED OUT
c N = ARRAY IN WHICH THE NUMBER OF EACH POOL WHOSE TEMPERATURE- IS
c TO BE PUNCHED IS STORED
C
D0U8LE PRECISION AINV








CALL SSWTCH!2 j J SW2)
CALL SSWTCH (4iJSW4).
CALL SSWTCH (*6<jsW6);
READ1, NELE,UCj AREA, TF,CP, DENS’, VT 
READHiOjL 
READ11, n/
READ 11 ,'TT I 
READ 25, ITIHE 
READ25i MI
. READ25, (N(IH 1 = 1, MI). ‘
INITIAL OUTPUT
PR INL30,NELE 
P RIN T 31 * U C 
PRINT32,AREA 
PRINT34,CP
PR I NT 35 > DENS 
PRI NT.37 »' TV 
PR I NT. 38 , TT I 
PR INT390,TF 







PUNCH38 ̂ TTI 
PUNCH390,TF
71 UA-UG»AREA/60.

















CONSTRUCTION OF MATRICES ,
51 HI.1,I)=AA
001711=2 ̂ NELE 
H { I »I') - A A
17 H(I,H-1)=B 
BT-BB*TS
CALCULATION OF INVERSE OF H
CALL CROUT(HjMELE,AINV)




0018J = 1» NELE
TG(I)=TG( I)-BT»AINV( I', J )
18 T (K )=TG( I )
PRINT950
PRINT19, { ( I > T C-1 ) ) , I — 1 * NELE )
GOTO074,' 14) i JSW6 
74 PUNCH950
PUNCH19, ( I',T( II, I = 1>NELE):
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CONSTITUTE THE UPSET, AMO THE ASSOCIATED 
















76 PUNCH 4<WT (K)i TI ME »KM
73 I F ( JSWA.NE'.l) PR INT960 
TS=TV-TTI
006011- 1 »NELE 
60 T(I)=»T{ IJ-TTI .
CALCULATION OP TRANSITION MATRIX VIA THE INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM
A - { TF »CP+UA}/ ( VT*DENS-*CR)
B=TE/{VT^DENS)
AA=-A
83=UA/ { VT-DENS ’-*CP)
G0T049
50 READL3»11J » TI I))»1=Ij NELE)
G0T014 
49 TIME-l.OE— 15 
D020I=l,NELE 
D(I)=0.




0 ( I) — 1 •
002 I-21 NELE 
K = I — I
D( I.)=B*tfK/OD
309
D 1 = I
2 DD= DD*D I 
003 1 = 1,NELE 
K= 1
003J^It NELE 
C('I »K ) - T ( J ) * D ( K:)
3 K=K + 1'
M { 1» I ) = 1.
0041-2» NELE 
K = I — 1
H U  , 1)=AA**K 
01=1-1 
D04J-2* I
4 H M  » J ) --0 I - 1 ? J-L)




C CALCULATION OF .RESPONSE.
C
D06 I T.= 1 s’I T IME 
G = £XP.( AA*TIME)
D07I = 1» NELE 
T ( I ) —0•
K= 1
008J^I»NELE 












9 T C I 1 =»T l-I 1 +H D J I K J *T I-ME* * U »G
.90 j=J + l
7 CONTINUE
D012J=I»NELE 






K -N C J )
KH=KM+1
IF IJ J W 4»N E .!1) PR IN T 95 I •> T ( I) , T I.ME, KM 
GOT0 C43» 46), J SW6 
43 PUNCH44* T {K )j T I MG, KM
46 CONTINUE
GOT0 ti78 v 6 ) , J S174 •
78 PR I NT.42
P T NT.40 ,TI ME,J ,T {1)





1 FORMAT { I5,6F5.»0}
.11 FORMAT { F5.0)
13 FORMAT(1H I5iE20.8)
19 FORMAT{1H 15*5X,FI 2.5)
25 FORMAT(15)
30 FORMAT(50H NUMBER OF SECTIONS 113)
31 FORMAT!50H HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BTU/HR-SQ FT-DGG F F13.5)
32 FORMAT!50H HEAT TRANSFER AREA, SO FT F10.5)
34 FORMATI50H LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY, 8TU/LB-0EG F FI0.5)
35 FORMAT(50H LIQUID DENSITY, LB/CU FT FID.5)
37 FORMAT! 50H STEAM TEMPERATURE", DBG F F13.5)
coH-*
38 FORMAT(50H LIQUID INLET TEMPERATURE, DEG F
39 FORMAT(IHO)
40 FORMAT!2X,F8.4;8X, 14,' 10X,F10.5)
41 FORMAT! 18X, I 4} 10X , F10.5,).




950 FORMAT{/6X,27HINIT IAL TEMPERATURE PROF ILE//9H POOL NO.5X 
MATURE/)
75 FORMAT ( / 17HTE/.PERATURE TI ME9X ,.8HS0RT NO./)
960 FORMAT(/13H TEMPERATURE TIME9X,8HS0RT NO./)
390 FORMAT!50H TUBE SIDE FLOW RATE, LBS/MIN 
END
SUBROUTINE CROUT 
SEE APPENDIX L FOR THIS SUBROUT I.NE.
INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING THE RESPONSE CURVES IN FIGURE 
















CARO OUTPUT FOR THE ABOVE INPUT- (SENSE SWITCH 6 ON, ALL OTHER 
SENSE SWITCHES OFF . SAME OUTPUT IS ALSO ON THE SYSTEMS OUTPUT 
TAPE;I
NUMBER OF SECTIONS
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, BTU/HR-SQ FT-DEG F 
HEAT TRANSFER AREA, SQ FT 
LIQUID HEAT CAPACITY, BTU/LB-DEG F 
LIQUID DENSITY, LB/CU FT 
STEAM TEMPERATURE, DEG F 
LIQUID INLET TEMPERATURE',' DEG F 























TEMPERATURE TIME SORT NO.
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SO O  O  \0 'O CO 03o * * o * o eo o o o o o o
o  o  o  o  o  o  o
o  o  o  o  o  o  oo  o  o  o  o  o  o
o  o  o  o  o  o  o
CO CO CO o  o  o  oo a o o * o oO  CO CO ̂  rM r—̂
i-l co o  in ̂  o  s
CM in sO CM — I CM ingo cm co cm in o  cmO  O  ffl N  >f O  OO' o in in r-i o' <o
O 0 0 .0  o o *
o  sj* o  m  cm >o *}•
* t  g}- m  r -4  ^CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
i n i n n f f i o w h  
O  CM — I <?■ CC CO v0CO CM un n- r C \ <{• O'
co h- - t  in m  co — *
>n in rC ,S  s+ s+ s+
0 '9 -9 * « .* «
O  co cm o  co <• r -
•4" co r-r-i m  <!■ co
CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
g- n- o' in go oeg o  m  O  in njO' o- <n cm in coco o  go <t* go oO' oo in in i—i
0 0 0 0 0 .0
i-iin ici g- g- -g CM CM CM CM CM CM
I*- O' o  in in n-
C0 CM CM n- o  CO <J-fr- m  m  m  r- *g- m-r*- r- cn in in o  O'w  o  o  f' o  g  o
• n o .o  o o oO  g- o  c m  o  co goin in in —i in in
CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
N  in  CO O' O ' CO Ni •—i o co <t* go O'
IA CO O' O ' H  C  O0  go in m  — i c> cm
n  co q  . o  h -  g  g-
.0 "0 0 0 0 ■ 0 oi so o  r~ m  min g w  go in in gCM CM CM CM CM CM CM
216.94367 1.00000 5















26 3 i 89431 1.30000 1
261.27367 1.30000 2
256.26339 1.80000 3
246i 85294 1.80000 4
217 •. 00140 1.80000 5
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• APPENDIX N 




c T H I S PROGRAM CALCULATES THE T R A N S I E N T  RESPONSE OF A D I S T I L L A T I O N  COLUMN
c BY U S I N G  THE I N F I N I T E  S E R I E S  SOLUTI ON FOR THE T R A N S I T I O N  M A T R I X .
c
IT




D E F I N I T I O N  OF I N P U T  VARI ABLES
c NT RAY -J NUMBER OF TRAYS I N  THE COLUMN
e NFT -4 NUMBER OF THE FEED TRAY .
c NCOMP ^4 NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
c VO ^4 OVERHEADS RATE,  MOLES/HR .
c REF =T I NTERNAL REFLUX R A T I O
e P ^4 COLUMN PRESSURE , PS I A
c HG ^4 CONDENSER HOLDUP,  MDL&S
0 HT TRAY HOLDUP,  MOLES
c HD -j DOWNCOMER HOLDUP, .  MOLES
c HA -4 HOLDUP AT REFLUX A D D I T I O N  W E I R ,  MOLES
c HR ^4 REBOI LER HOLDUP,  MOLES
c F -4 FEED R A T E ,  MOLES/MR-
c Q =i F R AC T I ON VAPOR I N THE FEED
e 2 (! I ) ^4 MOLE FR A C T I ON  OF COMPONENT I  I N  THE FEED
c NZ r* TOTAL NUMBER OF POOLS WHOSE CONCENTRATIONS ARE TO BE PUNCHED.
c THE OVERHEADS VAPOR CONCENTRATION I S  PUNCHED REGARDLESS.
c MX — 4 ARRAY I N  WHICH THE NUMBER OF EACH POOL WHOSE CONCENTRATION
c I S  TO BE PUNCHED I S  STORED
c I P R I N T - NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O N S  BETWEEN OUTPUTS
c MAX J NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE CONSIDERED FROM THE I N F I N I T E  S E R I E S
c EXPRESSI ON FOR THE T R A N S I T I O N  M A T R I X
c TOL -J MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CHANGE I N  CONCENTRATION OF EACH POOL FOR
c THE COLUMN TO BE AT STEADY STATE
c DT LENGTH OF EACH T I M E  I N T E R V A L

















o AV( I) » BV (! I } » C V ( I) * CONSTANTS FOR COMPONENT I IN THE ANTOINE
EQUATION
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON - POINTS' INTERMEDIATE VALUES
SENSE SWITCH.2 ON - PRINTS COMPOSITION AFTER EACH ITERATION
SENSE SWITCH 3 ON - PUNCHES COMPOSITIONS AT END OF PRESENT ITERATION
AND STOPS
SENSE SWITCH 4 ON -- PRINTS COMPOSITION OF EVERY POOL 
SENSE SWITCH 6 ON - PUNCHES OUTPUT
DIMENSION A ( 2.5 * 2 5 ) »X i' 2 5 » 2) »AV(2),BV(2) , C V { 2 ) , AKF ( 2 ) ,Z(2) , V ( 25 ) ,
IT (40) , Ai<{ 25i 2) ,Gl 25j25) , H{ 25,25),BX(25),U (10,25),W {10,25)
2 » XA(25)» M X {10)
DATA A » AX j BX /700*0>0/
I PT=0 ‘
NARR=25
CALL SSWTCH{ 4i JSW4)
CALL SSWTCIIi 6,JSW6)
INPUT
READI> NTRAY,NFT,NCOMP, VO;RE F,P ,HC ,HT» HD,HA,HR 
READ2 •> F /Q , { Z { I ) » I = I i NCOMP )
READ3 » NZ»(MX{I),I = 1 j N Z )
READII PR I NT i MAX 
REA02,T0L>DT
NELE='2*NTRAY + 2 V
READ81 (X(Jji)j J = 17 NELE)
READ9, { 0 AV ( I) j 3V ( I) i CV ( I.).-) , 1 = 1,.NCOMP)
INITIAL OUTPUT
PR I NT70 iNCOMP 7 NTRAY, NFT, P , F ,'VO ,.Q , Z { 1) 7 HC , HT, HD, HR 
PR I NT. 71, REF. ( I j AVI I ) 7 BV( I.) , C V ( I ) , 1=1,NCOMP)





IF ('JS W6 • EQ . 2 ) G0T0830
PUNCH70;NC0MP,NTRAY,NFT,P,F».V0,Q, Z.( 1) ,HC,HT,HD,HR 
PUNCH71 * REF»I I,AVI I)j BV(I.),.CV(I),1=1,NCOMP) 
PUNCH72 ? { I‘,X{ I i 1)., I — 1, NELE )







59 FORMAT(20H MEW REFLUX RATIO 30XF10.5)







T I - 0 o’
DOl88N= 1» 11 
X fc N » 2 ) =lo-X(.M,l)
188 X A ( N )i = X (:N, I)
EQUILIBRIUM FLASH CALCULATION FOR THE FEED
TMIN-BV (i 1) / { AV f 1) - AL0G10 { P ) )-CV( I)





AKF ( T } = 10. «■* LAV ( I)-BV(I)/(TF+CVl I ).) )/P 









XF=2 (:1) *F/ { ALF+AKF ( 1) »VF ).
CALCULATION OF VAPOR FLOW RATES THROUGHOUT THE COLUMN
J=2"NTRAY-1 




D06 I =*2* J » 2






I = 2*NTRAYMV ( n = V P
■IFliJSWl.EQ.1) PRINT40,V
CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS OF THE MATRICES
A {2 j1 ) -{V (2)-VO)/HA 
A { 2 » 2 )-—A ( 2»1)
K=NFT-2 
D032J=1iK 






A {N » N )=— {V ( N )-VO) / HD 
32  A ( N » M ) = ~ A { \ ] , N )
K=2*NFT
A {K j K )—— CV(K)+VF-VO) /HD 
A (K 7 K-1 )=-A(K,K)
A ( K +1»K ) - (!V (X ) +VF-VO ) /HT 
A ( X— 1 ? X-2 )- ( V(X-2)-V0)/HT
X=NTRAY— 1 
D019J=NFT,X 
N = 2*J + 2
A {N /M-1 ) - { V ( N ) +'B ) /HD
19 A {M » M ) A{N;M-l)
/.--NFI + l
'20J=X 7 NTRAY 
N -2*J
20 A C-N + l »N ) = (V(M)+B)/HT 
N=2*NTRAY
AIN*2>N+1 ) - { V t N -’>• 1) s- B ) / HR 
BX(2»NFT-1)=VF>AKF[1)"-XF/HT 
BX (;2^NFI + 1) =ALF^XF/HT
CALCULATION OF PLATE TEMPERATURES
1001 CALL SSI.'TCHTBtJSW3)
GOT00999? 1000) i JSW3 
999 PUNCH8> tX { J 7 1) j J =. 1 > NEL E )
GOTO1005 
.1000 T ( 11-100 .
K = 2-*NTRAY + 2 
DO11J=17K 
JJ=J/2
I F ( {J a L£« (K-l)J .ANDi(!J,EQ.2*JJ):} G0T011 
13 SUM-0•
DO101=1;NCOMP






10 SUM=SUM+X{JiI)*AK(Jv I)/AK.( J,l)
1 = 1
TT=8V(I)/(AV{I)-AL0G10(P/SUM)) -CV(I)
IF { ABS { T T - T (J )}-.I ) 11, 11 ,.12 
12 T {J )= TT 
G O T O 13
11 T (J + 2 )= T {J )
CALL SSWTCHCliJSW1)
IF.CJSW1 :EQ.1J PRINT4-0,T
CALCULATION OF THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDEDT ELEMENTS OF THE MATRICES
1 = 1
A f 1' j ! )=-»{VO*AKl 1>-I1+V12)-VQ}/HC 
A { 1 j 3 ) = V ( 2) *AK ( 3 ? I) /HC 
' K=NFT-2 
D016J=1 j K 
M=2 - J-5-1 
N = M+1
16 A {Mv M )fe-(VI2»J.)*AKi(.M-,-I)+:V{N)-V0)/HT 
K=NTRAY-1
0017J=1»K
17 A(2*J+l»2*J+3 )=Vt2*J+2)*AK{2*J*3,II/HT 
X=2*NFT
A (K-1 1 K-1 ) =- ( V (K-2) *AK {K-l j 11 -:-V ( K ) +VF-VO) /HT
D018J=NFT,NTRAY
N=2*J+1
18 A (Ti»N )=-(V(;!~l)*AK{'N, I) i-V ( N+11+8 I /HT 
N=2*NTRAY
A (N +1 > N+2 ) = V ( N* I:) *AK(M-K2, I )1/HT 
A { M+2, N+2) = -{V (N+11 *AK ( N + 2,-1.) +B ) /HR 










PRINT41, ! AK [ J i 1) J = l,l<) 
PRINT60
PR I NT.41 ? ( AK f J j 2 ) 7 J -1» K ) 
PRINT 60





79 U M  j NI=BX{N )
M= I 1
GOTO(;794i 795),JSW1
794 PR INT.97» M
P R INI98 » (V/ { H 7 MI ,N=1,NELE): ! 
PR INT98 i (IJ ( Mi N ), N= H  NELB)
795 D080N = 17 NELE 
W ( 2 , M ) = 0 »
U (2 7 N )=0*
JX=N-2
JL=N*2
IF(IJK.LT.I) J K — 1 
IF(-JL.GT.MELE) JL=MELE 
D08IJ = JKi JL
W (-2 i'N ) = W ( 2, M ) +A( N , J } *X { J »1) 
81 U ( 2 1 U ) =U ( 2, N ) *rA ( N , J ) *3X ( J )









792 PR I NT.97 ? M
PR I NT.98 i (W { M , N ) N =  1, NELE ) 
PRINI98 , [ U ( M i N } , N= IV NELE );
793 0 IV = 2 •
D082J = 1»NELE 
003 2K= 1 tiNELE
82 G(J*KJ=A(:J»K)
AM = 1
IF{MAX » LT•3) G0T0933:
D090M = 3 »MAX 
AMUL=M-X 
AM-AM-“AMU L 




IFtJK.LT, 1):JX = 1 













U { M »;J) = U { M7 N ) -i-G { N , J ) *8X{ J ) 
87 W (M f N )=W (M ,N )+G{M ,J )*X{J ,1)





780 PRINI97» M » AM
PRINT.98,. (W(H,N) ? N= 17 NELE)'




92 W ( M »N ) - W ( M jN)+IJ CM - 1»N )
GOT 0 (.73 1 > 91) » J S;W 1
781 PRINT97» M
PR I NT98 » ( W ( M , N ) , N= 1* NELE);
91 CONTINUE 
D0121N=1 j-NELE •
D0120M = 2r» MAX
120 XIN, 1) = X t M 7 1) :-VI(M»N)*DT*:>(M-l)
121 X I N i 2 ) = 1 o --X { N i 1)
TI = TI' + DT
CALL SSVlTCiK 2 jJSW2)





IF { IP-T.LT. IPRINT) GOTOlOOfl 
I PT-0
Y J-AK ( W  1) ->X { 17 1),
KM= 1
IF{ JSW6.EQ.1) PUNCH44»YJ ‘7 T I» KM




IF C JSW6-.EQ.1) PUNC::44,X(K? 1) ,TI,KM 









PUNCH822, (NiXCN, 1} , N= I , NELE ):
PRINC822*(NiXCN,1),N-1,NELE)
GOTO189 
132 D018 3N-1» NELE
183 XA(N') =Xl.M,l) •
COTOlOOl 
171 PRINT255,TI




C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C
25 5 FORMAT{6H0TIME=F10•5)
97 FORMAT I lM0I5i FlO-,5).
98 FORMAT( 1H 6615.6);






9 FORMAT (3F 10.0).
70 FORMAT{21H NUMBER OF COMPONENTS 29X,I10/16H NUMBER OF TRAYS 
*34X* I10/18H FEED PLATE NUMBER: 3 2 X 1 10/1 5H PRESSURE, PSIA 35X, 
UF10.5/20H FEED RATE, MOLES/HR 30X,F10.5/25H OVERHEADS RATE, MOLES/ 
*I!R 25X»F10.5/23H VAPOR FRACTION OF FEED 27X, F10.5/3 8H MOLE FRACTIO 
*N LICHT COMPONENT IN FEED 12X, F10.5/24H CONDENSER HOLDUP, MOLES 
*26X,F10.5/19H TRAY HOLDUP, MOLES 31X,F10.5/24H DOWNCOMER HOLDJP, M
326
*OLES 26X J F10. 5/23H REBOILES HOLDUP, MOLES 27X,F10.5)
72 FORMAT(/22H POOL COMPOS ITI0NS//9H POOL NO. 5X,L1HCOMPOSITI ON /
*(1H J5, F 1-7.5 J)
71 FORMAT(22H INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO 28X,F10.5//6X,26HANTOINE EQJATION 
* CONSTANTS//AOH COMPONENT A B C/ I5,13X,
*F9.5»!F9.1»F8.0/I5, 10'X i F9 .5 , F9.1, F 8 . 0/)
4 FORMAT IF 10.5)
831 FORMAT!/18H COMPOSITION TIME 7X,8HS0RT NO./)
832 FORMAT I19H0 COMPOSITION TIME 7X,8HS0RT NO./)
44 FORMAT!2F10.5,I 10)
45 FORMAT t 111 2F10o5>I10')
822 FORMAT !/6X’, 18HF INAL COMPOSITI0NS//25H POOL NO. COMPOSITIONS // 
»{ IX i I5-, F18.8) )
225 FORMAT!F10.6)F10.3)
941 FORMAT!/I 3! I DISTURBANCE-):
END
INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING THE RESPONSE CURVES IN FIGURE (V-16).
10 5 260. .655 300. 10.' .5 .25 .25 5.






























CARD OUTPUT FOR THE ABOVE INPUT. 
ALL OTHER SENSE SWITCHES OFF.
SYSTEMS TAP.Ei )
NUMBER OF COMPONENTS 
NUMBER OF TRAYS '
FEED PLATE NUMBER 
PRESSURE ,' • PS I A 
FEED RATE,' MOLES/HR 
OVERHEADS RATE, MOLES/HR.
VAPOR FRACTION OF FEED 
MOLE FRACTION LIGHT COMPONENT 
CONDENSER HOLDUP, MOLES 
TRAY HOLDUP, MOLES 
DOWNOOMER HOLDUP, MOLES 
REBOILES HOLDUP, MOLES 
INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
(SENSE SWITCH 6 ON, 






















































COMPOSITION TIME SORT NO
0.98701 5.00000










































































































































COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A 
CONTINUOUS CONTACT DISTILLATION COLUMN
333
APPEN DIX'0
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF A PACKED DISTILLATION 
C COLUMN USING THE INFINITE SERIES EXPRESSION FOR THE TRANSITION MATRIX.
C THE PROGRAM IS 'WRITTEN IN FORTRAN IV' FOR AN IBM 7040 COMPUTER.
C
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON - PRINTS INTERMEDIATE MATRICES
C SENSE SWITCH 2 ON - PRINTS AFTER EACH INCREMENT, BUT DOES NOT
C CHECK FOR STEADY STATE CONDITIONS
C SENSE SWITCH 4 ON TO PRINT X-MATRIX
C SENSE SWITCH 6 ON TO P.UNCH OUTPUT
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C NPOOL * NUMBER OF POOLS
C NFP * FEED POOL NUMBER
C F => FEED RATE, MOLES/HR
C D  DISTIL!.ATE RATE, MOLES/HR
C REF = EXTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
C HL =* -LIQUID HOLDUP PER POOL, MOLES
C HV =» VAPOR HOLDUP PER POOL, MOLES
C HC =• CONDENSER HOLDUP, MOLES
C HR =? RE30ILER HuLDUP, MOLES ’
C XF * MOLE FRACTION LIGHT COMPONENT IN FEED
C AKOG =» MASS TRANSFER1 COEFFICIENT, MOLE:S/HR-CU FT
C P  = COLUMN PRESSURE, PSIA
C VP =‘ VOLUME PER POOL, CU FT
C AVII), 3V { I) CVII) - CONSTANTS FOR COMPONENT I IN THE ANTOINE 
C EQUATION
C MI =* TOTAL NUMBER OF POOLS WHOSE CONCENTRATION IS TO BE PUNCHED
C MAX =? NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE CONSIDERED FROM THE INFINITE SERIES
C EXPRESSION FOR THE TRANSITION MATRIX








o DT = LENGTH OF ONE TIME INTERVAL, .MIN
ACC * MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CHANGE IN CONCENTRATION OF EACH POOL' FOR
THE COLUMN TO BE AT STEADY STATE
t.
DIMENSION A v 25 , 25 ) , X 1-25 » 2) , A V I 2 ) , BV ( 2) , C V I 2) , AKFI 2) » Z{ 2)
IT(40),AKI 25^2)iGl25*25),H( 25, 25),BX{25),U(10,25),W(10,25)





INPUT AND INITIAL OUTPUT STATEMENTS
' EAD1 ? NPOOL,NFP,F,Dj REF, ML , HV, HC , HR ,.XF ; AKOG , P , VP 
READ9,I{AVI I),BV{I)>CV(I) ) , 1 = 1,2)
READ193,MI,MAX,IPRINT 
READ193 » ( MX { J ) , J=. 1, MI )
READ199,DT,ACC 
NEL E=NPOOL*2 + 2 
READS, (XIN, 1) >N = 1,.NBLE)
PRINT. 19 A', NPDDL,NFP,F,D , REF , HL , HV, HC , HR , XF , AKOG , P , V P 
PR I NT.900 , ( I,AVI I ) , BV (: I) ; C V I I), 1 = 1,2)
J=NELE/2
PR I NT.901» I I, XI 1, 1) , I, I = 1,.J)
J = J + I
D0919I = J i NELE 
K •-1—J + 2 
919 P RIN T 918 »I? X {I* 1),K
IFGJSW6.EQ.2) G0T0902
PUNCH194,NPOQLVNFP,F*D ,REF»HL,HV,HC,HR,XF,AKOG,P,VP 
PUNCH900, I I, AVI I),BVM) ,CV( I) , 1 = 1,2)
J-NELE/2






925 PUNCH918, I,X{I*1),K 
902 P=P*760./14.7
r
THE DISTURBANCE IS DETERMINED BY THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS, AND 






PR I NT.226 j REF
226 FORMAT! 29H NEW REFLUX RATIO 21X,F10.5).
PRINT9I5
IFCJSW6.EQi2) GOTO 139 




V = A L -fc D
D01111J=I,NELE 
1111 X (J j 2) = I.-X(J,I)
CALCULATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT FOR THE REBOILER
K-NPOOL+2 
J=NELE 
T ( K ) .00.
613 SUM=0.
D06101-1,2
AK CK,! I) = 10^ ** t AV ( I) - BV! I ) / ( T { K ) +C V ( I ) ) ) /P 
610 SUM=SUM+Xt J',I )*AK!K7 l)/AK{K, I )






TT-BV { I ) / ( AV ( I ) -AL0G10 ( SU.M*P ) )-CV( I) 
IFrABS(TT-TfK))-.l ) 611,611,612 
612 T (K )-TT 
GOT0613 
611 XMX-X ( J , 1) /AK ( K , .1)
IF(JSW6.EQ.2) GnT090‘6 
KM=0
6 019 6 J = I, MI 
K=MX LJ)
KM=i<M + l 
196 PUNCH 225 ;X ( K j 1) •, T I ,KM 
KM=KM+1





PR I MT.98 » { X i N , 11 j N= 1, NELE T
907 DO188N-1,NELE
. X { N , 2 ) = 1» —X ( N , 1).
138 X A (N )= X {N ,1) '
1001 N=NPOOL+1
CALL SSWTCH('UJSWl)




DO 10 I»= IV 2
AKf-J ̂ 1) =*10-»»( AVI I )~BV( I ) / { T ( J)+CV( I) ) ) / P 
10 SUM=SUM-!-X ( J , [)*AK(J‘, I)/AK( J , 1)
1 = 1
T T= BV { I) / C AV I I) -ALOGlOt P/SUM) )-CVU)





12 T (J )-TT 
G0T0I3 
11 T (J + 1)=T(J)





D0510 I = 1 ? 2
A K (!<;' I ) = 10 . t > { A V { I ) -* 0 V ( I ) / ( T f K ) -s-C V ( I) ) )/P
510 SUH-SUM-5-X {J , I ) »AIUK, 1}/AK{K',-I )
1 = 1
TT=BV(I}/{AV(I}-AL0G10(SUM«P))-CV(I)
I r ( ABS(TT-TU) ) - a  ) 511,511,512
512 T {!< ) =TT 
GOT 0513
511 XMX -X' ( J f I) / A’< IK , 1)
GOT0 {; 140 > 141) j J SW1
140 K=NP00L+2





16 A {J+1,J ) =AL/HL 
D017J=2/NFP














D020J = 17 NPOOL 
K=NP00L*1+J
20 A ( K » J + l) = AKOG*AK ( J+l t 1)*VP/HV
A (NELE, NPOOL+i) = {AL + F )»AK{NP0OL+2» 1) /HR 
N=NPOOL+1 
D021J = 2»N 
K=J+NPOOL
A ( J # K ) = AKOG*VP/HL 
A{!C,K)=-( V :-A.<OG*VP)/HV
21 A(K,KH)=V/HV
A {NELE,NELE)--(V *AK{NPOOL + 2,1)+F + AL-V)/HR 
K=NELE
GOTOC791,790))JSW1
I NTERMEDI ATE OUTPUT
791 D061J = 1?K
PRINT--; 1» t A { J , L ),L=1,K)
61 PR I NT 60 
60 FORMAT(1H )
PRINT 60
PR I NT.41, ( AK ( J , 1) , J = 1,K)
PRINT60
PRINf.41, ( A!<( J, 2) ,.J = liK)
PP.* 41» ( BX ( J )» J = 1, N E L E ).
SOL IN
790 0079; • -= 1, NELE
W( 1,M)=X(N,1)
79 U ( 1, N ) = B X (N )
M = I
GOTO(794,795),JSW1 
794 PR I NT.97 ? M
PRI NT. 9 8, { W (M i N ) , N-l, MELE );
339
PR I NT98 ( U { M i N ) , N = 1 i N ELE ) 
795 D080N=1,NELE 
W (2 f M )=0.
U (2 »N )=0 •
D081J=WNELE
W (2,N )=W (2,N )+A (N ,J)*X(J ,1)
81 U(2»N)=U(2,N)+A(N,J)*BX(J)
80 U (2 7 N )= U (2» N )/2 •
M = 2
G0T0L792,793),JSW1
792 PRINT97 » M
PRIMT93 ( W { M, NI 7 N = 1 > NELE ). 
PRIM T. 9 8 i ( U( Mi N ) » N-lj NELE )
793 DIV=2.
D032J = 1j NELE 
0082!' = 1 y'MELE
82 C ( J »K )' - A ( J » K 3
AM -1«
IFIMAX-LT.,3) G0T09331 






H {N » K ) = 0 ®
‘ D084J=1» NELE
84 H ( N i K ) = H ( N , K ) J-A ( N ? J 3 *G ( J, K )
83 CONTINUE 








U ( M »N ) = 0 •
U ( M , N ) =U { M, N ) +G ( N , J) *BX( J')
87 W {M j N J = WIM# N)>GIN # J)*X{J,1)
U(M,N)= U {M » N ) / D IV /AM 
86 W ( M i N ) -W ( M» N ) / AM
GOTO (.780 » 90 )» J S W 1
780 PRINT97» M , AM
PRINT98»(W(M,N),N=1,NELE)
PRINT.98,' (U( M* N) ,N=1,NELE):
90 CONTINUE 
933 D09IM = 2 ? MAX
D092N~IiNELE 
92 W(M,N)=W{M,N)+U(M-17N)
GOTO (.78 li 91) i JSVJ1
781 PR I NT.9 77 M
PRINT.98 , { W ( M , M ) » N = 1 i N E L B }
91 CONTINUE 
D0121M=IjNELE 
D0120.M = 2 ? iMAX




GOT0(117 17 170) » JSW2 




IF(ABS(X (M>1)-XA(M))„GT* ACC )G0T0182 
180 CONTLNUE 
J=NELE/2
PUNCH910 t CJJ»X(JJ» 1)'» JJ,J:J=.1» J) 
PRINT.910, { JJ7 X( J J ,  1) , JJT JJ=. T, J)
J = J + 1






PUNCH918» I’,X( I, 1),K 
917 PRINT.918, I,X(I,-1),K 
GOT 01005
182 00183N=1»NELE
183 XA!N) = X!N, 1)
I F (.’ S W4 a EQ . 2 ) G0T0913 
171 PRI NT.255 »T I
PR I NT98 ?! X {N » I)» N=1j NELE)
913 KM=0
1223 DO I224JK= 1»M I 
L = MX (!JK)
KM=KM+1




XMX.= X { M-GLE, 1) /AK! NPOOL+2 ,-1)
I F (■ JSW4- EQo 2) PRIMT22 7, XMX,,TI , KM 











41 FORMAT! 1H 12F9.3).
97 FORMAT!lH0I5jF10.5)














FORMAT ( 16H MUMBER OF POOLS 34X,U0/17H 
*20H FEED RATE, MOLES/HR 30X,F10.5/ 26H 
-*24X »F10.5/ 13H REFLUX RAT10 37X,F10.5/ 
* MOLES 20X,F10.5/ 29H VAPOR HOLDUP PER 
*24H CONDENSER HOLDUPi MOLES 26X,F10.5/
FEED POOL MUMBER 33X,I10/ 
DISTILLATE RATB, MOLES/HR 
30H LIQUID HOLDUP PER POOL, 
POOL, MOLES 21X,F10.5/
23H REBOtLER HOLDUP,. MOLES
$27X,F 10* 5/ 3OH FEED COMPOSITION, MOLE FRACTION Mo V.
*42H MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, •MOLES/HR-CU FT
5/ 23H VOLUME PER POOL, CU
12X,F10. 5/
8X 7 F10.5/ 19tH PRESSU 





FORMAT{/6X,26HANTOINE EQUATION CONS T ANTS//40H 
* B C//{ 15,10X,F9.5,F9.l,F8.0) )
FORMAT(/6X7 25MI MITTAL POOL.COMPOS ITIGNS //9H POOL NO. 5 X , 1II1C0MP0S I 
*TTON //{ IX', I5».F17.8;22H (LIQUID FROM POOL I3,1H)))
COMPONENT







//23H POOL MO. 








INPUT DATA FOR CALCULATING THE RESPONSE CURVES IN FIGURE (V-2S).



























CARO OUTPUT USING THE ABOVE DATA. (SENSE SWITCH 6 ON, ALL 
OTHER SENSE SWITCHES OFF. SAME OUTPUT IS ON SYSTEMS OUTPUT 
TAPE.il
I
NUMBER OF POOLS 
FEED POOL NUMBER 
FEED RATE/ MOLES/HR 
DISTILLATE RATE, MOLES/HR:
REFLUX RATIO
LIQUID HOLDUP PER POOL, MOLES 
VAPOR HOLDUP PER POOL', MOLES 
CONDENSER HOLDUP, MOLES 
REBOILER HOLDUP, MOLES 
FEED COMPOSITION, MOLE FRACTION M. V.
MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTi MOLES/HR-CU FT 
PRESSURE, LB/SQ IN 
VOLUME PER POOL’, CU FT
5
3
1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0  
60.00000 











COMPONENT A B C
1 6.82973 81'3.2 248.
2 6.83029 945.9 240.
INITIAL POOL COMPOSITIONS
POOL NO. COMPOSITION
I 0.76690900 (LIQUID FROM POOL
2 0.57765000 (LIQUID FROM POOL
3 0.44249300 (LQUID FROM POOL
4 0.39145100 (LIQUID FROM POOL
5 0.29370800 (LIQUID FROM POOL
6 0.19937200 (LIQUID FROM POOL
7 0.76683700 (VAPOR FROM POOL
8 0.67214600 (VAPOR FROM POOL
9 0.60451200 (VAPOR FROM POOL
10 0.48849700 (VAPOR FROM POOL
11 0.35812900 (VAPOR FROM POOL
12 0.23230500 (VAPOR FROM POOL
DISTURBANCE —
NEW REFLUX RATIO
TEMP TIME SORT NO.
0.766909 0.000 1
0.442493 0.000 2



























































1 0.74186109 (LIQUID FROM POOL
2 0.51625936 [LIQUID FROM POOL
3 0.42725353 (LIQUID FROM POOL
4 0.42087859 (LIQUID FROM POOL
-5 0.33664598 (LIQUID FROM POOL
6 0.24247091 (LIQUID FROM POOL
7 0.74238342 (VAPOR FROM POOL
8 . 0.67831350 (VAPOR FROM POOL
9 0.65317709 . (VAPOR FROM POOL
10 0.55733151 [VAPOR FROM POOL
11 0.43324561 (VAPOR FROM POOL
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APPENDIX P
In order to illustrate the application of the maximum principle 
to a distillation column, consider the column in Figure (P-l). The 
nomenclature is the same as in Figure (V-13). The main difference, 
other than the number of plates, between this column and the one in 
Figure (V-12) is that the condenser is a total condenser, there is no 
weir at the reflux addition point, and the feed is at its bubble 
point. Again, equimolal overflow is assumed, and that the plate 
efficiency is 1.0.
By reasoning analogous to that in obtaining the equations in 






*  = Xs " V  **
(P-3)
v k4+ v + b
—t








Figure (P-l). Distillation column under consideration in Appendix P.
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As in Chapter VI, the response is optimized with respect to 
the mean square error criterion. Thus, an additional variable x6 
is defined as
=  J  (x, - x )!N i .Qrrx6  x gp s dt (P-6)
where xgp is the set point. Thus,
*s = <x ; - xsp)3 (p -7)
According to Equation (VI-11), the Hamiltonian is
G *
H = S  P.*;
i=l
■j V 1 , VKo
c c J
+ r J Y=D . VKg+V-D VKA 1
+ Pa t Ht Xi ------ 3 4J
jV-D V-D 1+ P3 XS - —  X3J-
j'V-D VK̂ t +V+B ^ VKg F
+ P4 1 x* " T —  *4 + ^  + H“ Xf/t t t t
+ D /Y±B x _ VKs+Bl Ps IH 4 “ H-- 'J 5r r
+ P6 (xi “ xsn)3 -(P-8)s>p
If the manipulated variable is the reflux ratio, the switching function, 
Sw , is the coefficient of V. Thus,
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sw = Pl ( W i )  + Pa (S.-J5^a a 5t) + Po (2^JE»)
+ p4 ^ 3 -(Ka+1)x4+K5x5  ̂ + Pb ^ - K 5x5j
Hr (P-9)
If the Hamiltonian is maximized according to the maximum principle, 
then
V if S > 0 max w
V =
4 V . if S < 0 m m  w (P-10)
Thus, the control of V, and consequently the reflux ratio, is bang-bang'.
V if S = 0 eq w
#
APPENDIX Q




0 THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE OPTIMUM CONTROL PATH FROM ONE OPERATING
C CONDITION TO ANOTHER FOR A DISTILLATION COLUMN. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN
C IN FORTRAN IV FOR AN 1.8M 7040 COMPUTER. THE PROGRAM CALLS SUBROUTINE
C DIST,- WHICH DETERMINES THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE DISTILLATION
C COLUMN.;
C
C SENSE SWITCH 1 ON - PRINTS EACH VALUE WITHIN TOL
C SENSE SWITCH 3 ON - PRTNTS AFTER EACH ITERATION
C SENSE SWITCH 6 ON - READS TMX
C
C DEFINITION OF INPUT VARIABLES
C
C TMX =* MAXIMUM TIME FOR WHICH THE REFLUX RATIO IS ASSUMED TO REMAIN
C AT ITS INITIAL VALUE
€ TA'G = FRACTION OF PATH OVER WHICH REF IS ASSUMED TO BE AT RF(I)
C XII,J) = CONCENTRATION OF COMPONENT J IN POOL I
0 RF(1) =* MINIMUM VALUE OF INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
C RF (2) =* MAXIMUM VALUE OF INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
C RF {‘3) =* EQUILIBRIUM VALUE OF INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
C NTRAY =* MUMBER OF TRAYS IN THE COLUMN
C DT = TIME INTERVAL
C IT I ME =f NUMBER OF SUB-INTERVALS USED IN THE DISTILLATION CALCULATIONS'
C FOR EACH TIME INTERVAL^
0 XSP =» SE,T POINT VALUE OF X(l,l)
0 MSW = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SWITCHES ALLOWABLE
C TOL * TOLERANCE WITHIN WHICH X(1,U WILL BE ASSUMED TO BE AT STEADY STATE
C MA = HEN IMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS X ( 1, I) MUST BE WITHIN TOL OF XSP
C BEFORE COLUMN IS ASSUMED TO BE AT EQUILIBRIUM
C
DOUBLE PRECISION GiAIN,GMN










I FtJSW6.EQ-11 READ3» TMX 
I F(! JSW6 • NE'. 1) READ3i TAG 
READ1,(R F (I),I=l,3)fNTRAY 
NELE-2»NTRAY+2 
REA02,(X {Ji1),J=1,NELE)




CALCULATION OF RESPONSE FOR TIME THAT THE REFLUX RATI.O IS ASSUMED 









GOT0 15 0» 5 1)» J S W 6
50 IF(iTBME.GT.TMX) GOTO 10
G0T.05
51 IF t OXSP-X(1»1))/DELi GT.TAG) G0T05
C
C NC - 1-HINIMUMi2 = MAXIMUM » 3=EQUILIBRIUM
C NA=NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE INTERVALS WITHIN TOL
C NSW = NUMBER OF SWITCHES-
C NT =NUMBER OF TIME INTERVALS








INITIATION OF COMBINATORIAL PROCEDURE
10 NC{:U = 1 
NSW = I 
NT-2
00121'= \i NELE




DO110 I = 1v 3
IFI!{MSW.EQo2) .AND.( I..EQ..2) ). GOTO 110 
REF=RF(I)
NC(NT)=I Nsw=r
CALL DI ST{XAJ X,MELE> DT,ITME,R EF,NPAS,A IN,G )
IF (;NC ( NT-1) . NE.NC( NT) ) NSW=NSVJ + 1 
GOT OC:13»'ll)tJSW3
13 PRI NT. 100 t G» (‘NC { J )» J-l* NT)» NA 
PRI NT 130»NSW» RE F,NT» MS W
11 WRITE 12) G, (NCI J)iJ = l,NT) ,NA,NSW,.{Xl J,l) ,J = 1,NELE) 
NIM=NIM+1
110 CONTINUE



















I F I NC ( NT A) • EQ . 3 ). G0T016 
I F {.NSW* LT * [ NSW-1).) G0T053 
IF (: I »'ME . NC I N T A ) ) G0T0I6 
53 REF-RF(I)
NC ONT.) - 1
CALL D 1ST { XA» X jNELE-i DT, I TME ,-REFt-NP AS , AI N, G)
102 FORMAT{1H 10F10.6)
IF(NC{NTA).ME .NC(NT)) NSW=NSW+1 
IF{ABS{XSP-X(1*1)).GT.TOL) G0T018 
NA=NA+1
IF L JS W 1 • EQ'. 1) PRINT100,G,(NC ( J) , J=.1,NT) ,NA
IF(NA.LT.MA) GOTO 19
NN-2
I F CGMN.LT.0. } G0T0301





19 GOTO(120iZ 1) »JSW3
20 PRI NT.100» G » {NC U )  , J = 1, NT ), NA
PRINT 130,NSW iREF,NT,MSW
21 WRITE!ITPW), 
N I = N I* * 1




























0033 1= 1 ,!N IM




34 WRI.T.E( ITPR) AIN, (NC{J ),J=I,NTA),NA,NSW, (X( J,l) ,J = 1,NELE)














READUTPW) AIN, ( NC ( J ) , J=.l, NTA ) ,-NA , NSW,.{ X { J ,1) ,J=1,NELE) 
PRINI64rAiN
PR I NT.65 (NC ( J ), J = 1', NTA)
41 PRINT 102H X (J,1)i J-1j NELE)
REWIND2
REWIND3
900 READCITPW) A IN *(NC(J ),J = 1,NTA),NA,NSW,IX(J ,1),J=1,NELE ) 
GMN=AIN 
NIM-NI M— l 
D080 Ii= 1, NIM
REAOL ITPW ) AIN, ( MB{ J!l ,J=1,NTA) , NA , NSW,.( XA ( J) , J=1,NELE) 
IF{AIN.GT.GMN) G0T080 
GMN=AIN 
DD8 I J=1» NTA





. . READ62iNC0HPiNFT,Pr,Fi V0,0> Z 1,HC,HT,HD,HR
PR I NT.60 ,NCOMP, NTRA Y , NF T, P, F ,.V0,Q ,Z 1,HC,HT,HD,HR 
PUNCH60 i NCOMP , N T R A Y N F T , P', F , V0 , Q , Z 1, HC , HT, HD, HR 
PR I NT.63 » DT 
PUNCH63 » DT
PRINT61,MSW,XSP,R F {2) , RF ( 1) ,.RF { 3)










PRINT65 »' (NC 0 J }» J =. 1» NT A )
PUNCH65, ( NC { J ) ,'J^1,NTA)
PRINT.902, ! J » X ( J., 1) jJ=1,N6LE)
PUNGH902, { JiXt-J, 1)', J=1,NELE )
920 FORMAT{/46H THE REFLUX RATIO IS INITIALLY AT ITS MINIMUM /
*10H VALUE FOR F8.4, 32H MIN. THEREAFTER, THE VALUE OF /
*43H THE REFLUX RATIO FOR EACH TIME INTERVAL IS )
902 FORMAT(/6X18HFINAL COMPOSITIONS //22H POOL NO. COMPOSITION /
?I1H I-54F16.8))
903, ’FORMAT(/30H OPTIMUM VALUE OF REFLUX RATIO /6X,17H1 = MINIMUM VALUE 
*/6X, 17H2 = MAXIMUM VALUE /6X,21H3 = EQUILIBRIUM VALUE )
901 FORMAT(/6X413H OPTIMUM PATH/}
61 FORMAT(27H MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SWITCHES 23X,I10/
*10H SET POINT 40X,F10.5/31H INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO, MAXIMUM 19X,
*F 10•5/24X» 7HM IN I MUM 19X».F10. 5/24X , 11HEQUI LI BR I UM15X ,F10.5//■)
63 FORMAT{19H TIME INTERVAL,. MIN 31X,F10.5)
60 FORMAT(21H NUMBER OF COMPONENTS 29X,I10/16H NUMBER OF TRAYS
*34X,I10/18H FEED PLATE NUMBER 32X,I10/15H PRESSURE, PSIA 35X, 
*F10,5/20H FEED RATE, MOLES/HR 30X,F 10.5/25H OVERHEADS RATE, MOLES/
*HR 25X,F10.5/23H VAPOR FRACTION OF FEED 27X,F10.5/38H MOLE FRACTIO
1*N LIGHT COMPONENT IN FEED 12X,F 10.5/24H CONDENSER HOLDUP, MOLES 
*26X,F10.5/19H TRAY H0LDUP4 MOLES 3 IX,F10.5/24H DOWNCOMER HOLDJP, M 
*OLES 26X, F10.5/23H REBOILER HOLDUP, MOLES 27X,F10.5)
62 FORMAT(215, 9F5; 0):
65 FORMAT( 1H 301 2/( 7X> 27 I 2) ):
64 FORMAT(/18H MEAN SQUARE ERROR 30X,F12.8)




3 FORMAT { F5 .0, 15, F5. 0» 15, F5. 0,-1 5)




SUBROUTINE 0 I ST
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE' TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE DISTILLATION 
C COLUMN BEING OPTIMIZED.'
C
C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN CALL STATEMENT
C
C XA = INITIAL COMPOSITIONS
C X FINAL COMPOSITIONS
C NELE = NUMBER OF POOLS
C DT = TIME INTERVAL FOR WHICH THE RESPONSE IS TO BE CALCULATED
C ITME = NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS INTO WHICH THE TIME INTERVAL IS DIVIDED
C FOR CALCULATING THE RESPONSE
C REF = INTERNL
C REF = INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
C NPAS = I IF FIRST TIME SUBROUTINE IS CALLED. NPAS = 2 AFTERWARDS
C AIN = INITIAL VALUE OF THE MEAN SQUARE ERROR
C AINR = FINAL VALUE OF THE MEAN SQUARE ERROR
C
C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES IN READ STATEMENTS
C
C NTRAY-= NUMBER OF TRAYS -
C NFT - FEED TRAY NUMBER;
C NCOMP= NUMBER OF COMPONENTS
C VO = OVERHEADS RATE', MOLES/HR 
C RRF = INITIAL VALUE OF INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO
C P COLUMN PRESSURE, PSIA
C HC = CONDENSER HOLDUP, MOLES
C HT = TRAY HOLDUP*, MOLES
C HD DOWMCOMBR HOLDUP, MOLES
C HA = HOLDUP AT REFLUX ADDITION POINT, MOLES
C HR = REBOILER HOLDUP* MOLES
C F FEED RATE; MOLES/HR
361
\
G Q FRACTION VAPOR IN FEED
C Ztl) = MOLE FRACTION OF COMPONENT I IN THE FEED
C AVI I), 8V I I) , CVII). = CONSTANTS FOR THE ANTOINE EQUATION FOR COMPONENT
C I
e XSP = SET POINT
e
SUBROUTINE D I ST { XA , X ,'NEL E, DT, I TME , REF ,.NPAS , AIN, AI NR}
DOUBLE PRECISION AIN iAINR
DIMENSION X( 25> 2) ,XA{ 25) ,.AV(2) ,3V02) ,CV( 2) ,Z(2) .AKF (2) 
#,V(25)iT(25)iA(25,25),G{25),BX(25)
£ * AKI 25» 2)
D030 Ii= 1, NELE 
Xtni)=XA{I)




C PROGRAM COMES HERB ONLY ONLY ON INITIAL PASS 
C
95 NPAS=2
D0400 I- I? NELE 
BXd): = 0.
AK ( I ,*1) -0 •
r m = o .
D0400J-1,NELE 
400 A I I-, J ) =0 •
READ! , NTRAY, NFT, NCOMP ♦ VO, RRF ’, P , HC , HT, HD , HA, HR 
READ2 ,F ,Q ,IZI I),I = 1» NCOMP )











C CALCULATION OF .FEED LIQUID COMPOSITION 
C
TMIN=*B\M D/I'AVf 1 }.-AL0G10{ P ) ):-CV( I)




D050 If:= 1» NCOMP 
AKFtn=sIO.**( AV( I)-BVl I )/{TF + CV{ I.) ) )/P
50 SUM=SUM + Z m / ( : Q * { A K F m - l »  )+:i. )







XF-ZC 1) *F/ { ALF+AXF{ 1} «-VF)
96 ALR=V0*REF/{l.-REF)
CALCULATION OF FLOW RATES
J=2*NTRAY— 1 
D05I-1» J » 2
5 V { I ) w 
VP-VO+ALR 
J=2»NFT-2 












V I NELE)=VP 
AITME=ITME 
DTME-DT/AITME
CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE INDEPENDENT ELEMENTS OF THE MATRICES
A (2 tI ) = (V(2)-VO)/HA 






A { N , N ) --•( V I M ) -VO) /TID 
-71 A I N »M ) =—A( N* N )
J=NFT.— I 
K=2*NFT
A ( K j K IVIKJ+VF-VO) /HD
A(K »K-1 )=-A(K,K).
A{Ki-I,K ) = {VIK)+:VF-VO)/HT




AIN »N— 1 ) = fV(N)+B) /HD
19 A IN » N )=—AI N » N— 1)
K=MFT+1
D020J = K » NTRAY 
N=2* J
20 A(N + I,M ) = (V(N):+B)/HT 
N=2*NTRAY












CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE PROFILE
T M )- 100•
K=NELE 
D011 J* 1 j( K 




aki j,-n = io.**i avi n-evi n/(T{ j)+:cvi n ) j/p
10 SUM = SUM+X( J, I )*AK( Ji,:I )/AK{ J,.l)
1=1
TT-BVIIJ/IAViI)—AL0G10IP/SUM)) -CV(I)
106 FORMAT ( 1H 4E20<,8);
I F {:A8S { TT-TI J ))-« 1 311,11,12
12 T (• J ) -TT
G0T013
11 T(J + 2)=T(J):
CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT ELEMENTS OF'THE MATRICES 
1 =  1
A(!l,r 3=-{VO*AK{l»-I)+VI2)-VO) /HC




N = M + 1
16 A(M;H J=-tVC2*J).*AKCH,I.)>:V{-N)-V0)/HT 
K=NTRAY~1
D017J = 1 »K













A ( K-I» K-l ) --{ V ( K-2) *AK {X-l'» I) -J-V ( K ) +VF-VO) /HT
D018J=NFT,NTRAY
N=2*J+1
18 A(N«N ) -— (VI N— 1) * AK (!N» I)+V{N+1)+B) /HT 
N=2*NTRAY
A(N + 1:,N + 2)=V(N+1)* AK(N+!2, I )/HT 
A( N+l,N+l)=-{ VI N).»A.<(:N + 1» I)+V(N+1)+B) /HT 
A (N+2» N+2) =-{ V{iM+l)>AK(N+:2,-I )+B) /HR
SOLUTION
D061N=1»NELE 
GIN) =:BX{ N )
0061J-ItNELE 
61 G ( N ) - G { N) + ATN* J ) *X { J:»r 1)
D063N = 1»'NELE 
X{Nfl*)=X(N,l)+G(N)*DTME 
63 X (N » 2) = I •—X { N f 1) ,
CALCULATION OF MEAN SQUARE ERROR
1001 AINR=AINR+(XSP-X(H1))**2*DTME 
IT-II+1










IMPUT DATA FOR DETERMINING THE- OPTIMUM TRANSITION FkOM STEADY- STATE 
OPERATION AT AN INTERNAL REFLUX RATIO OF 0.655 TO STEADY STATE OPERATION 
AT A REFLUX RATIO OF 0.5.
10.























;05 2.8867 2 j 003 60
10 5 260. .655 300. 10. .5 .25







2 5300.' 100^ 60'. ;333 *6 10. .5 .25 5*.
CARD OUTPUT FDR THE ABOVE INPUT.’ . (SENSE SWITCH 6 ON, ALL OTHER 




PRESSURE i PS IA
FEED RATE,* MOLES/HR
OVERHEADS RATE, MOLES/HR
VAPOR FRACTION OF FEED






MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SWITCHES
SET POINT






















MEAN SQUARE ERROR 0.03244182
OPTIMUM VALUE OF REFLUX RATIO 
1 = MINIMUM VALUE
368
2 = MAXIMUM VALUE
3 = EQUILIBRIUM VALUE
THE REFLUX RATIO IS INITIALLY AT ITS MI 
VALUE FOR 10.0500 MIN. THEREAFTER, THE VALUE OF 
THE REFLUX RATIO FOR EACH TIME INTERVAL IS 
1 1 1 1  1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3. 3 3 3 3  3 3  
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